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An Account, Written By The Hand of David Roland; Hinkson
Introduction
Wherefore, these passages were written as an abridgment of the record of the people of the Church of Jesus
Christ and Christianity in general. Written to Christians of the world, and directly to the house of Israel; and also
to the Jew and Gentles alike.
Written by way of direct commandment, and also by the spirit of prophecy, by revelations and dreams, directly
from the Creator God. Order to be released by the gift from God. To be brought forth in the Latter Day. Further
provided are the interpretation of events and technologies hidden, that were meant to be given to man as a gift
from the Creator God. This text was written in show and to clarify what great things the Creator God hath done
for them, and their fathers' and that they may know about the single most important Covenant of the Creator God,
that they will not be cast off forever - And also used for the purpose of convincing Jew and the Gentile alike, that
Jesus is the Christ, and is the Son of the Creator God. And now, if there are any faults in this abridgment, they
are the mistakes of Dave and/or men pursuant to translation; Therefore, condemn not the things that have
been given directly from the Creator God, that ye may be found spotless at the seat of judgment next to Christ.
Early Years and experiences:
An account of David Roland Hinkson, his wife Marda and his Six children (begging at the oldest), Matthew,
Kimberly, Mike, Rebecca, Ashley and Mark.
Dave's early experiences - being raised in the Church of Christ, joining the U.S. Navy and going to three colleges,
to become an expert in finance. The account of his struggles to find himself. Dave took his family and traveled to
Las Vegas then to Grangeville.
First Book of Dave
I Dave, having been born of goodly parents, was taught in the spiritual learning of my father; and having seen
many affliction in the course of my spiritual and physical afflictions, in the course of my days, nevertheless,
having been mightily favored by the God of Creation in my understandings of financial concepts, and the
concepts of physics; have always had a great knowledge of the goodness ands mysteries of God, therefore I
made a record of my proceedings.
Yea, I make a record in the language of my father, about Jesus Christ, in the language of English.
And I know this Record, which I now make is true; and I make it with my own hand; and I now make it in
accordance to my knowledge and understandings of the true events and concepts that were given to me directly
by the Creator God.
For it came to pass in the commencement of my begging years that a man named David O' McKay was the
profited of the church that was at that time called "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints"; and I was
taught many things concerning faith, Repentance and Prayer.
And it came to pass that I was taken to Church almost every Sunday, and taught the following concepts: That
the Book of Mormon is Holy Scripture comparable to the Bible. It is a record of God's dealings with the current
inhabitants of the Americans and contains, as does Bible, the fullness (complete) of the everlasting (unchanging)
gospel. This record, gives account of two great civilizations. One came from Jerusalem in 600 B.C. and
afterwards separated into two Nations, known as the Nephites and the Laminites. After thousands of years, all
were destroyed except the Laminites, and they are the principle ancestors of the American Indians. That the
Book of Mormon is the personal ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ among the Nephites, soon after his
resurrection.
It puts forth the doctrines of the gospel, outlines the plan of Salvation in the life to come. That Joseph Smith
instructed him relative to the ancient record and its destined translation to them by the gift and power of God.
This record witness that Jesus Christ is the Son of the Living God, and that all who will come unto him and obey
the laws and ordinances of his gospel may be saved. That we invite all men everywhere to read the Book of
Mormon to ponder in their hearts the message it contains, and then to ask God, the Eternal Father, in the name
of Christ, if this book be true. Those who
pursue
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Mormon to ponder in their hearts the message it contains, and then to ask God, the Eternal Father, in the name
of Christ, if this book be true. Those who pursue this course and ask in faith will gain a testimony of its truth and
divinity by the power of the Holy Ghost (See Moroini 10 - 5).
Those who gain this divine witness from the Holy
Spirit will also come to know by the same power that Jesus Christ is the Savior of the World, and that the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is the Lord's Kingdom once again established on earth preparatory to the
Second Coming of the Messiah.
I was also taught that America was Gods promised Land, and that the Laminites (American Indians), are what
is left of the Last Tribe of Israel and are thus Jewish by Birth. That I am of the Last Tribe of Israel and are
therefore Jewish Saints, who now believe in Jesus Christ, as our Redeemer; and we are the only true Church
with the only restored Gospel., and that those who do not belong to our Church are now called Gentiles. We
were taught the Articles of Faith 1 through 13; and that many shall be deceived but not us. Baptism can be done
for the living and the dead.
I was taught that Jesus Christ said: "If ye will have faith in me, ye shall have power to do whatsoever thing is
expedient in me (Moroni 7 - 33).
I was taught that: Whatsoever thing ye shall ask the Father in my name, which is good, in faith, believing that
ye shall receive, behold, it shall be done unto you. (Moroni 7 - 26)
I was taught that: I say unto you, Nay; neither have angles ceased to minister unto the children of men
(Moroni 7 - 29
I was taught that: For behold, the Spirit of Christ is given to every man, that he may know good from evil;
wherefore, I show unto you the way to judge; for very thing which Inviteth to do good, and to persuade to believe
in Christ, is sent forth by the power and gift of Christ; wherefore ye may know with perfect knowledge it is of God.
(moroni 7 - 24).
I was taught that: But whatsoever thing persuaded men to do evil, and believe not in Christ, and deny him and
serve not God, then ye may know with a perfect knowledge, it is of the devil; for after this manner doth the devil
work, for he persuadeth no man to do good, no not one; neither do his angles; neither do they who subject
themselves unto him. Moroni 7- 17).
I was taught that: For, I remember the word of God which saith by their works, ye shall know them; for if their
works be good, then they are good also (Moroni 7 - 5).
I was taught that: For held, God hath said a man being evil cannot do that which is good; for if he offereth a
gift, or prayeth unto God, except he shall do it with real intent, it profiteth him nothing. (Moroni 7 - 6).
I was taught that: For behold, a bitter fountain cannot bring forth good water; neither can a good fountain bring
forth bitter water; wherefore a man being a servant of the devil cannot follow Christ; and if he follow Christ he
cannot be a servant of the devil (Moroni 7 - 11).
I was taught that: Wherefore, all things which are good cometh of God; and that which is evil cometh of the
devil; for the devil is an enemy unto God and fighteth against him continually, and inviteth and enticeth to sin, and
to do that which is evil continually (Morini 7 - 12).
That the Bible States in the Epistle of James First Chapter and Fifth Verse as follows: "If any of you lack
wisdom, let him ask of God, that giventh to all men liberally, and up-braideth not; and it shall be given him.
Chapter #1
Owing to the many reports which are about to be put into circulation by evil disposed and designing persons,
in relationship to all Christian Faiths, I have been induced to write this history, to disabuse the public mind, and to
put all inquirers after the real truth in possession, as they have transpired, in relation to both myself and all
Churches, so far as I have such facts in my possession.
In this History, I shall present the various events in relation to all of these Christian Churches, in truth and
righteousness, as they have transpired, or as they at present exist, being now the year of Jesus Christ, 2018.
From the Years, 1830 through present it has been One Hundred and Eighty Three, since the organization of my
Church, the Church of Christ. Let it be also known, that my Church changed its name from the Church of Christ
to become the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, when it incorporated and become a [De facto] Sub
Corporation, that was placed directly underneath the State of Utah, and that the State of Utah, is and has always
been a Corporation that was incorporated directly underneath the [De facto ]United States as a Corporation; and
that the United States was incorporated as a new Corporation in 1913.
1. I was born in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty Six, on the Eighteenth Day of July,
in Artesia, California in the County of Los Angles.
2. My father Roland Cecil Hinkson, left this State of California, moving our family to Ouray Colorado, in 1969,
when I was in my 14th year, or thereabouts.
4. His family consisted of six souls namely my father, Roland Cecil Hinkson; my Mother Faye Gertrude Hinkson
(whose name previous to her marriage was Kartchner, daughter of Vergil Don Kartchner); my self, my two
brothers Craig and Gary (who died in a car accident in 1982, in the 19th year of his life); and my sister Katherine
Fay Hinkson.
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5. I was born and raised a member of the Church of Christ (that later changed its name to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, after it incorporated).
6. During the many years that I was growing up in California, and then in Colorado, I never had very much
interest in going to any Church, as I really was not spiritual in any way. It seemed that I was most and only
interested only in Science and Physics. I loved to take anything and every type of mechanical thing apart, to see
how it worked. I very fast had a good working knowledge about many things, and concepts from how to fix a
Radio/Television to how the Internal Combustion Engine worked.
7. My parents had bought each of us a dirt bike type of motor cycle, and I loved to ride and race my Honda 90,
around the our big yard, and I liked to go to the Domingo Hills to race.
8. By the time I was five, I had wrapped my first Tesla Coils to make a Jacobs Latter. When I was seven my
parents bought me a micro scope and built me a small laboratory where I conducted many experiments. Then by
the time I was 12, I had my own air tools, a compressor, hand tools and a welder. It would seem that I could fix
almost anything, that I attempted to fix.
9. But every step of the way, I was constantly told that I needed to get a testimony of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
and that I should be preparing to go on a mission for our Church.
10. But again, I just did not feel very spiritual and did not feel the burning in my bosom, that I had been promised,
and I really did not feel comfortable praying in public. I did pray in private, but my prayers were mostly a
memorized type of speech, that I did out of some kind of supposed duty. I really never felt that my prayers really
meant anything. I have always through my youth believed in God, and felt that I was a Christian, despite not
being very spiritual in nature.
13. Then in 1969 my parents moved us from California to Ouray Colorado. Ouray Colorado, at that time, was a
rough neck mining town, where there were only about 100 students in total, that all shared the same building and
the students in attendance included the Kindergarten through grade Twelve.
15. The Six Class mates that represented my Class of Ninth Graders at that time, decided that I was a new
comer from California and decided instantly to mock me. It did not really bother me to much, as I decided to
enlist in the [De fact] U.S. Navy on my 17th Birthday.
16. My mother agreed this would be ok, with her as she agreed to sign a permission slip, as she knew that there
was no way that I would be able to pass the aptitude test. I guess she was very surprised, when I got a 97% in
Electronics, Mechanics and Physics.
17. I ended up going to the Jet Mechanics School in Millington Tennessee, and was later stationed at HSL 30, in
Norfolk Virginia. My squadron had the ongoing mission of Anti Submarine Warfare; as we searched each day for
Russian Submarines. We flew in SH 2F Helicopters as we performed these missions.
18. My job was to service the choppers, fly with the missions, and look for Russian Submarines. While stationed
there, I took the time to study every book I could, including all of the Anti Submarine Warfare Concepts, that
involved the use of magnetics.
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The Vietnam was still on and when this war abruptly ended, I had only been in the Navy for two years, and they
said, that anyone who wanted to be released early, could leave as they were going to downsize the Naval
Personnel.
14. I therefore, enrolled into Ricks Junior College, that is located in Rexburg Idaho. Ricks was a college that was
owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, almost everybody that attended there, were very
devout members of the Church. Then the Teton Dam broke and destroyed three two towns (Sugar City), and I
ended up being a volunteer in the clean up effort. While doing this clean up, I found Vacuum Cleaners ,Tires, and
two Snow Mobiles. I returned everything to what I determined were the rightful owners. The owners of the Snow
Mobiles, said that they did not want them back as they were flood damage, and that the Government was going
to buy them new ones. So, I said, let me pay something for them and give me a Bill of Sale. I then paid each
person $1.00, for two Snow Mobiles, as that was now the established value. A few day thereafter I was arrested
by the local police for looting. When I showed them the Bills of Sale they dropped the charges. This was the only
time I had ever been arrested or ever accused of any crime. Then they came into my Book of Mormon Class,
and arrested me again, saying that I was the Ring Leader of all of the Looters. They also arrested my friend
Russ Farley. In the end I had written an affidavit that established the value of each Snow Mobile, as being only
worth $1.00 and this destroyed their case.
15. Russ, was never told at this time that the case was over, and the Blind Judge at this time told Russ, that he
must go on a Mission for the Church or go to prison. I never saw Russ again after this event, as he left to go on
his Mission.
16. While I was going to Ricks College, I can remember that they made a real issue, and taught forcibly, that the
Constitution of the United States of America, was inspired by the righteous forefathers, and that this text has as
much force and effect as Holy Scripture, as it was inspired directly from God.
17. I therefore, read the Constitution at this time and after I read the Seventh Amendment, I had a question as to
what this meant. I was confused as to why it stated that "in any controversy that exceeds twenty dollars, the right
of a Common Law Jury Trial shall be preserved? What does this mean?
18. I never did go on a Mission, as I just don't like being told what to do, in any kind of a structured setting. I
continued to study finance and took the Insurance and Stocks and Bonds Brokers exams, and passed for the
State of Idaho, and started running an insurance office in Driggs Idaho. After about a year, I left Idaho and and
decided to enroll in the University of Colorado in Boulder, and get my GRI (Graduate of Real-Estate Institution)
designation).
19. That summer I met Marda Marie Clark, and we got married without going to the Temple. It was a plain
regular Christian Marriage, that was performed in Mr. parents living room, by a Bishop, from Montrose Colorado.
22. Marie, was the one, who was a return Missionary for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
23. That summer my two brothers and I had leased a Texaco Garage and Gas Station in Ouray Colorado, and I
was now the mechanic for the summer. I therefore rebuilt many Motors and Transmitions and worked on my
brother's Road Runner. I balanced it, Blue Printed it, bored it larger and put a Adelbrock Super Charger on it, and
Gary dubbed it his General Lee. Then Gary went racing under the full moon after drinking some Tom Collins, and
missed the gentle corner. The Hiway Patrol, said that he was traveling in excess of 189 miles per hour, according
to the standard geometry math, that they normally used, to figure speed.
25. After Gary death, my partnership with Craig, came to an end, and I purchased a building on Main Street, in
Olathe Colorado. Marie and I both ran, as a Board and Care home. We therefore, took care of about 15 young
people, who would ride the bus, 5 days a week to the mental health facility, in Montrose Colorado. This helped
us to pay our mortgage payment.
26. All through these times, I remained who I was, or felt I was, as just trying to live my life as a Christian. I
remained always very interested in anything, that was Science or Physics related.
30. While living in Olathe Colorado, the price of the Natural Gas to heat our large brick building with all of the
leaky windows was over $1,800 per month. This was more that we could afford and it was economically
devastating to our family.
33. Therefore, I decided to ask god to show me how to lower my energy costs, as I could not afford to heat this
building and pay my mortgage. My prayer had been very simple in Nature, and the next morning the idea, had
just entered my mind in a dream, that night. This new idea was to compress the Coal Fumes, using a high
compression concept that worked in aPage
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just entered my mind in a dream, that night. This new idea was to compress the Coal Fumes, using a high
compression concept that worked in a way that was similar to giving a motor higher compression. I build the
whole concept at great expense, and when I turned it on, it worked perfectly the very first time. I had now
completely removed the Natural Gas Meter and returned it to the Gas Company. Now the fumes that were
coming out of the chimney were clear and there was not even an odor. I was burning Coal in a new way that was
cleaner than normal.
34. I soon forgot that I had ever prayed over this matter and thought that my new $15.00 a month cost to heat all
30,000 square feet was because I was really so smart. Now looking back at it, I just don't thing that I thought
prying about an energy problem would get me a response from God. I had read many scriptures and I had read
about Nicola Tesla, maybe having access to a field that he called Accshic Record, where all knowledge is kept.
Therefore, as we moved to Las Vegas, I was just very pleased with what I thought was my brilliance. I guess I
might have been a little bit vain at this time.
36. After arriving in Las Vegas, we moved into a 10 unit apartment building that my father and I had purchased
together. We ended up selling this building to my uncle Don Kartchner, a year later.
38. I then went and signed up for a Lease Option to Purchase Agreement, on a home on San Joaquin Street.
And as in the past I applied for a license to turn this home into a Board and Care Facility.
39. The Mental Health Worker, came to our home with five different women and placed them into our home at
this time. One day thereafter they brought out a man named "Charles Crum". They said that he was depressed
and wanted to always end his life. We really at first did not want to let him live in our home, but finally we let him
move in with us. It was later that I learned that he was a retired Law Professor that was one of he best legal
minds of his day. Later, I noticed books in the Las Vegas Law Library that he had authored on many legal
treaties.
40. As, I had much background in Real-estate concepts, I used my creative finance abilities, to buy five acres of
land twice. I had purchased an old Back-hoe and we put the improvement on these properties. A few days later
a man showed up named Max Wilson, and he asked if he could store some construction equipment upon our five
acres. Max thought that I was pretty knowledgeable about many things, and he had called into the Lue Epton
Show, and had gotten Lue to have me on his show as a guest. I ended up being on the Lue Epton Show about
300 times. It seemed that Lue's most favorite topic was about the Tortoise Scam that was being perpetrated on
all of the Land owners, by the Nevada Senator at that time named "Harry Reid".
42. This was interesting, as Mr. Reid, was a member of our very same church, and was in our local Ward. Lue
Epton was Jewish by birth but was a Christian. We was a famous Movie Star, who starred with Teli Savalis, in
the TV show called Kojack.
44. It was obvious to everybody concerned in my circle at that time, that Harry was truly and evil person who was
a thief, liar and a scoundrel of the highest order. We did many shows exposing his corruption, but every step of
the way he was praised by our Bishopric, who seemed to support his evil doings.
45. Harry Reid's Tortoise scam, was a scheme to make every person who had any land, into have their lands all
being classified as HCP's (Habitat Conservation Plan), so that each home/land owner, would now have to pay a
$500 Tortoise Fee to the Clark County Commissioners, and then the money was moved in secret over to the
Nature Conservancy, which is a non profit, Non Government Organization (NGO), that in my opinion is really a
front for the international banisters; that I called Tallmedians. This NGO, was in my opinion dripping with absolute
evil. This NGO, had gone into each and every state in the [De facto] American Union, and into other countries
like China and India, and they had gotten the Legislatures in each of these locations, to remove all of any
property that they acquired, from every having to pay any local property taxes. I guess this is their was to make
what is theirs De jure.
49. This was done in my opinion, so that they could lauder all of their ill gotten gains, that were being collect by
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), while buying up and forever holding all of these farms, and keep them off of
the local Tax roles.
52. I ended up calling thousands to protest them, and Harry Reid and my new nickname became Mr. Tortoise. In
fact so many people ended up showing up to protest this scheme, that they had to move the hearing over to
Cashman Field. These Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Agents had come from Washington D.C., and were
appointed, by George Bush. The one agent who I remember most was name Jerry Wickstrom.
53. While standing out in front of Cashman Field, with a voice activated Tape Recorder, in my pocket, Mr.
Wickstrom said to me: "that the Desert Tortoise had Civil Rights, that same as any man, and he was going to
protect them"; and then he further said: "that it was his personal goal, to lower the standard of living of all
Americans, to being that of a Communist Peasant." It, was obvious to me that he really hated the people in this
country, and the country in general. I later played his comments live on the Lue Epton Talk Show.
55. As, the BLM conducted these many meetings, one of the meetings had some attorneys and bureaucrats from
D.C., show up to argue with the angry crowd. At this time I therefore had asked my angry mob, how many of
them wanted to open up this meeting in prayer, so that we could ask the God of Creation for help; everybody
raised their hands. I therefore, gave the Prayer, and before I could say Amen, all of these evil D.C. Bureaucrats
had jumped up, and ran from the room,
as they
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had jumped up, and ran from the room, as they fled from hearing any one pray. I guess they were afraid of
someone.
58. Finally as all of the Commissioners at that time were involved in Harry Reid's Tortoise scheme, we put
together a massive campaign against all of the elected country officials, that were involved in this scam, and I
achieved the un-election of five of them. One was named "Bishop Bingham". In fact all five of them were
members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. There was one Black Commissioner from North Las
Vegas and one Catholic Commissioner who survived our campaign.
59. A couple of years later I myself ran for the Clark County Commissioners and I lost to a women named Erin
Kenny. At this time a was also acting as a campaign manager to help Erin Russo run against Harry Reid.
59.1. I had read Either Eight, which is a scripture that was written by Joseph Smith. I read this scripture to the
LDS Commissioners on several occasions. It reads as follows: "For it cometh to pass that whosoever butildeth
up to seeketh to overthrow the freedom of all lands, Nations, and countries; and it bringeth to pas the destruction
of all people, for it is build up by the devil, who is the father of all lies; even that same liar who beguiled our first
parents, yea, even that same liar who hath caused man to commit murder from the beginning; who hath
hardened the hearts of men that they have murdered the prophets, stoned them, and cast them out from the
beginning.
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1. As, I studied law with Grazadie and Charles Crum, we started out going to the UNLV archives in Las Vegas
Nevada, and we read all of the laws, and case law files, that pertained to these Pre Civil War Land Issues. We
started all the way back in 1776. We also got copies of many Spanish Land Grants, Treaties, and anything else
that might shed some light on who, or how the Valley Wells Ranch was originally claimed, created and/or owed
from the late 1700's, up unit it was stolen by the BLM (Department of Interior), when Jimmy Carter was the
president in the White House.
2. While doing this research, we learned every detail of how men did business, claimed, bought and sold land,
prior to the Civil War, within a Republic. We recongnized that all of the Origianal States were created as Republic
States (before the Civil War). The most important concept was, that we learned about the fact, that the law, or all
law came directly from God, and that the people believed they were using God's laws, and that this law of God
was used and based on the principles that are found in the Bible, as only God, is authorized to make, or create
law (not man); and that God is the owner of everything in a Republic; even the people; and that if land has not
already been appropriated (claimed), it is referred to and called [De jure] Unappropriate (not De facto-public), and
these Unappropriated lands could be claimed, by all men in the name of Jesus Christ, as your Savior, as God
owns all of these unappropriated lands; and his children, who all have pledged their sacred honor to Jesus Christ,
as their Savior and Redemer, have the God given right, to claim these unappropriated lands. Thereafter
ownership was proven ongoing, by using what was called an "Abstract of Title".
3. We also noticed that the Original Federal Constitution that was created by the Republic States, ware all
Venued in Common Law, as these Republic States only had Common Law Venue; therefore, the original Organic
Constitution for the United States of America, was in fact a [De jure] Common Law Treaty; and this said Common
Law Treaty was written to Guarantee that a Republican Form of Government, shall always be preserved for the
people; in a Republican Form of Government no adverse party has any claim upon you or your land, unless they
have claimed it in time, before you. Therefore, the ownership of all lands was maintained and proven up in a Hall
of Records, that became known as a Recorders Office; and once the land was thus claimed and used by a
claiment, he was the legal and lawful owner of these said lands, for the sole purpose, he was thus claiming; and
this means they now they were practicing a concept, that became known as "Multiple Use"; so, that now one
claimant might run his cows and a different claimant could operate a mine, in such a way, that overall both
claimants now worked together, sharing the same land. We also discovered that, nowhere in the [De jure]
Origianal Organic Constitution, for the De jure United States of America, did Congress authorize a Repbulic
State, to ceed back any land to the Federal Government after the grant of statehood, excepting for the creation of
Needful Fort and Dockyards. Then, when there was enough people living within these Federal Territories, to
qualify for statehood, the Federal Government would forever divest its self of all lands, that were held, within a
Sovergn Republic State. Now, two other Doctrings emerged, as the 10th Amendement to to Organcic
Constitution of the United States of America, estopeled a Srate, from even consenting to give back
unappropriated lands, durring the grant of statehood, and the second Doctrine that emerged, was known as the
Equal Footing Doctrine; that stated that, anything that is given to one State, must be given to all states equally
durring a grant of statehood. Texas nor California ever gave up any of thier lands in any pre statehood
convience.
4. It is now plain to see, why the Bureau of Land Managment, is now reffered to as bieng "Managers", as they do
not own and have never been given title or ownereship of any of these Unappropriated Lands. Now, all of the
newly created, [De facto], Western States, agreed to give back to the De facto-Federal Governement, 88% of
their lands, durring the grant of, De facto, Statehood, this violated the Equal Footing Doctrine, and the De jure/De
facto, Tenth Amedment, in both federal Constitution 's; and the, De jure/De facto, Article Four Section Four, in
both federal Constitutions's, both of which Guaranteed, that a Republican Form of Government shall be
preserved.
5. Even the Seventh Amendement in both the De jure/De facto, constituion's Guranteeded, "that in any
controversy that exceeded twenty dollars, the right to a Common Law Jury shall be preserved." Now even the
Right of Habeous Corpus, shows that in all Criminal Cases, we maintained our right to use Common Law, as all
Writs [De jure] are Venued only in the Common Law, and all Motions are Venued only in "Statutory Law" [De
facto]. All land ownership in a Republic, is determined by what is called an Abstract Of Titile, so we give notice, of
who the current owner is; we further found that all of these, so called federal lands, are posted in todays County
Recorders Office, as being the property
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who the current owner is; we further found that all of these, so called federal lands, are posted in todays County
Recorders Office, as being the property of the Origianal, De jure, Federal Republic, that was created by the De
jure, Republic States, and we also learned that Abe Lincoln had illegally, canceled all of the Republic States, as
he allowed them to all Sini Die (latin for the sun has set). Now we had a new form of secret government,
recreated over the top of all counties, states and the federal governemt, that was recreated by a group of
attoneys, that history calls, the Carpet Baggers. In summary, they attorned all of the Orgainic Republics and
Common Wealths into becoming State of's, that are all now, just De facto, subcorporations, that were created
directly underneath the new De facto, Corporate, Statutory, United States, also known as the U.S; that are all
incorporated, and no longer De jure as they don't use Common Law. They, also attorned all of the land and even
stole your ability to hold or own any real or private property. They, have used the Recorders Office in a very
unholy scheme, to steal your land ownership, as they created a whole new type of De facto, ownerhip called "fee
simple Absolute". Before the Civil War (Civil as it was fought using De facto Statutory Law), Property Taxes were
owed, on [De jure] lands held, but these taxes were voluntary in nature, and now if you don't pay the property [De
facto], Property Taxes, the [De facto] county, will auction off you land on the De facto court house steps, as you
now are really just a renter; and this is why most land and homes now are held under the concept o,f Tenent in
Common or Joint Tenent. A Tenenet is a Renter!
6. They now issue you a Certificate of Titles for your Car, as they keep the real Title for themselves (to secure
thier debt), and now, you must buy thier license Plate, to get permision to drive their Car; on thier Rivers of Tar; in
their Maritime Venue; and all is now in Satin's Domain; and they label this by God's code, calling this scheme, De
facto (as the real eveything De jure has been canceled). It was actually God, who created all of these different
words and definitions, so that men would be able to define what is being done in his name correctly; but they are
the ones who now use all of these Words and Word games to hide thier theft of your birthright. Therefore,
everything created before the Civil War was De jure, and everything created after the Civil war became known as
De facto.
7. Here is a question for you. Do you really believe that when the De jure founding fathers created the [De jure]
Original Constituton (Common Law), that now is claimed to have been inspired direclty by God, they just forgot to
put in a Citizenship Clause? Maybe it was because they were not creating a new master, or even a national
governement, that had its own new form of citizen. Now, after the Civil war, Abe Lincon, gave the Black People
that were the Slaves, citizenship of his new [De facto] Corporation; U.S. Inc. Note that we now have a De facto
Costitution, and a De jure Federal Constitution (two entities). Did you know that it is against God, and the
teachings of every reliegion on earth, and all forms of law, for anyone, as a living person, to claim Citizenship of a
Corporation; and even in all printed Laws you can not claim to be a Citizen of a Corporation. Therefore, anyone
who now cliams such, is just Chattle Property of said Corporation, and now has not Birthright to God. Therefore,
Abe Lincoln was an Attorney, who Attorned the whole Orginic, De jure, Republic, Federal Government, direclty in
becoming a De facto, Demonacracy, type federal government, that now could only use Stautory Law.
8. Therefore, Black people became the first men to become actuall Chattle Property of this new De facto Federal
Corporation, and now this supposed type of citizenhip, was under what is known as "Color of Law", and this is
why they were now known as Colored Men. Now the new [De facto] U.S. Government wanted all of the White
People, to also claim to be Citizens of the [De facto] Corporation, so the [De facto] Congress, came up with the
Scheme, of now offering any and all [De jure] Citizens, the benifits, that became known as Social Security; if only
they would just claim to be a Citizen of the [De facto[ U.S. Corporation; inc.
9. The international Tallmidian Bankers, rule the World; and no law, or new Political movement, ever gets funded,
without thier blessings. These, Tallmidian's created the usuary monetary systems of the World; and they really do
not care about us, that they call us Gentiles/Goy; and they really never cared about givieng you anything
including old age retirement benefits; as it is about slavery.
10. Now they got every [De jure] person, to claim citizenhip through thier De facto, Abe Lincoln scamed 14th
Amendement Corporate Constitution, and now all legal process against this new class of citizens, is now called
Civil in the Statutory Venue. Really the entire legal concept of Common Law Rights, that were called Statutes at
Large, also sini died.
11. Civil Law, is the law used when one Corporation sues another Corporation. The Civil law, and all of it's
stutues were also created by God for the purpouse of being used, only when there is no living entity involved and
no salvation. This whole situation is still and was always a great frudulent scheme, to cancel your birthright for a
Bowl of Soup. See Esop. The main thing here to note is that it was done in secret using legal concepts, that
were created by God; and it was done through the help of many "Secret Combination", that Joeseph Smith
warned about in his book of Either. Joesph Smith plainly states in this book, that all of these Secret
Combinations are of Satin.
12. So, now your new De facto Corporate Rights are called Civil Rights (through Corporation). Does this sound
like it came from God? Do you think such a scheme to trick you out of your birthright would be Godly? Did your
chruch ever tell you that you have been De factoed; or that they can no longer print your name in the book of life,
as a man who lived?
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13. To futher clarify this total controled scheme of conquest, that became known as the New World Order, they
created and published a book that became and is still known as the U.S. Styles Manual; and in their new "Styles
Manual," they state all of the rules, that now must be used, by all of thier De facto satanic [sub] corporations, and
those who are tje mew citizens of a corporation. It is plainly written and stated, in Section 3.3 of the U.S. Styles
Manual, that an all Capitilized Name represents a "Vivid Personification" and the definition of a "Vivid
Personification" is an In-adament object that has no birth right from God, has no Soul; and is property held as
Chattle Property, by a Corporation.
14. My entire family and my relatives, were all raised in the Chruch of Christ (that incorporated as the Chruch of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints). Therefore, if you doubt what I'm saying at this time, in this text, let me tell you,
I found a De facto U.S. Supreme Court Ruling, published as "The Corporate Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints v U.S. (1890), while doing some legal resherch on this issue, in the Clark County Nevada Law Library.
Note that you can only find it, when you, seach for it with the word "Corporatation" in front of the name. This is
not a conspiracy theroy, it is a fact, that this church become incorporated, and has become a De facto subcorporation underneath of the De facto State of Utah. It further surprised me to learn, that the "Corporate Chruch
of Jesus of Latter-day Saints," was attorned and represented by an Attonrney name "George Romney".
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15. This De facto, U.S. Supreme Court Ruling, officially stated the "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,"
does not get back their Temples, Chapels or any of the Tithing Money that was seized, as they gave all ownership
of everything directly to the De facto Sub Corporation known as the U.S. Government, and that the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, had given up the ownership of their property, when in fact incorporated as a
Sub Corporation, directly underneath the De facto State of Utah; which is a De facto Corporation, that is owned
by the U.S. Government. At this time they quoted a Latin concept called "Loco Parente", which in summary here
means that the father owns the son. Therefore, you do not ever get your church back; yet as of this time, over
120 years later, nobody has ever heard a word about any of this or what it real means. I never even mentioned it,
when I was doing my talk show on the World Wide Christian Network. They say that none of this really matters.
In my opinion we now have a problem, as these concepts are over the top of any kind of reasoning.
16. I assume, that the original De jure Church of Christ, started out teaching the proper De jure concepts of
Salvation. Therefore, after learning that everything in law, was totally reconstructed after the Civil War, to be part
of this fraudulent scheme against God's very creation, starting with your persona up through the counties, all the
way to the new Federal Corporation scheme, and further effecting how you buy and sell property, it started to
become apparent to me, that the De facto scheme, to switch all that De jure, to now being totally De facto, is
really the Mark of the Beast Concept; for real. Even the sacred Temple Ordinances, that are used in the Temples,
have all been altered, to make them now politically correct, for their new Styles; pursuant to their Styles Manual. I
therefore, now begin to realize, that every aspect of our total existence, has be converted to the Venue of the
Dead, so we are now buying and selling in only the dead, De facto Venue. I thus became a little bit suspicious, of
what I have been taught my whole life.
17. One of the concepts that I was taught in my church, is that if you have a question about whether our church
is true, and sincerely ask and pray to the Lord, you will get an answer. I was told that this answer would be a
burning feeling in my bosom. This praying to get an answer, was taught under a theory called "Moroni's
Promise". Thereafter, reading and studying this De facto fraud, I had a few questions for God. The problem for
me at this time, was that I have never been very spiritual. I just figured, I would live my life as a good man, and if
there is a salvation, I'm sure God would be fair to me. For example, I did not like to give the prayer in public, or
go do the Temple to do Baptisms for the Dead; or in fact due any of the ordinances, that members of my church
thought important. Remember, I joined the De facto U.S. Navy instead of going on my mission for my church; I
have also never felt myself to be a spiritual leader, and I definitely never wanted to be a spiritual leader in any
way. I was more in to all things that were logical. I was into Physics and Science, and really just wanted to race
my dirt bike and build fast cars.
18. So, after much thought and not much prayer, I decided, that if I were Satin and had this overall great scheme
to conquered the whole world and all nations and nation states, and even mankind by incorporating and making
all of her people the walking dead; and had truly conquered and converted most of the churches; I would also
trick these members of my conquered churches, into praying only unto me, Satin. But how could this be done?
Then it dawned on me, using logic. I would have them use Oaths and Covenants, to gain a pledge upon their
internal Souls, through trickery and fraud, and have them all pray only unto me by default. So, I would then and
thereafter, have them all and always pray to me, the De facto, as they call out to the one who now has a covenant
one their Soul; as now I'm their Heavily Father and their Lord.
19. Therefore, anytime, someone prays to the person called Lord, he would be praying to this new person called
the Lord, that his Soul is coveted with and pledged to. In other words if you gave a pledge in any way to Satanic,
he has now become your Lord, and using God's real rules of law, it is he, who is now, the person to whom you
are praying unto.
20. So, being the person who has never been spiritual in any manner, got on my knees to prayed, and verbally
stated the following prayer: "Dear God, who Created the Universe, Granted me my free agency, and the God
who truly loves me, I pray only unto you, in the Name of Jesus Christ, please show me, who now runs the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints". I prayed this way distinctly and sincerely, using this logic, to make
sure that I would be addressing the correct entity, so as to make sure that I would get around any false
covenants, that might be attached to my everlasting Soul, as I knew the power of using these Words correctly. I
really did not expect to get an answer, so when I finished, I climbed onto the couch and sat upright. Then at that
moment, in the dark, I saw what at first seemed like the hood of a Car, gleaming about five feet in front of me, as I
really could not distinguish what it wasPage
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moment, in the dark, I saw what at first seemed like the hood of a Car, gleaming about five feet in front of me, as I
really could not distinguish what it was that had caught my eyes. Then I stood up and with confidence, decided
that I was just seeing nothing, and then took a step forward. At the next moment I moved forward (to go to the
bedroom), and then I totally recognized the features of a large being, directly in front of me, and I stopped
abruptly, when I ran into him or it. This beast had a wide rounded face, and slanted eyes, that sparkled with Red
Cat like eyes, and he was not lit up in bright in any type of gloryest way, as he was in fact, was very dark and
drab, and seemed totally evil in nature, and that is all that I remembered, before being thrown to the carpeted
floor, and it seemed, as if I could feel my Soul being attacked or sucked out of my body, as if the beast was trying
to removed me from me, and it seemed like I was being sucked or torn into some sort of Black Spiraling Dark
Bottomless Pit or Hole. This whole affair was done to me, and I had not consumed any alcohol or drugs, as I
have always lived by the word of wisdom that my church had taught me. I, thus, tried to scream, and no sound
came forth. I started to pray in fear, going back to the De facto, De fault way, of prayer and got no instant relief,
and then I repeated the very same prayer, this new way again, as: "Dear God who created the Universe, granted
me my free agency, and the God who truly loves me, I pay to you in the name of Jesus Christ, please deliver me
from Satin," and in the next instant the beast was gone. I now was left barely conscious on the floor, and
managed to crawl towards the bedroom, but I was still very dizzy. This entity, did not give me his name or leave
me a calling card, so I'm really not quiet sure, what name he would go by; but I believe it might have been Satin
himself. He just showed up in a room that had all of the door locked, and left the same way, I guess. I have
never in my life, ever been accused of ever having any kind of mental problem or condition, and I had no past
criminal record. So, what I'm trying to say here, is that I would have been considered a credible witness.
21. In the past many times, I had a dark dream, about being pulled into this dark pit, and then I would wake up
terrified that I had again had this same nightmare. I later had gone to a trip to Idaho with Tim Schofield. Tim, had
awaken in the hotel room screaming, as he was having a very bad dream. I thus, saw that he was now awake,
and I whispered to him, "were you being pulled into the Black Pit of hell?" And he "gasped," and said: "How did
you know know, what my dream was about? Over the years I have learned, and it is my opinion at this time, that
anyone who has ever accidently been tricked into putting any evil covenant on his Soul, that does not tie in
directly to the God of Creation, will once in a while have this same dream; as you are being sent a message. It
was just a lucky guess on my part at that time, as I knew that he had been raised in the same church that I was
raised in. But even to this day, I have never had this dream again, since I started praying in this new way;
addressing the God of Creation. Those of you, that are reading my message here, need to ask yourself, if you
have ever had this dream. Note here, that God really wants you to ask, if there are any covenants that are not
his, that are still remaining on your internal Soul. The next prayer that I spoke unto the God of Creation was:
"Dear God, who created the Universe, granted me my free agency, and who truly loves me, I pray only unto you
in the name of Jesus Christ, please remove any and all covenants, that are or were placed on my Soul, that are
not from you, as they were put there using fraud and trickery, Amen. I immediately felt something leave me
personage, as I seemed to be a little bit lighter overall; as it now felt like a burden had been lifted. What could it
hurt for you to attempt to pray this way? If God is God, this prayer surely would not offend him, as he really is the
God of Creation, who created the Universe and granted me my Free Agency. Now I informed my wife Marie, my
children, and Parents that we should pray this way.
22. Now, I walked into the Bishops Office, in South Las Vegas, and told him that I had $10,000 to pay him for my
Tithing Settlement, but we have a problem. I informed him, that I was a De jure Christian man, who lived on my
land, and and I now have noticed, that my name is not printed correctly upon all the records of my church, and I
would like to have my name put in the De jure Christian printed Style, on the official church record, and on this
Tithing receipt. I explained to him that for my name to be De jure Christian, it should be printed in upper and
lower case letters, with a semi colon placed between the middle name and the last name.
23. He then showed me my name on his computer, as being in all Capital Letters, and told me that he was going
to call Salt Lake, to see if he could print my name this way. So, really he was asking for permission from up
above, to make this change, on how my name is going to now be used. I also informed him that what the Church
was now doing, was in fact, a direct violation of the U.S. Styles Manual, Section 33.3. Note that it is found at the
33rd number.
24. He also said this should be an easy problem to fix. I at that time kept my $10,000, and saw him about two
weeks later. I therefore asked him what happened, and he told me that the Church Leaders in Salt Lake, had
informed him that they would not authorize anybody to change the way my name was printed, and/or displayed
upon the official Church Records, and he stated, that they had told him, that they don't have a type written, with
lower case letters. Therefore, it became very clear to me that even for $10,000 cash, they would not dare, to
print my name in all upper and lower case letters. What or who are they so afraid of? I will tell you that they are
afraid to trespass on God's property. They seem to now quake in fear, at the very prospect of doing such. Later,
a different Bishop, put me on Trail in the Chapel, accusing me of murder for hire, knowing good and well, that I
was totally innocent; and within two weeks of this said Trail, this Bishop mysteriously died of Galloping Lung
Cancer; that I had a way to cure. They really know, that they are the damned, if they trespass on God's people or
kingdom in any way.
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kingdom in any way.
25. If I'm wrong, and you want to prove me wrong, you now have two choices, as you can now just go and ask
your Bishop or Pastor, to print your name in this Christian Appellation Style, and if he does it without any
hesitation, then ask him to change the name, on his official Church Records, and he will then say: "I have to get
permission from higher up." There is a chance, that you are talking to a priest, who is really totally clueless, as to
who is really running his church, but you will find as you move up their command structure, that this very concept,
will shake them to their core, as they really do not want people to know the whole truth, about this issue. Maybe
now you will see you have been deceived.
26. I can remember when Art Bell, was hired Abe Fox, to sued me for slander, and I dishonored the entire
lawsuit, when I wrote to them, telling them that they were in violation of the U.S. Styles Manual, and that they had
printed my name wrong, in violation of. This case is still of public record. Now they surrendered and dropped me
from the suit.
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27. I have found that it really does not matter what church you claim to be a member of, as they are all hiding
the fact that they have all placed you in their book of the dead, the Venue of the De facto, and that they all are
afraid of helping you with your Salvation in the Venue of God. I'm not writing these words with malice, only love
for others, and my fellow man. It is not my fault or your fault, that many have been deceived and have been
tricked into this [De facto] New World Order Scheme. Any of you can pray the way I did, and directly ask these
questions, for for yourself.
28. I then went on the air, and did a show on the World Wide Christian Radio Network (WWCR), and my De facto
income within one week became One Hundred Fold. Then I went on to test seven different energy devices,
proving they all worked (1993). I also was told in my dreams that the Zinc would stop all Viruses from sexually
replicating; that Calcium Metal could be used to remove even all of the symptoms of being sick; that Copper
would replace Penicillin, and that it would kill all Viruses and Parasites known to man, and this would be a new
way to kill all Cancers; and that all of these things would cross the blood brain barrier to work everywhere. I also,
at this time went on to write the Sage Brush Rebellion Briefs that proved that the Federal Government did not
ever own the federal land, in the Western States. I also, at this time figured out how to push against the Dark
Matter, to create a new concept, that I was told to name "STIWAL" (Static Time Internal Warp Levitate). The
"STIWAL" concept, would allow you to levitate your Car and fly through the Sky, without any Wings. These type
of Flying Cars, would be like the ones shown in the movie the "Fifth Element. I also, developed the Real GALT
(Geometrically Amplified Lateral Torroid) Motor; that makes A.C. Energy without the need for fossil fuel.
29. I used to wonder why God, had me meet so many interesting people, and why he gave me so many
interesting concepts. It would seem that every idea I had, and product I conceived, and all the ideas that seemed
to really work, the very first time out tested, all were given to me, after I had started praying the new way, using
the logic, that I have laid out here, to you.
32. I, now know, that I can receive any answer, to any question, concerning Law, Science and Religion, by simply
asking God for the answer and I want my life to be a testament to this end.
I have been told that God will answer your prayers, and that their is no one, that will be denied knowledge or
any knowledge that God wants to share, or grant unto you, if you will just sincerely desire to follow in the
footsteps of Jesus Christ.
33. Therefore, after praying this new way, everything that I now did, seemed to one hundred percent work, the
very first time tested.
28. Also, when reading through the Doctrine of Covenants, that were published by the [De facto] Church of Jesus
Christ of Ladder-day Saints, I read the EXCERPTS FROM THREE ADDRESSES BY PRESIDENT WELFORD
WOODRUFF REGARDING THE MANIFESTO. In the forth Paragraph, he stated as follows:
29. "The question is this: Which is wisest course for the Latter-day Saints to pursue-to continue to attempt to
practice plural marriage, with the laws of the nation against it and the opposition of sixty millions of people, and at
the cost of the confiscation and loss of all Temples, and the stopping of all the ordinances therein, both for the
living and the Dead, and the imprisonment of the First Presidency and Twelve and the heads of families in the
Church, and the confiscation of personal property of the people (all of which of themselves would stop the
practice); or, after doing and suffering what we have through our adherence to this principle to cease the practice
and submit to the law, and through doing so leave the Prophets, Apostles and fathers at home, so that they can
instruct the people and attend to the duties of the Church, and also leave the Temples in the hands of the Saints,
so that they can attend to ordinances of the Gospel, both for the living and the dead?
30. The Lord showed me a vision and revelation exactly what would take place if we did not stop this practice. If
we had not stopped it, you would have had no use for... and of the men in this temple at Logan; for all ordinance
would be stopped throughout the land of Zion. Confusion would reign throughout Israel, and many men would be
made prisoners. This trouble would have come upon the whole Church, and we should have been stopped in
this manner, or in the way the Lord has manifested to u, and leave our Prophets and Apostles and fathers free
men, and the temples in the hands of the people, so that the dead may be redeemed. A large number has
already been delivered from the prison house in the spirit would by this people, and shall the work go on or stop?
This is the question I lay before the Latter-day Saints. You have to judge for yourselves. I want you to answer it
for yourselves. I shall not answer it; but I say to you that that is exactly the condition we as a people would have
been in had we not taken the course we have.
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been in had we not taken the course we have.
31. ...I say exactly what would come to pass if there was not something done. I have had this spirit upon me for a
long time. But I want to say this: I should have let all the temples go out our hands; I should have gone to prison
myself, and let every other man go there, had not the God of heaven commanded me to do what I did do; and
when the hour came that I was commanded to do that, it was all clear to me. I went before the Lord, and I wrote
what the Lord told me to write...
32. I leave this with you, for you to contemplate and consider. The Lord is at work with us. November 1, 1991."
33. It is now quite clear, that Woodruff Wilson already knew that all of the property that was owned by the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, had been seized. He knew it had already been seized, as he wrote these
words three years after the [De facto], federal government had already seized, all of their property. What is
interesting to note here, is that at no time did any of the church leaders, ever notify or tell any of their members,
that they were already totally owned and conquered by the [De facto] United States, Corporate Government; and
in fact it is now very plain to see, that they were in fact, already paying all of their Tithes directly to the agent of
the [De facto] United States, Corporate Government, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Maybe
now you are starting to understand, why I got the visit from the beast, when I asked the God of Creation to show
me who now runs my church.
34. No one has ever told me that the [De facto] U.S. Federal Government had already seized all of the Temples.
As a trained [De facto] Real-estate Broker, I went to the Clark County Recording Office, and checked on the
ownership of all of the property that is now owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and, I also,
checked the Book of Corporations, that is titled: "who owns who," to see what I could find. What I discovered, is
that there is now no property listed anywhere, in any County Recorders Office, anywhere in the [De facto] United
States, showing that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, owns any property in this name. What I did
discover is that all properties owned by my Church are in fact owned under many different fraudulent names, that
were used to hide their true ownership.
35. The Church of Jesus Christ used to publish their annual Financial Statements, so that each member would
know how much the Church was worth and how the church is doing economically. Now they no longer allow any
member to see these documents. Therefore, I came to the conclusion at this time that the Church of Jesus Christ
is really the U.S. Government.
36. I was taught that those who you should fear are not of flesh and Blood. It is my understanding that
corporations and and sub corporations don't have any Blood, and to now to claim to be a Citizen of a
Corporation, or even a Church means that in all Law including God's Law, you are now their Corporate Chattel
Property.
37. All of this was done in secret, as a game against the Saints.
38. Ether 8 - 16: And they were kept up by the power of the devil, to administer these oaths unto the people, to
keep them in darkness, to help such as sought power to gain power, and to murder, and to commit all manner of
wickedness and whoredoms.
38. Ether 8 - 18: And it came to pass, they formed a Secret Combination, even as they of old; which combination
is most abominable and wicked above all, in the sight of God.
39. Ether 8 - 19: For the Lord worketh not in Secret Combinations, neither doth he will that man should shed
Blood, but in an all things hath forbidden it, from the beginning of man.
40. Ether 8 - 22: And whatsoever nation shall uphold such Secret Combinations to get power and gain, until they
shall spread over the nation, behold, they shall be destroyed; for the Lord will not suffer that the blood of his
saints, which shall be shed by them, shall always cry unto him from the ground for vengeance upon them and yet
he avenge them not.
41. Either 8 - 24: Wherefore, the Lord commanded you, when ye shall see these things come among you that ye
shall awake to a sense of your awful situation, because of this Secret Combination which shall be among you; or
wo be unto it, because of the Blood of them who have been slain.
42. Therefore, I was shown the full scheme as it all came into view, that was conducted against the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, when our leadership incorporated the church and when the [De facto] Federal
Government, seized all of the assets.
44. I had a friend, who belonged to my Church named "Bill Call"; and I showed him the Lawsuit, whereas the [De
facto] Federal Government had seized all of the property belonging to our church 1890. Bill then drove all the
way to Salt Lake from Pocatello Idaho, and directly asked them, to show him, when they got their church back.
They just stalled and would not answer, and pleaded ignorance over this issue, as if it had never had happened.
They will not answer, as they have no excuse for keeping this secret, for so many years. It it was no big deal,
then they should have told their members the truth about it over 130 years ago. There is no excuse for the fraud
of silence.
43. I now set in my little dungeon, and empty my mind completely of all things, and wait to hear what to write.
Therefore, without any outside stimulus, whatsoever, I wrote the many passages, where I have said and "God
Said".
44. And God said: "That you are all special
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44. And God said: "That you are all special and are needed, in his Kingdom, to do his bidding, in regards to
saving his Children from the De facto, New World Order take over, that is now almost complete.
45. It now needs to be torn asunder, in all aspects, and you should be wiling to give your all for this cause, as the
very salvation of most of you is at stake. We need to embrace the De jure Common Law, Science, Medicine and
Farming. Let you neah be your neah and your word be always true, and remember, they are the ones that show,
that they are afraid of the real Venue of God.
46. This story is, therefore totally provable, and verifiable every step of the journey we are asking you to embank
on. Again the story is so strange as to seem like fantasy, but I con only point out the facts as can be proven.
47. When you get an answer from God after praying the correct way, the answer can be given to you in many
different ways; as you could be told or shown outright, could have a dream or any other method as it is totally in
God's hands.
48. And I have now been given a glimpse of the future in a dream: I see the children of man on earth united in
the Glory of God, with plenty for all. I see vehicles that Fly without wings, using the Firmament; I see People
totally sharing ideas on the Internet. I see all having access to free or low cost energy, that I totally now know,
how to build and how it works. I see a World without any diseases like Cancer and Aids, and I was given these
[De jure] cures: I see a World that does not put people in Prison using De facto Liars; and a World where you
must actually injure another Person before being punished; A World where nobody can Tax or Sue or Arrest you
unless you have truly Elected them in a Republic, using God's De jure Venue of Common Law; A world that has
just one Church that encompasses, all Christian Churches, that teach the De jure concepts of God; And all of my
these dreams can be made to come true, if you will just acknowledge, what has been done to your and your
Salvation, and to your birthright; and move Heaven and Earth to move all that is De facto, from your Living
Venue, as you are all children of God.
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50. I now sit in a plastic chair in my prison cell, and go into a deep trance, repeating only a Russian Word over
and over in my mind until I'm totally absorbed in this effort; and when I have become totally engrossed in this
trance, my hand would mark and scribble on the paper, I knew now what was being written, until afterwards, as I
would then attempt to read my marks or scribble.
51. And God Said: No man has been authorized to create or make or enforce any Law; unless these Laws are
based upon the provable concepts that hare taught in my Bible. As, man was not, and has not been authorized
to be a Law Makers, man was told to call his created Rules and Regulations the Statutes at Large. It, is the very
Word "At" (Large), that is placed before the the Word "Statute," that now makes these man made Rules and
Regulations expectable to the God of Creation.
Now we have man going beyond God, trespassing upon
Gods legal dominion, to create all Laws to be De facto, that are now not based upon my given and spoken Word,
as my Word is the only Word, that these Law Makers can use; and the only Law Maker authorized to make any
Law for Man is I. I have ordained all men to council in my Word, and not to Attorn. These men were by my Word,
to be called Councilors at Law. The very Word and concept to Attorn, is the most vile and filthy Word that can be
found in my created meanings. To Attorn a De jure, child of God, from God's Law De jure, to the De facto Venue
of Satin, is the most evil act of trickery, that has spawned from the Bowls of Satin. I created both Venues and the
De facto Venue is to be called "Statutory Law," was was always since time began, authorized to only be used by
Entities that were created by God and/or by man; that are not living and have not Soul; and thus no Salvation.
Now let it be known that all that is De jure in Venue is to be called "Statutes At Large."
52. I, myself only have the power to lay claim on how to distinguish between the Living and the non Living. The
Living amongst you, that now have the right to Salvation, are to only authorized by my Law, my Law of Words, to
use the title as the "Statues at Large," to describe to the fact that you are depending upon me to be your Law
Maker; as this Law is now unto yourselves, as this Law, was declared by me, to be called the Common Law. This
Common Law was granted to my people of England during the Magna Carta. I have always distinguished
between the living from the none living. As Satins Plan, is really for all the Souls that have not Salvation, it ended
up being that, only the Law Satin, can now use Statutory Laws, as he taints the Souls of men, marking them for
his own brand of eternal life, that is really internal Damnation. Internal damnation, really means that the Soul is
not allowed to ever die, until such time as it has paid for its sins. Real death of the Soul, could mean the end of
constant torment for the damned. Wow, unto those, who attorn my children, to enter the realm of death, for he
shall never have mercy, or forgiveness, or eternal life, only eternal damnation, until such time as his Soul is no
more forever. Eternally, un-creation of the Soul, is therefore everlasting death, and that is their fate; as that is the
only mercy available to the Attorner. I say unto you, that Attorney's practice Attornment, as they cancel the
Common Law, De jure, and replace it, with the De facto Statutory Venue of Satin.
53. And God Said: let your living live, and your dead be dead, while on my earth, and let in be in all things or
concepts, be known or described and taught, that everything in this whole Universe has two name and only one
plan of Salvation. In all Heaven and Earth, there are two names that are authorized by me to distinguish between
the living and the dead; between what is right and wrong; and what is good or evil; as I define every thing living
and dead under such my scheme. For it be blasphemy upon the Soul, of any man to confuse these terms or
Words; to represent any of them, as being the same or the same concept when they are not; and when fact they
are different. Let Black be Black and White be White, let there be two kinds of Medicine; two kinds of Law; two
Sexes; let their be up and down; as all tings have a beginning and an end. Let there be prophets and false
prophets; good and bad; and free agency in all such things. But, for those who speak putting false Words into my
mouth as they are mislead and or ignorant, they are to remain un punished; excepting, but those who know they
have been wronged, and have given proper notice to the wrong doer, only then can they ask for Justice or
punishment from God; to be commenced immediately, right here and now on Earth. Those, who put there lies
through my lips, will only be punished by me, if they knew they were doing wrong or trespassing upon me or my
concepts, when they did act. Therefore, do not seek relief from me for their transgressions against my people,
unless you first express, the desire to teach and show the transgressor, what it is he is doing wrong; only then
when they do not repent, and they know they were wrong, will I smite them. My preference is, that you show an
effort to teach the truth a total of three times, before you ask me to remove this or your obstacle. All of limy laws,
are enforced by Contract, and I, even bind unto myself, the concepts of my own Lawful Creation. Therefore,
these internal concepts, were created by me, to keep order in my Universe. Even Satin, with all of his lies and
trickery, is known to have to honor hisPage
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these internal concepts, were created by me, to keep order in my Universe. Even Satin, with all of his lies and
trickery, is known to have to honor his Contracts, under my enforcement power, and these contracts, all fall into
different Venues.
54. When you gave your Soul to Jesus Christ, Satin can no longer attack you directly, and must now use every
kind of trickery that he can find while using my Word Laws. Now, better a scheme thus Satin have, then to get
you to except your name as Soulless, not Godly, without God, to now represent no Salvation, and he now shows
it to your very eyes, ever step of the way, always keeping you in full knowledge, of what is being done to you; and
yet you can seeth not. And I saith to all men, many of you will perish form a lack of understanding my laws and
teachings. You, now support Churches that teach not my cherished and Sacred Laws and or Legal Concepts.
Claiming to be always innocent like children is no excuse. There are no conspiracies, that are truly hidden, as I
have commended that they will always be placed right in front of you for you to see; but you see not. Over the
century's, I have created one Church after another, and in the end Satin always ends up taking each and every
one of them over, as he corrupts the very concepts of my Law[s].
55. I god, will therefore never attempt to create any new churches, based on the concept, that man needs the
truth or more truth. Man has endlessly shown as a group, that he is not capable of running any church in my
name, for more that a day, as he always develops an agenda from Satin, that spins from Satin, as he throws
temptations and more temptations upon my servant; until such time as he falls.
56. Therefore, I will call from amongst many chosen saints, to now fix the Church, that you think is your Church.
I will no longer say, that this one is better than that one, as I have disfavor towards all of them at this time, without
exception.
When you understand and realize that all churches have removed the most important Gospel
Principles, that are the highest on my priority list, as they stop Salvation; you will finally understand that when all
men came together to understand these Words, and the power of my Words, all of these Satin controlled
Churches might be able to now come together in the name of Jesus Christ. The very plan of Salvation, was to
get my children to understand that they had internal life, from their Savior, and now Satins new plan, is to use my
Law of Words, to now, get all of my children, to all live and stay in death, in the Venue of Death. This, scheme, is
now as plain as day, and it is plain to see that this new plan could never be a plan, that hath, come from me, for
your salvation.
57. Words were used to create the Universe, create your free agency, and to create the love, that I have for all
my children and the children of man. Words, and their meanings that I created, and how they are now used by
man, is one of my most most powerful tools in Heaven and upon Earth, and my Universal Word Laws hold true, in
all things pursuant to the Words, just the Words, for I am that I am. As the Word so doth sayth. I have been
called God "Yashaua" the one; who created all. But, let it be known that I have given myself a Name and that is
my name. I have never answered or allowed myself to be called "Lord", or "Heavenly Father." Let it be known,
unto all men that if you have entered into any Covenant, Secret Combination, or any other expressed pledge, it
could now be that you have a Covenant or Contract with Satin himself.
Maybe Satin is now your father in
heaven, maybe Satin is your Lord. Do you pray to your Lord, and not specify to whom you are praying to? Many
shall be deceived. If your Souls are now already tainted, praying to your "Lord-Satin," might get you some
benefit, if he wants to give you something to further his cause, or he might actually fill your bosom with a great
felling of comfort. Many will pray to Satin, thinking that they are praying to me, but I hear not their words. Many
will shriek that many well be deceived, but not I; they will all say.
58. Many, will feel they have all the answers, while they were taught nothing, but in in-consequential concepts.
Those foolish men will find them selves condemning and ridiculing others and condemning the innocent. If you
tell 99% truth and one part lie all is a lie. If you see men speaking for me in my name, and quoting words that I
have not spoken, notice how they change the names they use to address, who I am. Remove, or change all text,
that referrers to me, as your Lord or Father in Heave, or Heavenly Father, as I know not to whom they are
speaking to. Therefore, replace these names with my real name the "Creator God," and then read re-read the
scripture.
59. I say unto you these things, so that you will be able to distinguish the real truth from Satins lies; as men. So,
that when calling or reading unto me, you will always be able to distinguish the truth, as men.
60. And let all men know, that I do not need more books beyond those that have already previously been written,
as I have expressed my wishes in such a way, as to not confuse men. It does not take me a thousands of pages
to tell a simple story, about those who I had in my favor, who are now gone; as they are gone. New Scriptures
are only to be given, if I change a Law, and as these Law will never be changed, there is no need for new
scriptures to be created. I never stopped any of my tribes from being lost, until they first disobeyed my
commandments, the Law or their Covenant that was given unto me.
61. Any men who makes a Covenant unto me, using my correct name, will have their Covenant recorded in the
Book Of Life. Any man who is tricked into making a Covenant with Satin, using Word trickery, does not have a
current Record in the Book Of Life, and his Covenant, will remain the the Book Of The Unknown, Unborn or the
Book Of The Dead. Now the children of men will know, why Satin has worked since the very beginning, to use
the Venue of the Dead, to get people to pray unto him, through his trickery and lies, so he can claim your
Everlasting and Internal Soul.
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Everlasting and Internal Soul.
62. Any man, who works with love and devotion, to help his fellow men, learn the truth about my Law and Legal
concepts of Word Creation, and their meanings, and adheres to the Laws of Salvation, have favor in my Court;
and my Court, that is reserved for you; that, is not the court for the Dead.
63. Therefore, man shall know these written words to be true, based on concepts that are now proven to be true,
can be verified as being true, by the proper Wording in prayer, and in looking for the color Violet within the Aura,
of an one who professes to be a Profit, that claims to speak for me.
I have let it be known, that I will answer prayers that are addressed the proper way, in my name and through the
Savior Jesus Christ. If you pray unto me and ask me to now show you who runs your Church, and it is Satin, I
will bind Satin up and all that he can appear; providing, so that you may look into his eyes. This is my assurance
unto you. Therefore, if you pray unto me, and ask me to show, I could, if I choose to; but really there are other
ways to let you know, that I have heard your prayers. Be prepared to receive countless blessing from me, as you
do your part; as this will allow me, to show you the force of my promise, unto my children for their obedience.
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70. Therefore, I sayeth unto you, I will not endorse any more churches, as they would all end up being converted
to the being a Synigod of Satin. Verily I say unto you that any group that meets in secret and creates Secret
Oaths and Covenants, that are created to bind the Soul of men, are not of me, and are Synigods of Satin.
Therefore, as I have granted all men free agency, I offer no protection against the sinister attempts of Satin, to
convert your Church, from being lost, or any other Church to be lost. Therefore, let it be known that it is up to the
discernment of men, to look at their faith, and determine if you are now a member of one of my appointed
anointed Tribes; working in my name.
71. Wow, unto those who trespass upon my Law with knowledge and intent, to trespass upon my Law, and enter
any name, that represents one of my children, into the Venue of the Dead, while representing it, to be the Venue
of the Living, for he shall be internally damned. Therefore, my Children shall demand, that their Venue be done,
in my name in accordance with my Law.
72. Therefore, to prove unto thy self, that they had full knowledge and intent to trespass upon my children, and
the Law for my Children, that are Living, the sinner should be called, to repentance for their trespass, and told to
seek council form my written Word. Therefore, to continue to use my Venue of the Living in Vain, after having
received council, will constitute a trespass, and will be proof, that he has trespassed upon my Law and Venue
with full intent.
73. Therefore, as even now you will find that men who claim to represent me, will shiver and quake in fear and
refuse to participate in this Venue Fraud, as they know they will be subject to justice, by my hand. Let the terror
you see in their eyes, be of further testimony to you, that these Words and Concepts be true. Therefore, I say
unto you, let it be known, that there are no groups, of so called Tribes, of man; that have any favor with me,
above another, for all of my Children area mine, and have equal opportunity with my Blessing, Ordinances and to
use the correct Law-Words of the Living God of Creation.
74. Let it be known, that even in the Laws of God, in his Court, their is no Statute of Limitation for Fraud.
No Political Government, shall thus be created that converts her Citizen's, in Corporate Chattel Property;
cancels a Republic Form of Government, and changes it into a Corporate Demon-acacry; or Taxes the Labor, of
it's Citizen; Removes Due Process; Buys and Sells it's Citizens into Servitude; Uses, any Contract of Fraud, to
steal and Rob my Children.
75. All Usury Money, that is in Circulation, are now just Token. Even Tokens, are to be backed by something of
real Value. These Words were written, with the understanding, that I understand the way the the English
Language is being used, at the time of bringing these concepts forth, in the Latter-day.
76. By, teaching my children to come back to all things in the De jure Living Venue of Law, as found in my WordLaw, we can now stop Satins Dominions, or slow them down, as we finish the job. If Satin's children are not
stopped, they will do in as they have done in the past, they will create 1,000 new trees, and will rename each
fruit, that grows on them, so that you believe just how smart they are. Look to the old Law, and the old
Scriptures, to see the correct names for my concepts of Words and Law.
77. I have no special chosen people, who are so special, that I give them license to plunder, lie and kidnap others
with impunity. No one gets impunity for activity that is wicked, evil and despicable. These so called chosen ones,
meet in secret to plan new strategies, to over throw and take control of the way my children thinketh. They meet
in secret, to create all and then, even create many new ways, to greet each other. There is no group anywhere,
not even a group that I inspired, that is safe and free from being subverted by them, as to protect you from them, I
must take away someone's free agency. 78. Sometime the most important thing to listen to is the Silence. Any
man who has been tricked, into declaring a Covenant upon his immortal Soul, and then prays to his Lord, is thus
praying to his Lord, but I'm not your Lord.
79. I'm now sharing these truths with you, so that you might understand more truth and get this truth to my
children, so that they might at least ask, a few pertinent question. All the People on earth at this time are my
children, as they are the sons and daughters of the God, who created the Universe, granted them their free
agency, and I'm the God, who truly loves them.
80. As, this God, I used no trickery or secrets, for even using all my Rules of Law and their associated Words, the
very rules that were issued for all of Creation, are all based on Logic and my Binary Code; and are mine. I guard
what is mine with jealousy. What is true in my creation, now will be true forever, as I do not change the rules, as
they are my rules, and were perfect from the beginning, because I saith so. In Geneses I stated that I created the
Firmament. That means that I createdPage
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they are my rules, and were perfect from the beginning, because I saith so. In Geneses I stated that I created the
Firmament. That means that I created the Firmament. Wo, are those who believe, teach or state that it is not so.
To call God a liar is beyond something that you better not do. It is my created firmament, that allows Alternating
Current to overpower the resistance in a wire; and allows the sunlight, and all energy to flow forth. It is my
Firmament that holds the Planets in their respective Orbits, and even the Molecules together. It is my Firmament,
that is the very foundation of my Universe, and all other Created Universe in this Galaxy. My Firmament is like a
River, that floweth through all mass, everywhere, as it is as much smaller in proportion, as we are larger to the
dimension you now call Atomic.
81. My Firmament, has more useable energy stored within it, than your most powerful Energy Systems. The
Earth does not Rotate or travel through the Universe, as it is my Center Peace of the whole Universe, and for all
Creation in this Universe.
82. If the Earth was moving and Rotating, as is now being taught to my children, the Winds would have to be
Tamed. Only I could allow a Planet to move thus fast, and to then Tame and secure these Winds. But again, I
created rules, and these I must honor to the end.
83. I have made it so, that all Planets move around the Earth, and they are traveling much faster, that what you
call the speed of Light. Time flows like a river, and that is why and how I know what is going to happen next. If
something happens you don't like, it is just a condition of my main rule, that allows my children to have free
Agency. I know how it all ends. I will not give out any details, as to which Church is true, as we really don't want
to waste time here fighting over so many inconsequential similar concepts. But I will point out to you some basic
concepts, that will allow you to understand and know who is telling the truth, and who is telling you lies. You shall
know, the truth and the truth, will allow for internal Salvation. 84. Things must be explained to you, so that you
can understand my Laws, and Concepts, from your current point of view.
Again you will know which of my children are in my favor, by listening to the Words they speak, and the Fruits of
their Labor, and they way they work with each other, without being involved in any of the secret combinations,
that are despicable in the sight of God. These Words needed to be said unto my people in the Latter-day, as
Satin has continued to attempt to try to change the meanings of my Words, or create whole new Words, that now
mean the same evil concept, as they have tried to change; as they now change the meaning of Words previously
giving in scripture. May past scriptures have been miss applied and sometimes written with just enough false
information in them, to be miss applied and sometimes written, with just enough false information in them to
support Satin New World Order.
85. If you base any concept on false teachings, I can change the entire rule book to prove to you that you are
wrong; and what has been done wrong. Right is right is right, and what is wrong is wrong. It is like the Ten
Commandments, they are based on Common Sense, and these people needed to have them written simple and
plainly, so that all of their false concepts, could be shown in disfavor. Then, at that time, and then forward these
people, have vainly called themselves the Lost Tribe, and they have never followed any of my directions, from
any of their co called Profits. If, it is logical to assume that something is evil, I assure you it is not of my hand, or
doing and is in fact evil. You shall know them by their deeds.
86. You need to remember, that my second is one one of your 100 years. You now have time to remake all of
your civilizations, the way that I would be proud, and you will have confirmation, as to who you should listen to. I
desire to see a movement of new Saints, develop the right concepts, and move forward to share these concepts,
with all my children.
87. I want to see all of the Babylonian New World Order, Corporatized Phony Governmental Agencies, that are
all based on Lies deception and false teachings, be replaced by my real Chosen People, You; as you build a new
Zion with love, always sharing with your neighbor, and a desiring to embrace the truth, my truth and true
concepts.
88. And all you now need is Baptism, to make the only Covenant, that ever needed to have been made, to me
the Creator God in the Name of Jesus Christ.
89. And God Said: If you think that creating the Universe, Stars and Earth was difficult, you would be surprised
to learn that it was more difficult, even over a millennia, to get my children to come together and work together, in
any aspect, especially dropping the agenda of greed and Agendaside.
90. No Political group has succeeded, until it was promoted by greed, and not Political Group or system ever
stayed in power for more than one of my seconds, when it failed to follow my rules, or care about being blessed.
91. This Political thing called Democracy is evil, and no Democracy has ever survived the test of time; and in fact
Communism and all concept of Socialism and most "isms" in general were all created, by my so called lost
children, who have always remained forever lost.
92. I gave my children the concept of the Republican Form of Government; and how to use the Common Law,
and every single time, a new scheme is developed, to canceled and subverted my work; as Satin and his
powerful dominions exert great effort to always come up with a New Deal.
93. In a Republic, all men are created equal, you have the right to Remain Silent, there is no Taxation Without
Representation, the government is created by the People for the People from the bottom up. All power is thus,
supposed to start at the lowest levels Page
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supposed to start at the lowest levels to flow upwards.
94. You are not to imprison anyone, unless there is an injured party; Must Provide a Jury of Peers; You are not to
bear false witness; You will have no other Gods before you but me, or I will stop inspiring or blessing you for
violating these rules, as I want just a second, to now give to you, what you have earned.
95. My gift to you my children, was that I never intended to have any of my children cast into Bondage, or to be
Slaves, on a Plantation, while surrendering their Birth Rights.
96. Concepts of truth, are concept of truth, and they can not be challenged with any new type of new logic or
truth. I have provided many logical and provable tests, that can be proven in this manner to bear witness unto
the truth of my Word Law and provided statements.
97. Everybody, must use your own consent, in order to be able to punish you for any supposed action. This is
why the many different governments and even the Secret Societies, all must get you to give an Oath, for your
initiation.
98. Therefore, these governments can not make you go and fight or die for their supported cause, and these
Secret Societies can not punish you even by Blood Atonement, until such time as you have given one of their un
holy, blasphemous Oaths, that attach directly to your Everlasting Soul.
They will demand you give their Oaths and and use force against my children, as they are determined to obtain
this Oath, and it is all about your Soul.
99. Therefore, when ever you join any Armed Force, or even the local Masonic Hall, it is always about getting
you to make one of these un holy Oaths.
100. Therefore, you can not even be charged with Treason, unless it be upon your Oath.
101. Therefore, now even a De facto Corporate Government, will now have you make your Oath to the De jure
Republic, for the main purpose, of having you be in dishonor, and guilty of treason, on Oath, using my real Law.
This again is just a scheme to taint your Soul.
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The concepts that I typed up, are real concepts, that I was inspired to write, as it was members of my church that
attacked me and threw me into prison. There has to be a real reason why these people hate me so much, when
all I have done is help and cure people and show love for others. They have made their attacks just a little bit
personal (death by time). I do get a little bit irritated about being told, that I'm a liar, that the Lord wants me to die
in Prison, that I'm head of two Militias's and that I murder Art Bell and attack my own daughter. These people are
so wicked, that it is quite obvious that they need to go back and find Jesus Christ. But as of now their seems to
be no current movement under way to get this done.
You need to read these inspired notes from the beginning, and see if you like any of it. If you don't like any of
it you can delete it. There is only one theme that I care about, and that is that Jesus Christ is the Savior and that
my church is obviously not so Christian, at this time, as it is quite obvious.
There is no addition to anything that is not biblical, as it is them that have strayed off the charts, with their
schemes, and now they need to seek forgiveness for blindly being let themselves go astray, as they incorporated
your Soul and everything else. They are even Baptizing the Dead and putting Covenants on you Soul after you
pass from here.
I really care about others and their Salvation and I think that even my parents are doomed to go down instead
of up. I have asked my parents to pray this way, and get their own answer, and they will not, as I want to bring
them into the fold, with Christ, before it is to late. I thus really asked these questions and really got what I
preserved to be an inspired answer.
If you don't like my inspiration and what I was told that is fine and you can
continue to print your name in the dead manner. But, I think you will find that what is plain to see is, that all of
these things are really tied together and make up the New World Order concept; and it is really a Scheme from
and of Satin. It needs to be gone. Satin came up with all of these Schemes to make you a new deal called the
new world order. Some of the Schemes that are all tied to this would be a lot of isms. Like Nazism, Communism,
Socialism, Mormonism. Lots in common, as it is all about putting a covenant on your soul and for what purpose I
do not know, except for damnation. Can you imagine what power makes them have to get you to swear in the
oath before you get to die for your democracy. They are afraid of something. I seem to have a gift to understand
all of these conspiracies that are in plain sight, as it really is not that complicated. Maybe I'm wrong, and what
you see around you really does not mean that they are afraid to print your name correctly. Do you think that God
will print your name in all Capital Letters in the Book of Life? If you do then non of what I wrote really matters.
If people don't want their Church to get exposed, for what evil it has done and is, they should not go around
Kidnapping and telling lies against the innocent and have trials in their Chapels. They did not have to put me on
trial in their church, or call me names, as they seem to like attacking anyone who acts Christian. In fact all of their
past behavior has been really kind of evil overall. They are lucky that all that I want to do is to get them to go
back to Christ. This is the least I can do to these people who have attacked me and attempted to murder me and
my character. It becomes very plain that if it looks like a duck and walks like a duck it is a duck. I seem to have
the ability to know when something is very evil, and it is time to call them on it. You also need to know, that I
really did pray this way, and I really was attacked by a Beast. I don't make up stories and I don't lie. Yesterday
Rudy sent me an email, where the person attacked me without mercy. I have been attacked and attacked over
and over again. Note I really have a Violet Aura and I might be a Tsadik, but I'm not Jewish, as I was taught that I
am.
So, now maybe they can now just continue to ignore me, while I expose the real deal, and who is really running
their show.
The concept that the New World Order is Satanic, is a good concept and provable as all you have to do is look.
Anytime I explain these concepts to Christians here in prison, I get a lot of good praise. Remember many shall
be deceived.
So, now as Jesus Christ is ready to come back to Earth, I don't think he is going to want to take the Mark of the
Beast and have his name and SS number on his proper documentation. Jesus will have his and all of his
children in the Venue of the Living as that is what he has promised.
So, look at what I have written in the context that we are calling someone to go and recognize that their church
has a really big problem, and it is easy to spot, and it needs to be deal with post haste for their own good. It is
easy to criticize this effort. I would like to hear from you if you have a plan to expose the evil that is there and get
it gone. I have thought and prayed a lot about this, and I have decided to tell the whole truth the way that I see it.
I'm sorry if this bothers you.
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it gone. I have thought and prayed a lot about this, and I have decided to tell the whole truth the way that I see it.
I'm sorry if this bothers you.
They need to create a group in their church, that now converts and takes over the wrongful teachings, from the
bottom up and from the up to the bottom. If there are no wrongful teachings, all you might have to do is start
printing your name Christian and all we be solved.
Overall I really care about you Salvation, and I think that those who think they are with God might really going
to a Church of Satin.
Someone has to do something, about the fact that my Church is totally out of control and not very nice to
others. We are supposed to have morels. The Ten Commandments are simple and very plain, but no one wants
to honor them. If they believe that Joseph Smith talked to God, they should not have a problem with me saying
that I got an answer from God and my answer is now provable. They also can not say that no one talks to God,
when they teach that only their current profit now talks to god every day.
Remember, I'm telling these people to get on their knees and ask who runs their church, then it is up to God,
which answer he gives them. If they pray the way I'm telling them is proper, they will reach the correct God of
their past choosing and get the answer that they now need to hear.
In summary I'm sorry if I upset you. But I do believe that there is going to be a lot of anger over what I have
written. It might get a little bit ugly. But really I want nothing for myself, as I really want to help people get
together in the name of Jesus Christ and quit fighting each other over such issue that are really not so important.
Salvation is the name of what is important and only Salvation.
Humbly your servant
Dave
-----Davis, Rud on 10/16/2018 2:54 PM wrote:
>
10/15/18 9:55 pm CST Monday
Peace and blessings David,
I did not receive part 8 of all your letters. I received Parts, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11 but not 8.
Also I am a King James Bible believing follower of the Lord Jesus Christ and so is much of my listeners. I have
serious theological concerns about your putting out writings as if it were an addition to the bible. And so will much
of my listeners.
Anytime any man says "Thus sayeth the Lord", it is a crime worthy of DEATH if that statement is said without
being true.
I am not telling you how to live your life and I would never tell you how to conduct yourself. I love you in the Lord
Jesus Christ and I have not even read your writings yet as I had 20 phone calls today from prisoners all over this
country who are unjustly incarcerated. It will take me some time to digest what you are writing. My counsel to
you is that you are walking on some VERY HOLY GROUND here and if you make the wrong decision, it could
have some very negative effects spiritually. We love you David and we only want what is best for you. Erin and I
pray for your freedom daily. Please read the bible verses below and ensure that your conscious aligns with the
Word of God.

Deuteronomy 4:2 Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish ought from it,
that ye may keep the commandments of the Lord your God which I command you.

Revelation 22:18-19 King James Version (KJV) For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the
prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written
in this book: And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his
part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.
Deuteronomy 13 King James Version (KJV)
13 If there arise among you a prophet, or a dreamer of dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder,
2 And the sign or the wonder come to Page
pass, whereof
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2 And the sign or the wonder come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go after other gods,
which thou hast not known, and let us serve them;
3 Thou shalt not hearken unto the words of that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams: for the Lord your God
proveth you, to know whether ye love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul.
4 Ye shall walk after the Lord your God, and fear him, and keep his commandments, and obey his voice, and ye
shall serve him, and cleave unto him.
5 And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, shall be put to death; because he hath spoken to turn you away
from the Lord your God, which brought you out of the land of Egypt, and redeemed you out of the house of
bondage, to thrust thee out of the way which the Lord thy God commanded thee to walk in. So shalt thou put the
evil away from the midst of thee.
~~~~~~~~~~
Matthew 7:15-20 King James Version (KJV)
15 Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.
16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit.
18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.
20 Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
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From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Tuesday, October 9, 2018 1:50 PM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Book of the Latter-day part 9

110. And God Said: Therefore, anytime you give any Oath, that are used as false Covenants, it can be used
against you in a way that can effect your Salvation.
111. Thus, the De Facto Government, now has you give an Oath to the Republic, that has already been Sini
Died; and this is done, so that you now have committed Treason, Upon Your Oath; immediately, as you now have
are guilty, of giving Aid and Comfort to the real Domestic Enemy, the De facto United States Government.
Therefore, you are guilty of Treason upon Oath as you graduate from Boot Camp.
112. Therefore, after you have given an Oath to the correct De jure Republic Entity; and now have given Aid and
Comfort to the Domestic Enemy, in this ongoing scheme, you are now guilty of Treason; and this way they can
justify using my Law, to make sure that if you have a tragic accident, you wrongful demise, will not be a sin upon
their Everlasting Soul; as they really do not want to get punished for the Commandments that you have violated;
in their Theater, that they call their War.
113. A Demonacracy is exactly what it says it is. It is a Demon-Acracy You have been tricked again, out of you
Birth Right; like in my Esap story.
114. You have now taken the Mark of the Beast, as it is your name in all Capital Letters; when you now put your
name in such a way, as to denote that you not Living; or living in a Republic, and have not my blessings.
115. You need to make them now recreate the Republic, one Person, one County, one State and One Federal
Government at a time. It all starts with you recognizing, that you are now living in a total fiction, and you don't
even own yourselves.
116. No man who has sold his Birthright for a Bowl of Soup, is bound for the Highest Glory, as they might be
moving downward. You must now put one foot into a true Living Existence, while keeping the other Foot in the
evil fraudulent Venue De facto Scheme, and wait patiently, for the opportunity, to kick the De facto Government
off the Face of the Earth; as they are not of me.
117. And God Said: I gave you your free agency. I did not give you phony De facto Science, Math, Physics or
Medicine, as this you created on your own.; and again there are two of each of these things.
119. And God Said: I did not give you permission or authorize you to create a Graduated Income Tax, as is
promoted in the Communist Manifesto, that was written by Karl Marx, and the Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion. It is obvious that this has been a theme, that has been promoted by them, that call them selves the Lost
Tribe.
120. This De facto, New World Order Scheme, caused the Civil War, caused World War II, caused the
Communist take over of most of the World. Yes the New World Order is in fact the Common Denominator. Right
now this New World Order Scheme, has been created about everywhere in the World, and your Church, never
told you about it. You have known that something seemed wrong, but you just could not put your finger on it.
This New World Order Scheme, is Satin's plan, to bring the whole World into his own. Right now every Court
House in land has stolen your real-estate; as a Certificate of Title is not a Title, a Certificate of Lien is not a Lien,
and the State of Utah is not a State.
121. All organizations are subject to subversion, and conquest, when any group of conspirators has access to
printing their own money, in any scheme, that is not backed by anything, of real value.
122. The question now, is not if we have been conquered, the question now is when was it done. Once any
group has been conquered, your group will tow the line, and change its very basic foundations, sometimes, in
such a way as to hide what has been done, but always in plain view, for those who can see will see and those
who have ears can hear.
123. Again I say unto you, I will not place your name upon the Book of Life, and use all Capital Letters, while
telling you that this does not matter, than why not fix it? Why Lie?
124. If they can't put your name Christian on the Church paper work, then I will not put in into the Book of Life,
Either; and they surely can't be trusted with anyone's Salvation.
125. These many Churches, are no longer representing me and are therefore, part of the great force of
deceivers.
126. These Secret Societies, create many phony De facto Names and many phony De facto Corporations; for
many different fraudulent purposes.
127. I Command, that you only use a Common Law Deed for a Living Person, and this type of De jure Deed, is
known, as a "Deed Poll," that is Venued in my Common Law, to show that you now own your property in my
Venue.
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known, as a "Deed Poll," that is Venued in my Common Law, to show that you now own your property in my
Venue.
128. Let all your Contracts for the Living, be in the De jure Common Law Venue, and Let all of your Contracts for
the Dead, be in the De facto, Statutory Venue. Do not mix my two Venues of Law. I created these two separate
Venues, to be separate for my own reason.
129. I Command, that you always, let you Marriages be in my De jure Common Law Venue, as you are to only
make a contract between a man and a women and me; within the Common Law. You were never supposed to
have a Contract with the Dead, to Solemnize your Marriages. This is my business, and the business of my
Church, not the business of some De facto group of conspirators, that are attempting to be in my business.
Therefore, if you have a De facto only Marriage, you need to now add De jure to you Marriage.
130. All De jure Contracts, that are done in the Common Law, Venue require two witnesses. All Contracts done
in the De facto Venue are of the Statute Law, and require a De facto Notary, as a witness, for the De facto State.
131. And God's Venue is only for the Living, as it is the Venue known as De jure. Jesus Christ and all Christian
concepts are De jure, and De jure equals Salvation, that can be found in a Republican Form of Government.
132. I expect you to send out believers to all Lands, and spread my message by their tongue, to share this
message; for me. You will cancel all make work, and false Covenants, that now consume all of your time, and
help to build our new Kingdom here on Earth. So it has been written.
133. Eternal Life, is yours and if you earn it, here on the Earth, and now you will be able to keep it forever, as this
is my promise, unto you. I would never say that you failed to get the proper Covenants, so that you would be
deprived of being with your loved ones. If you want my blessings, show love and concern for my other children,
who are attempting to live and honor my Law and Rules. What impresses me now, is when my children show
love, for my other children, who are attempting to live and honor my Law and Rules. Do unto others, as you
would do unto yourself, or to me, Love yourself as I God love you. Expose the Liars, for what they are, by
showing some attitude when confronting them in my name.
134. I do not need to give you a One Thousand Pages of new Scripture, in order for you to do what your Heart
tells you is right, just and correct.
135. Anytime someone speaks for me, and you find a Hidden Hidden Agenda, come and ask, unto me, to show
you who is in charge, and I will expose the truth; for all to see.
136. People or Political Processes, that use Scarcity, as a method of control, are neither sponsored or blessed
by me.
137. I have sent the truth to a many People, over the millennia, and because of Greed and Jealousy, I have not
been able to keep my Kingdom on Earth intact.
138. The people who call them selves the Lost Tribe of Israel, think that they are my only chosen Children. I do
not play favorites. When, my Son Jesus Christ said breingeth all of the children unto me, he was not saying bring
only the Children of the chosen unto me, he was referring all of my Children; as I love all of them.
139. My Children now need Green Energy, not more agendaside. Green Energy, is needed to make room on my
Earth for more of my Children, to inhabit. I created the Earth, and all that is in it, as a place to house my Children,
and the Children of man; and to further allow for a place for them to grow spiritually.
140. The Children of men have now become knowledgeable, and are able to now actually take pictures to be
able to see a man's Auras. Now, with this ability to photograph someone's Aura, you should now be able to
chose and recognize a new potential Leader easier, amongst men, who can be shown to love my Word and
Honor my Commandments; and who truly love their brethren. Words that a man specketh, sometimes can be
trusted, but using the method, of truly being able to see the Aura of a proposed new Leader, would guarantee that
you are not deceived. The Aura Color of Jesus Christ was Violet. Look for a new Leader, that has a Violet Aura,
and you will never go wrong. You can not fake the color of a man's Aura.
141. The Lost Tribe of Israel, believes in a concept they called Tsidik. They claim that Jesus Christ was a Tsidik.
Yes, Jesus Christ was a Tsidik, and had a Violet Aura.
142. You have allowed your Republic's to be canceled; your Churches to be Incorporated; your state and federal
governments to be Incorporated. You have allowed my churches to be conquered from the Top Down.
143. You have allowed all Christian concepts to be canceled, including Prayer in your Schools.
144. You have allowed in all things to moved away from my Venue of De jure Law, and the proper use of my
Word, and Words.
Doctrine and Covenants 134 - 1: "We believe that governments were instituted of God for the benefit of man; and
that he holds men accountable for their acts in relation to them, both in making laws and administering them for
the good and safely of society."
Doctrine and Covenants 134 - 2: We believe that no government can exist in peace, except such laws are
framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual the free exercise of conscience, the right and control of
property, and the protection of life.
121. And God Said: "They have removed the most important parts, by direct omission and fraud upon their
members. The real problem is that most
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members. The real problem is that most of his Churches that I used to endorse are no longer teaching the most
important part of his Gospel Principles and have in fact turned their backs and harder their heart against what I
said are the main missing key principles of his plan of Salvation. Therefore I in this Latter Day period of time now
will bring forth his missing and provable Gospel Principles and I want them shaved them with all that will listen."
112. And God Said: "To see the Game Plan of those who say they are Chosen from the beginning all y you
have to do now is to read and Study the Protocols, that are called the Protocols of the learned Elders of Zion.
You have fought many Wars in my name, where both side were both a New World Order take over scheme. I
have watched as the Communist went against the Nazi's; and the Democracy went against the Communist; and
the De fact against the De jure. I have instituted the creation of many inspired churches, that all end up in the
end, becoming part of the New World Order Church. I can therefore, no create any more new churches that are
thus all taken over by the New World Order. Fix your Churches and then pray and ask me if it was don't right and
if I'm well pleased. If I'm well pleased you shall know.
123. Many have wondered, why I have not sent man concepts sooner or more direct in the past, that would
make his world a cleaner, and better place that is more like Paradise. I have and each time the messenger gets
shut down, mocked, murdered, robbed or just cast into a prison. I have now given you some of these missing
concepts that have been hidden, concerning energy and medicine. I want to see mankind stop burning carbon
fuel and use these better concepts to stop all wars. I want the children of men to lie in my un fowled garden. My
children that now want my favor, do not need to boast about being special or chosen, as this would show me that
they are not such. If a man saith, look at me, I'm special he could not thus be that special as his words makes
him not.
124. And God Said: My Uniform Commercial Code was created to be used in only the De facto Venue of the non
living; as it was not supposed to be used by the Living or in the Venue of the Living, as it is De facto on Nature.
Therefore, to use the Uniform Commercial Code for the purpose of attempting to move yourself, the De jure
Living man, from the De fact Venue of the Dead, to the De jure Venue of the Living is Wrong; as you you are
attempting to use my De facto Venue to get relief. Therefore, you must use the De jure Venue only to get or seek
relief from the fraud of being wrongfully placed within the De facto Venue; this; is because you would now be
seeking relief from the very men who have committed this fraud against you in the first place.
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HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Thursday, October 11, 2018 6:23 PM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Book of The Last Day Part 10 - Land Titles De jure

124. Therefore, always seek to use the correct Venue, of the De jure Living, when seeking any relief from the De
facto Venue of the Dead, in the Statutory Venue.
125. There, are two ways to secure ownership of all your lands, in a De jure, Common Law Venue, within the
Territory of any Republic.
126. The first method, is that all De jure Citizens, have the God Given Right, to claim any lands, or all land, that
has not already been previously Claimed, and filed upon; by another, De jure, Citizen, Claimant.
127. This means, that who ever records a Deed Poll, and its accompanying Survey Map, that provides for Proper
Official and Lawful Notice, First, is now, First in the Position, of being in first Place, and in Time; and is now, the
Lawful De jure, owner of said properties[s].
128. Therefore, the Second method, that is used to prove the ongoing ownership and Title of all Lands, in a De
jure, Common Law, Venue, Republic, is to always maintain a Legal and Proper, Abstract of Title; that show all of
the Claimants in Succession.
129. An Abstract of Title, is all that is necessary, to provide and prove, who is now the current and lawful Legal
owner, at present, and who now has the best ownership position of the Lands, in question, in any Republic; and
this right to hold De jure, Legal Ownership, in a Republic, is protected, by the Guaranteed Right, to Use only the
Common Law and/or Common Law Venue; as, any time there is any Controversy, that exceeds $20.00, the right
of/to a De jure, Common Law Trial, and De jure, Jury shall be forever preserved; and Article Four, Section 4,
further Guarantees your Right, to a Republican Form of Government, that can only use De jure, Common Law,
and the De jure Venue, of the Common Law; within, a Republic.
130. Therefore, if anyone, now lays claim to Land, that is owned and/or held in a De jure, Republic, you are
guaranteed, that right to seek Redress, only in a De jure, Common Law Court, and this very concept, now
estoppels, or Stops, and further Hinders, any De facto agent, or Claimant, in the De facto, Statutory Venue, from
Adjudicating against any Claimant, in the De facto, Statutory Venue.
131. Therefore, whenever any Government, wrongfully and/or fraudulently, cancels a Republican Form of
Government, in a Scheme, of Fraudulent Conversion, that caused or Converted your Republican Form of
Government, into now becoming a new De facto, Statutory Government, there must always have been a legal
and proper, De jure, Conveyance or Title Transfer; that was to have been filed, that would have transferred the
De jure, Titles of all the Land Properties in question, to the new De facto federal government; as a Deed Poll of
Record, should now have been filed in the Recorders Office, that would now have shown, that the Title to the
Properties in question, have all been, transferred, from the old, proper De jure Venue, into the new, Fraudulent,
De facto Venue; but of course, anything done in fraud, would be illegal; and as such, there is now no proper De
facto, Venue, in a De facto fraud, therefore, there really was never any Venue, for a fraudulent transfer; and thus,
the De jure Entity, would never have had the Constitutional Authority to do such.
132. Therefore, you will find that there were no Deed Poll Conveyances ever filed that gave the De facto federal
government any of these Unapprporated Lands.
133. The problem now, is that neither the De Facto, or De jure, Constitutions, ever authorized the newly created
De facto, Corporate, federal government, the right to hold, own, or even control, any of these, so called
Unappropriated Federal Lands; for any purpose, that is not specifically described or authorized, in either, the De
jure, or De facto, Constitutions, excepting, for the specific and specified use, of Needful Forts and Dockyards; and
for the purpose of only created new Republic States.
133. Therefore, if there was ever a De jure, Conveyance of Title, that actually moved, said Federal Lands, from
the Venue of the De jure, Republic, to the Venue of the De facto, Demonacracy, said same Conveyance of Title,
would now be, Null and Void, Abnito, as this is a Scheme of fraud, and said Scheme would further, violate both
the De facto, and De jure, Supremacy Clause; Article One, Section Eight, Clause Seventeen; the Seventh
Amendment; the Tenth Amendment; and the Equal Footing Doctrine; and therefore, overall this would be a
Fraudulent Scheme of Conveyance and theft, by Conversion.
133. Therefore, you will find that no De facto, government, has ever attempted, or even tried, to actually create
this a False Deed, and then to proceed to file the fraudulent Conveyance; as this would violate God's Law.
134. Therefore, they will now Record Title, in the name of the De jure Republic, as they pretend they are the De
jure entity; but they are not.
135. They thus will continue to pretend that they are the owners when if fact they are not; as they now only
attempt to hide the fact, that they havePage
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135. They thus will continue to pretend that they are the owners when if fact they are not; as they now only
attempt to hide the fact, that they have canceled your Republican form of Government; using this Fraudulent
Scheme.
136. Therefore, you will now find that the De jure, "Abstract of Title," is forever Broken and has been Destroyed,
as the chain of Title, is no more, and therefore their overall scheme of Fraud, has no Legal Substance, even as in
Existence; as, when a De facto, Government creates a new and slightly different Name, for the sole and only
purpose, of creating a new De facto, Government Corporation, using this fraudulent Scheme; as we now see, this
creates a whole new Unauthorized, De facto, Corporate Government, that has been given a similar name and/or
Title, with a slightly different Name or Title, for the sole purpose, of tricking, fooling and/or hiding, who they really
are, and this is truly a Scheme of total Fraud, and Subversion, therefore, they nor their Title, can not stand, or be
shown in the light of truth.
138. Therefore, I have designated and designed, that there will always be two names, used to describe all
things, De jure and De facto, as you should always distinguishing between the two; therefore, the De facto,
Government, has thus named and must always refer to these Lands, as Unapproprated Lands, and they are
really not "Public Lands"; as their is no such thing as De facto, "Public Lands,". This is a totally fraudulent
Scheme of Conversion. Therefore, there are no "Public Lands," as they are still to be called Unappropriated, and
these Lands can all be Legally Claimed, by any De jure Citizen, who is residing in any De jure, Commonwealth or
Common Law Venued State or Territory; therefore, said, De facto, Territory, has no legal Title, to my
Unappropriated Lands. Now any adverse, De facto Claimant, must proceed to convene, a De jure, Common Law
Venued Trial, in order to Adjudicate, any Controversy, that now exceeds $20.00; therefore, as nothing De facto,
can be Adjudicated in my De jure Common Law Venue, the De facto forces can not even enter into my De jure
Common Law Venue, to seek redress, or to claim any of the rights, from any De jure, Person or Citizen.
139. Therefore, as all of the Federal, De jure, owned lands, in the Republic, have been maintained by an
Abstract of Title, in the past, and these Title's, can now be found in the Halls of Record or the Recorders Office,
and they are shown in the Official Records in the Official Recorders Office, to still belong, to the De jure
Republican Form of Government, that has Sini Died.
140. Therefore, all of these Lands, are still and will always remain, in the De jure, Venue, of the Republic; and
the Titles to these Lands have never been transferred, to the De facto Corporate Government; and thus, these
Lands, remain legally Unappropriated, and are now forever available, to be claimed, by any De jure, Citizen, or
even a newly created De jure Federal Republic, that is now being created, to restore the Republican Form of
Government; to the people.
141. Therefore, the current, De fact Government, that is now claiming to own the Public Lands, now known as
"Public Lands," have no Legal or Lawful, Abstract of Title or Chain of Title pursuant to the Common Law; and
further, have no right to use any Common Law Venue, to settle any dispute involving these same said Lands; and
they further, have no other rights in any of these said Lands, and same said Lands, shall remain forever
Unappropriated Lands, that are still Venue in the Common Law.
138. Therefore, the De facto, federal Government, has no De jure Abstract of Title; no De jure Common Law,
Venue, or Ownership, and there is further, no Record that ever showed, that they have ever Claimed, any of the
Unappropriated Lands, as a De jure Claimant; and that they have ever received a Deed Poll, that would have
transferred the De jure, Title of Unappropriated Lands, to the De facto, federal government; that the De jure, or
even the De facto, State, ever gave them Exclusive Legislative Jurisdiction, in regards to any of these Lands.
139. That the De facto U.S. Constitution, ever granted them Jurisdiction, excepting, needful forts, and Dockyards
within any De jure, Republic, or De facto, State of.
140. Therefore at this time, any De facto Claimant on the Land, who has ever gotten a Land Patent from the De
facto federal government, could now file a Deed Pole and move the ownership of his Lands into the De jure,
Venue of the Republic, and have the Venue of the Common Law, to Adjudicate any arising Claims.
141. Therefore at this time, any De jure Claimant on the Land, will maintain and hold his Title in a Republican
Form of Government forever, and be entitled to the Venue of the Common Law.
142. Therefore, any Claimant in the De jure Venue, now has the right, to law Claim to any of the Unappropriated
Lands that are now found within any De jure, Federal or State Territories, in of any Western, De facto or De jure
States.
143. Therefore, after a Claimant has filed a Deed Poll, and Laid Claim to any Unappropriated Lands, they should
notify the Bureau of Land Management, and the County Assessors Office, via Registered Mail, that they are the
new owners in Abstract of Record, in the Venue of the Common Law; and if they have any Lawful Claims against
this Land, or against the Claimant, please let it be known, that this is a Controversy that now exceeds $20.00;
and pursuant to their De facto Uniform Commercial Codes, you should give them the customary 30, and then 10
days to respond, or they will be forever, estopelled, from making any future Claim, against the Claimant or his De
jure Lands.
144. Therefore, if the current De facto, Land owner files and now Records a Deed Poll, on their De facto owned
Lands, the Land will now become De jure in Venue; and now all Property Taxes, that are due to be paid to the De
facto County, will become Voluntary inPage
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facto County, will become Voluntary in Nature; and to even pay the propertied Property Taxes, using the current
Usury Monetary System, would further violate your Guaranteed Right to have and do business, within a
Republican Form of Government; especially as this controversy, is further defined in both the De jure and De
facto Constitutions.
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400. Therefore, I prayed as follows: Dear God, who created the Universe and granted me my free agency, I pray
only unto you in the name of Jesus Christ, please show me who now leads the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. Then some kind of big ugly Beast Appeared; and he did not give me his Card, therefore, I know not
his name.
401. These were some of the other questions, that I have asked in prayer over these many years.
402. What is the De facto, New World Order?
403. Who is behind the De facto, New World Order?
404. Why is my name in all Capitalized Letters in the Church Record? Does that make me De facto?
405. Is the U.S. Navy the Naval Forces of the United States of America, De facto or De jure?
406. Who is now leading the current De facto, U.S. Corporate Government?
407. Are the current Leaders of the Church of Jesus Christ working for you De jure; or are acting in the De facto
Venue?
408. How can so many Leaders and Elected Officials, that are now members of my Church be in good
standing, and be so openly wicked, and still be supported by the Brethren?
410. Is Communism of Satin? Is Communism based on these De facto concepts of the New World Order?
411. Is Communism a form of the New World Order?
412. Is a Republican Form of Government Based on Common Law?
413. Is the Common Law based on the teachings of Jesus Christ?
414. Were the Founding Fathers inspired by you, when they wrote the De jure Constitution
415. of the United States of America?
416. Does the Constitution of the United States of America, have the same force and effect as Holy Scripture; as
is
417. now being taught by my Church?
418. Are there now Two Separate Constitutions, as one is De jure and the other is De facto?
419. Do, you now want my help, or the help of all of the members of my Church, or all of the members
of all the other Churches, to now help you, move your Saints, back to being De jure;
as this is the Venue of Jesus Christ?
421. Is this new De jure "God's Church," (of the overlay), the concept, that would incorporate and fix
your De jure plan of Salvation, problem, in all of your Christian Churches;
and is this your new priority?
423. What do we do if our De facto Church Leaders, don't want to help us fix our current church?
424. Why are the Leaders of my Church, so afraid to use or print my name in the Venue of the Living?
425. Does the De facto Government have to honor your rules here and in Heaven?
426. Does it really matter if my Name can only be scribed using all Capital Letters? Is this the Mark of the
Beast?
427. Does it really matter if my name is placed in the Book of Life in all Capital Letters?
428. Does it matter if I use my name, in all Capital Letters on paperwork that is not important?
429. Does having my name in all Capital Letters represent me as not being a live, with no Salvation?
430. Does having my name in all Capital Letters, represent me as, being a non living entity?
431. Is it ok for my current Church to be a 501 (C) church?
432. Is it a good idea to now create two of me, as one being in the De facto Venue of Satin, and the
other one being in the De jure Venue with you?
434. Was Christ's Aura Violet?
435. Are the Jewish people your only chosen people?
436. Are the Protocols of the Learned Elder's of Zion real; and do they represent the real scheme of the New
World Order?
437. Was Jesus Christ a Tsidic?
438. Who can be a Tsidik?
439. What does De facto, and De jure mean?
440. I also noticed that there was a stake president up in Idaho, named Tucker, who reported members in his
Stake, for paying to much tithing, or more tithing then they had represented, on a members tax return to the IRS.
Thus they were arrested.
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439. What does De facto, and De jure mean?
440. I also noticed that there was a stake president up in Idaho, named Tucker, who reported members in his
Stake, for paying to much tithing, or more tithing then they had represented, on a members tax return to the IRS.
Thus they were arrested.
441. My friend, Dale Hunts family farm was stolen by group that was stealing farms in three states, these Gideon
Robbers
included but were not limited to Governor Levitt in Utah, and Judge Lodge in Idaho, and all of these.
442. My father had actually gone to the church office building in Salt Lake City, and asked the Leadership to
take a stand
against communism. Later he asked for help to get me out of prison. They saw no problem in their
horizons.
443. I discovered that the Mormon Church had been incorporated before the Civil War. I showed this to my
friend Bill
Cal, who traveled all the way to Salt Lake, and went to the Church Office Building, to ask about this lawsuit?
444. I heard many talks and speeches that seemed not so Christian; so, I met with my Bishop to asked
about my name being in the Venue of the Dead.
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146. The entire Endangered Species Movement, was created by the De facto, New World Order Government, to
cancel more of your De jure, rights.
147. These, De facto, New World Order, Conspirators, would not stop to rescue anybody, that is in danger from
any kind of threat, let alone really care about their Environment, as long as you are removed from it, as they are
truly agents, of the De facto, and all that is De facto.
148. Anybody who could really solve, the so called "Global Warming Science, Scheme," with a real solution, like
the GALT Motor, would probably be Murdered or Cast into Prison, or Murdered like Tesla.
149. They do not want any real Cure for Cancer to ever be found, as they want to see, what they deem as the
Un-washed Masses removed from my Earth, while Torturing you, with their De facto, "Allopathic Medicine." Look,
at Agenda 21, that was held in Rio; where, they openly said, that they want to remove 50%, of all people, from
every Country. Just how do you think they are going to get this done? Then, they tell you and advertise on the
Bill Boards, to bring your Children in, for their inoculations, so they can save them. If I tell you I want to murder
you, would you come to my Barbecue next Sunday?
150. What's up, is now down, and what's down, is now up. They, use Debt as Value, and that, that should have
Value, is rendered now Worthless. They, create this debt as Value, and use it to steal the Meals from your
Mouths, and the substance from your Souls, and the shirts, off your backs.
151. They, are thus the great Deceivers. No, Institution, that allows them in, is safe from their Clutches, as they
will now Convert, every aspect of your entire existence, directly, with post hast, into being an arm, of Satins New
World Order. 152. 152. They, will forge Salvation, and every document you posses, will be altered. They, will
misdirect, all while demanding we are God's chosen; anything you own has no value, and you have no Salvation,
or Internal life; as all has been compromised and put into the De facto Venue.
152. They are actually mandated, by my Rules, of my Word Law, to inform you, every step on your way, to your
total Physical and Spiritual Destruction, as they always, will now use your Ignorance, of the real Law, as it
pertains to you, and all of my other Legal Concepts, so that even your Vanity, is now used against you, for the
purposes, that they have laid out for men, as they are truly the spawns of Satin.
152. All that looks the same, is the same, and a Rose is a Rose is a Rose, if they all Smell, like a Rose.
153. Do no think that because, it has a different name, or a different flavor, that it not be form the same evil tree?
154. They move in Orchestrations against you, while laughing, and spiting, at your ignorance. They, Mock my
Plan of Salvation, while re-designing, your Salvation, to send you directly to Hell, for they are truly the Sons of
Satin.
155. There, is always two of everything, as one is De facto, and One is De jure, and the De facto, can not
trespass on the De jure.
156. All that is, and all that will ever be, will always have two Names given, so that you will always be able to
distinguish, between the Venue, that is to be used by the De jure, Living, from the Venue that is to be used, by the
De facto, Dead. Therefore, we now have, Allopathic Medicine vs. Naturopathic Medicine.
157. The New World Order Scheme, has now canceled everything, that was supposed to be in my De jure
Venue; therefore, you have allowed them, to now Cancel all that is De facto; therefore, you, really are now living,
in the Matrix.
158. Everything, that the De facto, New World Order does to you, and for you, had to have your actual approval,
and consent, even if they have to tricked you, into this consent with their endless lies, deceits and Covenants.
159. This, De facto, New World Order Scheme, was first conceived, and put into place during the period of time,
that encompassed the Civil War, as Abe Lincoln was the first Great Attorner, from Hell; and thereafter, De facto
President Roosevelt, finished putting all things into the De facto Venue, in my year of 1913; to now make
everything, part of this New World Order Corporation; so that now even the people have all been Incorporated,
De facto, into the Statutory Venue of Statute Law; and now all men have moved into the Venue, of the Dead.
160. This, New World Order Scheme, is so sinister, that most people can not believe, what is right plainly right in
front of them, as the many Branches of the New World Order, have many different fruits, that are all connect, and
all has been planed out for the decades using many, planned De facto, Think Tanks; of Satin.
161. These, De facto, New World Order Conspirators, have shown over and over again, that they are afraid of
anyone, who is De jure, or even attempting to become, De jure.
162. Therefore, you must now stand as one and not get side tricked, into one of their New World Order Schemes,
as they will always create Kayos in order
to get
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162. Therefore, you must now stand as one and not get side tricked, into one of their New World Order Schemes,
as they will always create Kayos in order to get control.
163. They, will never use any De jure name, to describe anything that is De facto, as they will not trespass upon
my De jure Venue, that I created, to be used only for the Living; as this would be a trespass, upon the De jure
Venue of a Republic.
164. Therefore, their New World Order Scheme, will always use a De facto name, to describe anything and
everything that is De facto, in their Venue of the Dead, within their New World Order Scheme, as they dare not
change, or use, any of the definitions, that I have ordained, to be used, to define the Venue of the Living, in a
Republic. 165. Therefore, all that is De jure, that was to be used only by the Living, will now be renamed, with a
new name, and sold to you, with poisonous fruit; as being De facto.
166. Those of you, who are De facto, and are told to stop prosecuting my children, and then proceed to
prosecute the innocent, in the end you will be brought to Justice, in one of my De jure, Courts, either On earth or
in the De jure, Court of Heaven.
167. Therefore, if my children stand alone against the Empire, of the New World Order, they can be picked off,
one at a time, to be murdered, tortured and stoned, as an offering unto Satin, as you your brethren stand around
whining and whimpering. Therefore, you will be truly damned, for not standing up, against this evil and protecting
your fellow brothers.
168. The only way to save my people, is to now teach them, the principals of the Gospel, and stand as one,
against Satin. 169. The Word of God, needs to spread like a Wild Fire, through your brethren, and their camps,
and if one man falls, Ten more, need to step forward, to take his place; and only in this way, can the tide of the
New World Order, be turned.
170. Therefore, the mission of your Church, from the very beginning, was to teach you God's De jure, Law, and
how to Live and Work in the De jure, Venue of God.
171. Therefore, these agents of the De facto New World Order, were never supposed to be able to teach you, all
of Satin's new Schemes, and Laws, and then deliver you up unto Satin; as it was truly, the duty of your Church, to
show you the way, and to warn you of the pitfalls of Satin.
172. Therefore, I want the members of each church, to now go forth, and fix their current Church, so that all of
them can be united, in just one truth. If they won't unite, I shall just disband them, of their members; one by one,
as they all learn the Truth. This, is my new promise, as I'm tired of these many Churches, now leading People
astray, with endless, nothings concepts, while, they get Conquered, as fast as I create them; and inspire them.
173. Satin, always has, and is working on the next New World Order Scheme, to destroy what I have given
mankind, and to Steal your Birthright.
174. Therefore, we now need only one Church, that teaches the truth, the only truth, that really matters; and this
is, that Jesus Christ Died for your sins; and we don't need, One Thousand new Churches, all teaching concepts
of less importance.
175. I Don't need leaders in my new church, who turn the other way, when Satin is beating up on my innocent
children. You have allowed the Governments of the Earth, to all go De facto, in all things; you have not organized
even a protest of their Satanic behavior; even against their Un-righteous Concepts, or any of the concepts, that
have been thrust upon you and your brethren; as, you fondle at the feet of mammon, for a crumb you call a 501
(c) De facto Church.
176. You now teach no real concepts, from your Pulpits; you stand for nothing, and you organize nothing, as you
teach Fluff with no true Salvation, or substance; you can and could not find evil, even if you are the one who is
being Smitten, Sacrificed or dammed.
177. Let's, see you now print your own Usury Money, to pay Satin, his Tithing, as you are now paying tithing to
your outlaw Church, to support the work of the De facto, New World Order. I don't even want to share this phony
Usury Money, with Satin.
178. We don't need a 1,000 churches, or to have people sit through long meetings, to be saved. You can now
teach and organize my work, to the whole World, on the internet.
179. I have sent many Profits, and given them the Keys to understand, and create De jure Medicine, De jure
Inventions, and all of this Technology has been hidden, by these De facto, New World Order, Subverters.
180. Therefore, I now have no De jure, Living children, in my Churches, and no De jure Medicine, in Medicine,
and no De jure Law, in my De jure Courts; and you poison my small Children of men, with Filthy Toxic Drugs, that
destroy their Character, and their ability to think.
181. Therefore, you pour Poison, Sodium Fluoride, in your water, to poison you children, and to destroy their
Character and their ability to think.
182. Therefore, all of your Elected Officials, are now Agents De facto, of the New World Order, as they Rule, only
in the De facto, Venue, of the Dead.
183. Your Current Presidents, and all World Leaders, are now just Puppets, of a New World Order Scheme, and
are just Officers, of a De facto Corporation.
184. Therefore, any De jure, President, presiding over a De facto New World Order Democracy, is in direct
violation of his expressed and promised,
Oath2 of of
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violation of his expressed and promised, Oath of office, and is not entitled to full Salvation, for as now, he only
represents, the Venue of the De facto Dead, and has committed Treason, upon his Oath.
185. The current President, of the De facto United States, Corporation, is now only the President, of a New
World Order Corporation.
186. Therefore, even, the written De facto, Corporate Bylaws, of this new De facto, Corporation, known as the
De facto Constitution, of the United States, were all Pleadgerized, directly from my De jure, Constitution, of the
United States of America, and are thus, a De facto a fraud, that was perpetrated by the New World Order
Scheme. Yet, my children have not noticed, that the Written Words given, in both documents, each start out very
similar. Therefore, let it be known that you now have two separate Constitutions, two separate Countries, and all
Counties and even the Citizens, are now measured, in Twos.
187. Therefore, you now have, two separate Constitutions, the De jure Constitution, that now ends, at the Tenth
Amendment. Therefore, this means, that you now, have one De facto Constitution, that has been fraudulently
Amended beyond, the Tenth Amendment. Therefore, in the De jure Constitution of the United States, of America,
there is no Eleventh Amendment through the Twenty First Amendment.
188. Therefore, in Both, the De facto, and De jure Constitutions, the Jurisdiction was limited, to only Guam
Puerto Rico and the the Marianna Island.
189. Therefore, those who are now Ruling from Washington, on high, are truly De facto, agents, of the largest
Scheme, of Fraudulent Conversion, in the history of my world, since time began, as they truly have, created the
Largest, New world Order Scheme, known to man.
190. These current De facto Leaders, all need to be taught the Truth, and they need to help us, bring back our
Republican Form of Government, as they have promised in their Oaths of Office.
191. Therefore, all of these leaders, who have now given their Oath, to the De jure, or the De facto Constitutions,
of the United States, all need to all help, in this matter, as they have sworn a Sacred Oath, to Secure these ends.
192. Therefore, how many of my Children, have read, either, the De jure, or the De facto, Constitutions, and
never once, noticed, the Seventh Amendment, or Article Four, Section Four?
193. I have plainly stated, in the Seventh Amendment, "that in any Controversy, the Right to a Common Law Trial
shall not be denied;" and in Article Four, Section Four," states, that the Guarantee of a Republican Form of
Government" Shall Be Preserved.
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Book of the Latter Day - Part 11

This section needs to be added in the correct place along with other comments that were made. I was able to
find this whole case and I will put it into the mail to you soon. I here just typed a few quotes of major importance
and a little bit of narration for the book.
222. THE LATE CORPORATION OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS et al., Appts.,
vs.
UNITED STATES
[34 L Ed 478] See S.C. Reporter's ed. 1-68)
Nos. 1031, 1054]
Argued Jan. 16, 17, 18 1889. Decided May 19, 1890.
Classified to U.S. Supreme Court Digest, Lawyers' Edition
223. Power of United States over Territory - Congress has power to revoke charter of Mormon Church of LatterDay Saints- has power to cause its property to be seized and held - Act limiting real estate - effect of dissolution
of charitable corporation on its property - polygamy may be prohibited, and property used for promoting it may be
devoted to charity - property, when devoted to other charitable objects -power of Legislature over charities - law
of charities - Utah law - void conveyances.
224. 1. The United States has supreme sovereignty over a Territory, and Congress has full and complete
legislative authority over its people and government.
2. Congress has power to revoke the charter of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in the Territory of
Utah.
3. Congress and the courts have the power to cause the property of said Corporation to be seized and taken
possession of and held for final proper disposition. . . . .
225. pg 8: An Ordinance Incorporating the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. (Approved February 8,
1851.)
"Sec. 1. Be it ordained by the General Assembly of the State of Deseret: That all that portion of the inhabitants of
said State which now are or hereafter may become residents therein, and which are known and distinguished as
the "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints," are herby incorporated, constituted, made and declared a
body corporate, with perpetual succession, under the original name and style of the "The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints," as now organized, with full power and authority to sue and be sued, defend and be
defended, in all courts of law or equity in this State; to establish, order and regulate worship, and hold and occupy
real and personal estate, and have and use a seal, which they my alter at pleasure.
226. Therefore, as you can see they even incorporated their members, as Sub Corporate Entities.
This means that each and every member of this church is now legally corporate chattel
property of this said corporation.
227. Then on page 46, the Supreme Court Ruled:
228. The only remaining constitutional question arises upon the part of the 17th section of the Act, under which
the present proceedings were instituted. We do not well see how the constitutionality of this provision can be
seriously disputed, if it be conceded or established that the Corporation ceased to exist, and that its property
thereupon ceased to have lawful owner, and reverted to the care and protection of the government as parens
patrioe. This point has already been fully discussed.
229. We have no doubt that they state of things referred to existed, and that they right of the government to take
possession of the property followed thereupon.
230. The application of Romney and others, representing the unincorporated members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, is fully disposed of by the considerations already adduced. The principal question
discussed has been, whether the property of the Church was in such a condition as to authorize the government
and the court to take possession of it and hold it until is shall be seen what final disposition of it should be made;
and we think it was in such a condition, and that it is properly held in the custody of the receiver.
231. The rights of the church members will necessarily be taken into consideration in the final disposition of the
case. There is no ground for granting their present application. The property is in the custody of the law,
awaiting the judgment of the court as it to its final disposition in view of the illegal uses to which it is subject in the
hands of the Church of Latter-day Saints, whether incorporated or unincorporated.
232. The conditions for claiming possession of it by the members of the sect or community under the Act do not
at present exist.
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awaiting the judgment of the court as it to its final disposition in view of the illegal uses to which it is subject in the
hands of the Church of Latter-day Saints, whether incorporated or unincorporated.
232. The conditions for claiming possession of it by the members of the sect or community under the Act do not
at present exist.
233. The attempt made, after the passage of the Act of February 19, 1887, and whilst it was in the President's
hands for his approval or rejection, to transfer the property from the trustee then holding it to other persons, and
for the benefit of different associations, was so evidently intended as an evasion of the Law that the court below
justly regarded it as void and without force or effect.
234. We have carefully examined the decree, and do not find anything in it that calls for a reversal. It may
perhaps require modification in some matters of detail, and for that purpose only the case is reserved for further
consideration.
235. Therefore, after care legal review, I David Roland; Hinkson, was not able to not find any legal evidence, that
the so called U.S. Congress ever gave back, the Church to any of it's members, or to the Quorum of Twelve
Apostles. I showed this Supreme Court Ruling, to Bill Call, who is and has was always been member in good
standing, of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and after careful review, he traveled all the way to
Salt Lake, to the actual Headquarters of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and he asked them, to
please show him, where they had legally gotten back their church, and the associated church properties; that had
all been seized. He was told at this time, that this situation never happened, never existed, nor never occurred,
and they pleaded total ignorance to this entire situation. They therefore are at this time did not wanted this
information to be released, as they are still hiding these facts and deceiving the members of this Church. They
have been deceiving about these facts now, for over One Hundred and thirty years. In conclusion here, I believe
it can be shown, that there is no evidence or even a Chain of Title, that would now show that the Mormon people
ever got back their church, or any of its associated properties; including her Temples; and therefore, pursuant to
this overall fraudulent situation, I concluded that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, is really the U.S.
Government Corporation (in De facto drag), and I now personally believe, that the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints, is run and held by a Sub Corporation of the United States Corporation, known as the Central
Intelligence Agency; and this means it is really the property of the U.S. Corporation. This is just my opinion.
236. Romney lost this lawsuit, after making a very De facto but earnest argument. At this time, as I believe that
the United States Corporation De facto, Government, is really not a Republican Form of Government, and is thus,
in direct violation of even it's own Corporate By Laws (known as the U.S. Constitution); as a member of the New
World Order Corporate Group of Satin; it is my opinion that the Branches of a Tree are as wicked as the Tree.
Therefore, at this time I think that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, is exactly what it appears to
be, a corporation, that was conquered for Satanic purposes, by a Cartel called the the New World Order; of
Corporations.
237. It now becomes very plain to me why my Bishop would not put my name Christian on the Tithing Receipt or
in the maintained records of Church Membership.
238. Now when we read the Doctrine and Covenants, under the heading EXCERPTS FROM THE TREE
ADDRESSES BY PRESIDENT WILFORD WOODRUFF REGARDING THE MANIFESTO:
239. "The Lord (note the name Lord), will never permit me or any other man who stands as President of this
Church to lead you astray. It is not in the program. It is not in the mind of God (true). IF I were to attempt that,
the Lord (note, Lord), would remove me out of my place, and so He will any other man who attempts to lead the
children of man astray from the oracles of God and from their duty (Sixty-first Semiannual General Conference of
the Church, Monday October 6, 1890, Salt Lake City, Utah.).
240. It matter not who live or who dies, or who is called to lead this Church, (really even the U.S. Congress), they
have got to lead it by the inspiration of Almighty God. If they do not do it that way, they cannot do it at all. . .
241. I have had some revelations of late, and very important ones to me, and I will tell you what the Lord has
said to me. Let me bring your minds to what is termed the manifesto. . .
242. The question is this: Which is the wisest course for the Latter-day Saints to pursue - to continue to attempt
to practice plural marriage, with the laws of the nation against it and the opposition of sixty millions of people, and
at the cost of the confiscation and loss off all the Temples, and stopping of all the ordinances therein, both for the
living and the dead, and the imprisonment of the First Presidency and Twelve and the heads of families in the
Church, and the confiscation of personal property of the people (all of which of themselves would stop the
practice); or, after doing and suffering what we have through our adherence to this principle to cease the practice
and submit to the law, and through doing so leave the Prophets, apostles and fathers at home, so they can
instruct the people and attend to the duties of the Church, and also leave the Temples in the hands of the Saints,
so that they can attend to the ordinances of the Gospel, both for the living and the dead?
243. The Lord showed me by vision and revelation exactly what would take place if we did not stop this practice.
If we had not stopped it, you would have had no use for. . . any of the men in this temple at Logan; for all
ordinances would be stopped throughout the land of Zion. Confusion would reign through Israel, and many men
would be made prisoners. This trouble would have come upon the whole Church, and we should have been
compelled to stop the practice. Now, the question is, whether it should be stopped in this manner, or in the way
the Lord has manifested to us, and leave our Prophets and apostles and fathers free men, and the temples in the
hands of the people, so that the dead may be redeemed. . .
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compelled to stop the practice. Now, the question is, whether it should be stopped in this manner, or in the way
the Lord has manifested to us, and leave our Prophets and apostles and fathers free men, and the temples in the
hands of the people, so that the dead may be redeemed. . .
244. I saw exactly what would come to pass if there was not something done. (already happened). I have had
this sprit upon me for a long time. But I want to say this: I should have let all the temples go out of our hands; I
should have gone to prison myself, and let every other man go there, had not the God of heaven commanded me
to do what I did do; and when the hour came that I was commanded to do that, it was all clear to me. I went
before the Lord, and I wrote what the Lord told me to write. . .
245. I leave this with you, for your to contemplate and consider. The Lord is at work with us. (November 1, 1891.
Reported in the Deseret Weekly, November 14, 1891.).
246. So, it became apparent to me that this person called the Lord, has commanded the Prophet of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, in the year 1891, to directly deceive its members. I noticed that Mr. Wilford
Woodruff, never even mentioned that all of the assets of this Church had already been seized, by the De facto,
United States Congress; and that it had never been given back; in fact the members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day, Saints have never even been told that they are Corporate Chattel Property.
247. The members were also never told that the United States Government is and has never been the De jure
Government of this Continent, and is in fact De fact, as the De jure United States Government Sini Died.
Therefore, the Leaders of the Church of Jesus Christ, have at all times said, that we are the "Lost Tribe of Israel,"
and I guess this means that maybe my Church really now is totally controlled by the World's Jewish Bankers, that
really control their Satanic New World Order corps.
248. I don't say any of this lightly. In fact I want it to be known, that my overall feelings towards the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, is that I feel sorry for the fact that we have all been lead astray, as I never
wanted to be part of Satin's dominions. I also think that the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints has attempted to remain De jure, and at this time, are still following in the De jure footsteps, of a Church
that is still in the De jure Republican Form of Government.
249. Therefore, at this time if I were to continue to want to be a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, I would elect to join the FLDS Church.
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194. The New World Order was thus planned and implemented by Degree, as it was done, a little bit here and a
little there. Mexico Incorporated in 1941, Adolf Hitler Incorporated Germany, when he canceled the German
Republic, to create German Incorporation, and this conversion, actually started World War II. Lenin,
Incorporated, Russia, during the Bolshevik Revolution, to give you Communist Russia.
195. Therefore, the New World Order Scheme, has used a concept called "Constructive Fraud," to re-construct
and construct a New Deal. Therefore, the New World Order Scheme, slowly has canceled, all that was De jure,
and replaced it with everything that is now De facto, slowly by degree; Therefore, we now need to slowly by
Degree, move everything that is now De facto, back into being De jure.
196. Therefore, whether you are a Liberal or a Conservative, matters not, as one way or another by Degree, you
are now De facto, and all those that now represent you Politically, are really agents of the De facto, that are
representing you De facto.
197. Therefore, the Liberal Progressives movement, by scale is the overall most evil and De facto, and the
Republican movement, is a close second, as they are almost as wicked, as the Progressives; as both the
Democratic Party and the Republican, Party, both truly represent all that is now De facto, in the New World Order,
Scheme.
198. Therefore, with thought, Education and Prayer, it should become clear to you at this time, that all that can
be seen that is plainly wrong, or not quite right, is all caused by this overall New World Order Scheme, to cancel
all of your De jure, Rights, and to give you a totally De facto, Existence; in all aspects.
199. Therefore, as you can now plainly see, getting everybody to voluntarily surrender, all of their God Given
Birth Rights, for the Bowl of Soup, in general, has now led, to a total path of Division and Wickedness, as
everybody now has a different version of their De facto, Democratic Utopia, that are all now called, the New
World Order.
200. Therefore, their has never been any New World Order Scheme, now known as a Democracy, that has ever
lasted more than one of my Seconds, as all this is Venue Wrong, will always destroy itself, in the Short Run.
201. Therefore, there is no reason, to attempt to prop up the New World Order, as it will fall on its own accord
very soon.
202. Therefore, at not time in the history of the World, has any Political Movement or even Gospel Principles
survived, the ravages of a New World Order Scheme.
203. Therefore, as you have now read these Words, you have no excuse or reason, to continue to pretend that
you did not know, and had prior knowledge.
204. No man is an Island, but anyone who is now happy with their current Physical and Spiritual Development,
and the fact that they have lost their Birthright to Salvation, does not deserve access, to any of my De jure
Blessings, as they are not of consequence to you, or of consequence to me; as they are all Lost Sheep, that now
need to wonder for 40 years in the Wilderness.
205. Therefore, if you are content with the New World Order Scheme, you will have not access, to my De jure,
Medical Concepts, as you watch you Loved Ones die of Diseases, that I have already sent you the means to
Cure; you will have no access, to my De jure concepts of Physics, as you Drive on your Rivers of Tar, when you
could be Soaring like Eagles, in the Sky, with no Wings and or Wheels. For nothing is impossible, that I say is
possible, as I make the Rules in all of these Physical Realms.
205. Therefore, you now have no excuse, for having to Live and Work in the De facto Venue, of the New World
Order.
206. Therefore, I do not need a Contract, nor, do I not need to use a De facto, Uniform Commercial Code, nor,
do I need your promise to do good, but Satin does need a De facto Contract with you, to replace your original
position with me, that you had through Default.
207. Therefore, I do not need the Uniform Commercial Code or any other part of the Statutory Venue, as this
Venue is only to be used and represents, only Non-Living or Entities that have no Internal life, or Salvation.
208. Therefore, Satin does not need your Covenant or Promise, to remain or to stay in the Venue of the Non
Living, but as long as you remain deceived and bound, with many of his attached Covenants, he can control you
for his own ends, until the end of time.
209. Therefore, with Satin's attached Covenants, you are now a member of the Walking Dead Society, if you
have agreed to be a Citizen of any Corporation, or any Church that is Venue, in the Non Living Venue.
210. Therefore, if you remain without Page
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have agreed to be a Citizen of any Corporation, or any Church that is Venue, in the Non Living Venue.
210. Therefore, if you remain without a False Covenant and have given your being to Christ, and keep this
Covenant of Baptism, and then reside in a Republic State, or even Live in a Republic State, while sometimes
being forced to reside in a Defacto State, of the Dead, Satins Power will be kept in check, or Bound, when you
attempt to keep your Covenants within my Common Law, De jure Venue, and stay De jure, when ever possible.
211. Therefore Satin is still Bound when he attempts to force you into the Non-Living Venue, as he is attempting
to take away your Free Agency.
212. Therefore, when your Free Agency is under attack, and Satin uses direct force to convert you and your Soul
away form Redemption, you still have the right of Redemption, and to pursue Redemption.
213. Therefore, you can not be forced into being a member of any Corporation, no more than you can be a
member of a Church that is a Corporation, or a Sub Corporation, in the Venue of the Non-Living. These
Concepts are Internal and part of Salvation.
214. If evil men intend to commit Murder upon you, with impunity, they first must move your Soul, into the Venue
of the Non-Living. Come unto me does not mean, come unto a Corporation, or come unto the De fact Venue.
215. Therefore, you do not need a Corporate License to Marry, as in my eyes, you only need a Marriage
Ceremony, in a De jure Church, performed by a man that represents me and Jesus Christ.
216. Therefore, it is not the business of any Corporation, to be a Partner in your Covenant of Marriage.
217. Therefore, there are now only tree entities, that should be involved in your Marriage, as it includes a Man, a
Wife and me.
218. Therefore, it is every bodies job, to fix their own Marriage and Church, as you can now convert to add the
real true concepts to both.
219. Therefore, no one now needs to give Money to any Church, that is hiding the real truth or true concepts of
Salvation. Why should any member, support Missionary efforts, when to be a convert to your church, means that
you stand for nothing and do not work for me, and have no Salvation. This is why, there is not a much difference,
between most of the Christian and non Christian Churches, through the whole World, at this time.
220. This is why there is so much Violence, Theft and Murder in the Land, as these many Churches, now don't
teach the Ten Commandments and it's attached De jure principles. Therefore, even Churches that now teach
Law, in some of their Study Course, never teach any of my De jure Legal Concepts. Therefore, you can now
Graduate from one of these Institution of Higher Learning, and never have had read the Constitution.
221. Therefore, really most men don't care about my Constitutions, let alone the Ten Commandments.
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250. While working at the Law Offices of Grazadie and Cantor in 3rd Street. I met some Ranchers and some
Miners that were having problems with the BLM.
251. I therefore did the legal work for a miner named "Douglas Noland," to help him save and keep his Mining
Claims; as Doug had found the Mother Load of Platinum out in the Nevada Desert; and a Rancher named Wayne
Pearson, who had about 500,000 acres of Land out in the Nevada Desert. Therefore, arguing using these new
legal concepts, caused the [De facto] Bureau of Land Management, and the [De facto] Federal Courts, at that
time, to all surrender; as they really can not make an argument to stop the truth, and at this time they left Doug
and Wayne alone.
252. Therefore, there were many others, whom I also helped. For example I did the legal brief for Bobby
Berriccini, who had the show called the Lido at the Stardust (owned the Orangutans - Right Turn Clyde). We won
every fight as they always surrendered.
253. During this period of time I was on the radio about 1,200 times overall in during three years. I created
WaterOz and started manufacturing the WaterOz minerals on my land and I was blessed beyond measure. This
venture really started out as only a way to pay for my air time, and it fast turned into something that I never
expected it to turn into.
254. I read in the Doctrine and Covenants, excerpts from three address by President Willford Woodruff as
follows: "The Lord will never permit me our any other man who stands as President of this church to lead you
astray. It is not in the program,
255. It is not in the mind of God. If I were to attempt that, the Lord would remove me out of my place, and so he
will any other man who attempts to lead the children of men astray from the oracles of God and from their duty.
(Sixty First Semi annual General Conference of the Church, October 6, 1890, Salt Lake City, Utah)."
256. It is plain to see here, that the leaders of my church, really think that they are not capable of leading its
members astray. These comments were made the very same year, right after they did not tell their members,
that they church had already been totally seized in it's entirety.
257. I guess when you are speaking as Prophet to thousands of members, who are blinded, but can not really
see, what is plainly in plain sight, they will believe anything that is told to them. I was taught in my church that the
Prophet speaks to God daily, and that anything that he states, or does not state, is directly coming from God;
therefore, maybe at this time and even now, we were all suppose understand that God, wants his only true
prophet to lie to the people, for their own good.
258. As every Law passed after the Civil War, is totally De facto in nature, and these Laws are further in direct
violation of the Laws of the Creator God; and are also even in direct violation of the Oaths of Office, that every
past and current Elected Official has sworn to uphold, henceforth, I find that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, had the Moral and Spiritual obligation, and Duty, to oppose the fraudulent De facto United States,
and all of her Satanically promulgated codes and rules, that are an abomination to my God of Creation; as they
were in fact were given the Sacred Keys of Salvation; and they were supposed to protect these Keys; to the end.
258. Therefore, the wrongful attack against these so called Saints, was not sanctioned by my Creator God; and
this means that the Leadership, of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, directly lied to her Members
about having direct Revelation, from the God of Creation, concerning this matter. It is no more the business of
the De facto Government of the United States, then their wrongful attempt to violate even the De facto Corporate
Charter, By Laws, that they now have named the "U.S. Constitution".
259. Therefore, it is the duty of every so called Saint, to now rise up and drag their Church back into the De jure
Venue of the Living, and the De jure Venue of the Creator God. This must be done, one Member at a time, and
one Chapel at a time, as all must be reclaimed; in the name of the Creator God. Members in each local
community are might have to actually file De facto Lawsuits, based on the ongoing fraudulent conversion
scheme, that has been conducted against them, by their current church official, in order to gain access to their
Church Properties.
260. These claims of fraud are based on collecting money as tithing, based on a Fraudulent Scheme of
Conversion, to De facto Venue, and there is no Statute of Limitations in ether Venue for Fraud. Church Leaders
that don't want to cooperate, and share the Real Property of the Church, with it new De jure converted members,
should be sued civilly and separately and then excommunicated, from the De jure Branch of their Church.
261. We believe that the truth should be embraced in all things, and that Logic and Prayer can provide
confirmation to such.
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that don't want to cooperate, and share the Real Property of the Church, with it new De jure converted members,
should be sued civilly and separately and then excommunicated, from the De jure Branch of their Church.
261. We believe that the truth should be embraced in all things, and that Logic and Prayer can provide
confirmation to such.
262. To help the current De facto Churches, all become De jure in nature, the current De facto church
Leadership will now be forced to maintain two separate entities, as one will be De jure and the other one will be
De facto, and they need to conduct all Church and Spiritual Business, in such a way as to distinguish between
these two Venues, in accordance with these separate concepts that are found in Salvation.
263. Any Church that refuses to cooperate needs to be sued, by its members, either in the De facto Civil Venue,
or the De jure Common Law Venue, if one is available. Sometimes we will have to enter into the wrong Venue in
order to pull what belongs to us from the De facto Venue, so that in the end all property and even the Members of
these many Churches should be held in the Venue known as De jure, in a Republican form of Church and
Government.
264. These people, that are in power in these many Churches, need to be given the opportunity to help each of
their current Members understand the truth. If the Church Leaders in any Church attack a member or its
members using violence, Blood Atonements based on Blood Oaths, or even Lawsuits, the Members have the
God given right to take back and fix their current Church, to remove its Leadership, and move it back into the
Venue of the Creator God. I have been told that as members are forced to remain in both Venues at the same
time, that each Church should also maintain two Venues, as it will take a couple of decades to remove all that is
De facto, from your Church and the Government.
265. Members need to unite in opposing any and all current Civil Laws that are is De facto. Therefore, as even
the 17th Amendment is now strictly De facto, we need to now have the created De jure Legislature, appoint each
Senator, in the De jure Venue (or manner), as was done prior to the Civil War. If there is a conflict between the
De jure and the De facto, let the De jure side that belongs to the God of Creation win, by de fault. We need to
realize that even the Electoral College Concept that we now employ, is a De jure concept that we now still use,
from our Republican Pre Civil War Roots. Thus, for example, De facto Title 26, is not De jure Law, and all that is
found written within, is strictly of a Voluntary Nature.
266. We will not stand by, and let the De facto forces of Satin use Statutory Civil Laws, in their Statutory Courts,
against the Living men, who are now attempting to live their lives un molested manner, within a Republic. We
will embrace the truth in all things, as we ask our current Elected Officials, to honor their Oaths of Office, and
protect our God Given Rights to be De jure, in all manner of things, and to help us live in a Republic; as they have
all sworn an Oath directly to God promising to make sure we have this; and that they will protect and maintain
these rights, to live in a Republic, for all men, forever.
267. Any Elected official who goes against the De jure populous, will now be provable guilty of Treason, upon
his Oath and should be dealt with accordingly.
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268. All that is De facto has a different name, a name that describes the Venue of the Dead, and it is a fraud to
use such for the De jure; all that is my my De jure Venue, has the correct name, that I scribed to it, to describe the
real and the true concept in the Venue of the De jure.
269. Therefore, A Certificate of title is not a tile; Fee Simple Absolute is not real ownership in a property; the
State of California is not the California Republic; and your name in all Capital Letters is not in the Venue of the
Living God of Creation.
270. And God said: As it shall be done on earth it shall be done in Heaven. This means that my rules that I
scribed to are the same here as they are in Heaven.
271. Therefore, I have allowed my children free agency in all things, and this means, even the Free Agency to do
what is wrong, and all manner of wickedness, but those who choose to do wickedness, with full intent to trespass
on another's free agency, wo unto you, as this is one of the most vile and wicked sins, as it is the highest point on
my wicked scale; as to take the free agency from another one of my children is the worst sin possible.
272. Verily, Verily, I say unto you, that thou shall not break any of my Ten Commandments; as they are simple
and easy to understand.
273. God said: I have told my children to not place covenants upon their Eternal Souls, except for Baptism; as
Satin has no power to attack you until you have first placed a wicked covenant upon your Soul; that is not of me.
Even your De facto Government, can only make you go to a war De facto, only when you have first pledged an
oath upon your Soul, to be constructed. These De facto Satirists, will scream and mash their teeth and say
anything to get you to swore their subscribed Oath, as they want you to have this upon your Soul, but in the end
they have no power over you, if you fail publically to swear the De facto Oath.
274. This is because I made the rules that bind even Satins actions of deception. It is therefore, what the I the
God of Creation, has proclaimed it to be, as I'm the Creator, the Universe and all things in it. Don't attempt to
give my words new meanings, in trickery and deceit, for you might find yourself caught up in your own snare; this
is my promise.
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Put this at Revelations 13, and number it - 273.1
273.1. Thus, the De facto Governments, will also use Oaths and Covenants, in many different Ways and
Schemes, all in order to Taint your very Soul, and thus trick you into Eternal Damnation, and this very concept is
done, with willful intent to deceive you; thus, to actually Trick you into Eternal Damnation; as you in the end you
will have become totally guilty of Treason upon your Sworn Oath; as this is done and orchestrated by the
Perpetrators, in order to protect their Eternal Souls from Damnation, as they really do not want to pay for their
personal Sins, or the Sins you are about to create, that will lead you to Eternal Damnation and Punishment; as
they really, just want to send you on their Mission, that has their attached Agenda, and they want to at all times
keep their hands clean and pure.
274.2. For example, they will have you give and Oath to the De jure Constitution, and then proceed to have you
commit Treason of Oath against the De jure Constitution, all in order to then be able to send you to your Death,
while canceling your Eternal Salvation, all without ever effecting their Souls.
274.3. Thus when I joined the De facto, U.S. Navy, I swore an Oath to the De jure Republic, and then this De
facto, Domestic Enemy, known as the De facto United States Corporation, took control of all of my actions
pursuant to this Oath, as I was now serving the De facto, United States Corporation, against the interests of the
Real Republic and/or the Republican Form of Government; therefore, they created the total situation, that had me
actually become guilty of Treason of my Oath, as I graduated from Boot camp.
274.4. Thus, they will always use the wrong Oath in the wrong Venue, in order to directly Trick you into being in a
State of Treason upon your Oath; or you might be swearing to the Correct Oath, and then doing what is Wrong,
and incorrect, and be guilty of Treason; or you might be swearing to the Incorrect Oath, and then be doing what is
right, and correct, and still be guilty of Treason; therefore in all ways, possible, you are being totally tricked, in self
sacrificing your Eternal Salvation; for them.
274.5. This overall Oath Trickery, is done to you without your Knowledge, Consent or even Understanding using
Fraud; and it is done for the sole purpose of Tainting your Salvation, while at the same time, not effecting their
cherished Personal Salvation; as these Perpetrators are thus Greedy, Deceitful and do not care about anybody
but themselves. In summary these Perpetrators, want you to die and be expendable, and give up your Eternal
Salvation, for their ends, and for your sins; as you now really are totally expendable.
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445. One thing that no one seemed to really notice, is that they are actually violating the De facto U.S. Styles
Manual, to even print your names, in a members Church Records, in all Capitalized Letters. So, really they are
violating there own Babylonian De facto Laws.
446. It is the duty of Gods Church, De jure, to provide or even to help its members, live and work using as many
De jure concepts, as possible. In fact, it is also the ongoing responsibility, of Gods Church, to provide, both De
facto, and De jure financial support, for its very own expansion, as well as for the expansion as needed, to help
support any and all proposed, De jure business activities, that will be needed ongoing, by the members, in the
future; therefore, it is the duty of Gods Church, to provide for any and all things that might be necessary, to
establish the total Venue of the De jure, Living Venue, of Jesus Christ, for all of their members, ongoing; in such a
way, as to support the total drive, by all the Church members, to have access, to all that is needed, to be and do
all activities, in only the De jure Venue; so that they can Live and Work totally in the De jure Venue; and this
would include supporting all new business ideas, that are De jure in nature; and the support should be in such a
way, as to actually help as many members as possible, in even the creation, of as many new De jure businesses,
that will all use only the De jure business concepts; to provide all of this as part of Member Services, and
benefits. Therefore, Gods Church, needs to help by providing De jure Banking, De jure Medicine, De jure Dental,
De jure Legal Services, De jure foods, De jure Education, De jure Insurance, and any other De jure concept, that
you could possible think of. Therefore, Gods Church Board, should be called upon to make all of these
decisions, and settle all of any and all disputes; even disputes, as to what is truly De facto, and what is truly De
jure in nature; on an ongoing bases. Therefore, Gods Church Board, should also come together to handle and
conduct all Gods official De jure and De facto Church business in all matters what so ever.
447. In fact the De jure, Gods Church, should create, a Board of Governing Members, who are picked and
appointed by the use of prayer and inspiration of the members, or the members of the Quorum of Twelve
Apostles can vote. This Governing Board, should have the authority to analyze and and then cast votes, in order
to decide which things or concepts, are truly De jure, and/or Kosher, or are in fact De facto, in nature.
447. Gods Church therefore, should provide and support as many De jure things, and concepts as possible, to
overall help support all of her members, by helping to create and support, as many De jure entities, in the De jure
Venue, as possible. We really need to have everything that can possible be created De jure, as fast as possible,
in the De jure Venue, so as to support any and all efforts of the De jure members and the De jure Church, to help
all members, Live, Buy and Sell, only in this De jure Venue.
448. Gods Church, therefore should and can provide even De jure Insurance, and Banking, and any other type
of financial service, for all of her members; and therefore should provide for all financial services, only in the
Venue of the De jure; and in fact, God's Church should create and provide De jure Digital Tokens.
449. It is better to use Digital Tokens, that are De jure in nature, for all transactions, if they are backed by
something of real value, then to continue to use De facto usury money.
450. Therefore, once the entire De facto Government, and all it Corporate Sub groups, have all become De jure,
even the new Government will be mandated, to actually issue its own real De jure money supply.
451. Satin always maintains the real things De jure for himself, while he gives you the counterfeit. For example
the U.S. Treasury, even to this day, still mints De jure Coins in Silver and Gold, for themselves.
452. Overall, again it is the duty of Gods Church, to help all of her members, come out of Babylon, and be able
to Buy and Sell, without taking or using the De facto Mark of the Beast, in any way, and this includes not using
your name in all Capital Letters, or having to use your Social Security Number, or any other De facto Corporate
Scheme. Gods Church, will also help facility the creation of De jure Medicine and Medical concepts. Members of
Gods Church, will be taught to use all things that are Kosher, and of the De jure nature first, and if nothing De jure
is available, only then should they elect for themselves whether to use something that is De facto.
453. People really need to be given the free choice to take care of their own business, in any way that they see
fit, as long as they are not infringing on the rights of others.
454. At this time we believe that the entire Green Movement, is a new religion upon the Earth, and it is really
Satins newest, New World Order Scheme.
455. It is actually the replacement for Satins New World Order Scheme that was called Communism. Therefore,
Gods Church needs to now create a new De jure and De facto Green Movement, for Christ, and in the name of
Jesus Christ. Thus, I would propose to call our De facto, non Profit, the Green Conservancy.
456. The Green Conservancy would be
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454. At this time we believe that the entire Green Movement, is a new religion upon the Earth, and it is really
Satins newest,
New World Order Scheme.
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455. It is actually the replacement for Satins New World Order Scheme that was called Communism. Therefore,
Gods Church needs to now create a new De jure and De facto Green Movement, for Christ, and in the name of
Jesus Christ. Thus, I would propose to call our De facto, non Profit, the Green Conservancy.
456. The Green Conservancy would be a De facto non profit, that maintains its presence, solely in the De facto
Venue, of Satin, and it will thus be able to offer everybody, in both the De facto Venue and the De jure Venue,
green De facto Tax relief Services.
457. For example, money donated to the Green Conservancy, as a regular donation, could be considered De
facto or even a De jure tithing settlement, as a De facto Donation, to a De facto Conservation Corporation, now
will get the donor a 50% deduction on their De facto, Babylonia IRS Tax Return. Note that the current deduction
for all 501 C (3) Churches, is now only 30%; what this now means, is that De jure members who donate De facto
money, can De factorally, lower their overall De facto Tax Liability, with the De facto IRS by an extra 20%.
458. Also the De facto Green Conservancy, can issue Platinum Certificates to the General Public, and these
Platinum Certificates, will allow a De jure or even a De facto member of Gods Church, to no longer have to pay
their local De facto Property taxes; but this relief is only temporary, for a period of 10 years; and at the end of the
10 years the De jure property owner could elect to move their property[ies], directly into the De jure Venue
forever, if they so choose to do so, in order to maintain their proper De jure ownership. It will be the function of
Gods De jure Conservancy Green, to provide and maintain De jure ownership Services for all its De jure
members.
459. Therefore, the Conservancy Green will be the entity that is a Corporate Sole, that remains to do all
business, and helps to provide all ownership services, only in the De jure Venue of the Republic forever; and
Gods Church, can even provide help to members, who needs help in maintaining their proper De jure ownership
position. Therefore, it will be the function of Gods De jure Conservancy Green, to help provide and maintain all
De jure ownership Services, for its De jure members.
460. Therefore, the Conservancy Green will be the entity that is a Corporate Sole for Jesus Christ, in the Venue
of De jure, and the Quorum of Twelve Apostles, will sit on the Board of the Conservancy Green, in order to make
all rulings, and De jure business decisions, and to further help its De jure members find a way, to Buy and Sell
and own real property, and conduct all business in the De jure Venue, of Jesus Christ.
460. Therefore, the same Quorum of 12, De jure Apostles, that now serve on the Board of the De jure
Conservancy Green, can also serve on the Board of the De facto Green Conservancy. Thus in all things we have
and will maintain two totally separate entities, as one entity will always remain and do all business, in the Venue
De jure, with Christ, while the other De facto Venue, will always stay and remain, in the Venue De facto of Satin,
to deal with the De facto New World Order Schemes and its De facto Citizens, and De facto foreign countries.
461. Therefore, as we now have two separate entities as one is De facto and one is De jure, members should be
able to now actually join the De jure entity, as a Church and they can have their De facto entity, join the Green
Conservancy, as a member of the Fraternal Organization of Green. This way we can provide total financial
services to both entities, in either or both Venues; to all of their members, in such a way as to be able to
distinguish, the two separate Venues and their attached Venues; as separate entities.
462. Therefore, we need to now maintain Banking Services, provide Loans that are interest free, and relief for
the homeless. We should collect Tithing in both Venues, as we distinguish which Venue they are donating to, and
from.
463. Volunteers for any entity, can also pick the actual Venue they are wanting to work, or even volunteer in. Full
disclosure shall be maintained at all times, for the whole World. A member in good standing, should be able to be
hired or could even volunteer, in either the De facto Venue, or the De jure Venue.
464. Gods Church, needs to recreate all of the infrastructure, that is to be used in a Republican form of
Government, to provide for all De jure Business Transactions; including providing the infrastructure, that allows
Records, to be kept on all Real Property, that is held and/or located in the Venue of a Republic.
465. We now need to move in exactly the same way that they did, when they worked to use fraud and trickery to
create our current De facto reality. We must first create a De jure name, that is similar and then start teaching the
people what is missing, and tell the people who are fighting with us, that they must adapt the truth so that we can
unit all of the people. Some Churches will make the move to immediately incorporate these concepts from Gods
Church, to their current program as they might embrace the truth immediately.
466. This means that they will have to adapt the truth and wear two hats, as they will now be in a position to
maintain both the De jure Venue and the De facto Venue.
467. We now need to help mankind solve all of their economic problems, with real and new solutions, through
God Church.
468. We did not create this whole fraudulent situation, as it was created by them, or allowed to be created under
their watch, and it is our job now to help them to fix all of their Churches, and to reclaim all of their members; and
to teach them the truth. These many Churches can conform and join and now tell the whole truth, or they can sit
in their empty buildings; as we will not compromise.
468. Our overall Goal now, is to convert the whole World and all citizens therein, to show them all, how to live
and remove themselves, from the De facto Scheme of the New World Order.
469. We need to have all of our members, learn and see the truth, in all things; including, the Laws of God, the
Laws of Psychics, the Laws of Science, the Laws of Math, and the Laws of Medicine, as we teach our fellow men,
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468. We did not create this whole fraudulent situation, as it was created by them, or allowed to be created under
their watch, and it is our job now to help them to fix all of their Churches, and to reclaim all of their members; and
to teach them the truth. These many Churches can conform and join and now tell the whole truth, or they can sit
in their empty buildings; as we will not compromise.
468. OurDavis
overall Goal now, is to convert the whole World and all citizens therein, to show them all, how to live
Rudy
and remove themselves, from the De facto Scheme of the New World Order.
469. We need to have all of our members, learn and see the truth, in all things; including, the Laws of God, the
Laws of Psychics, the Laws of Science, the Laws of Math, and the Laws of Medicine, as we teach our fellow men,
how to live in the De jure world, we are about to create.
470. We need to harvest the sincere desire of each member, in a direction of truth, for these ends.
471. The name GODS, has two meanings, as the first meaning, is to describe that it represents the Creator God,
and the second meaning, is that it is an acronym, that represents "Guarantee of a Republican Form of
Government Salvations, De jure."
472. Therefore, let it be known, that the the Catholic Church De facto, and the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, should and many others all with different names, should all now have the name God (De jure), placed
directly in front of their names, in order to distinguish the difference between all that is De jure and all that is De
facto.
473. For example. The Catholic Church now becomes, Gods Catholic Church; The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints now becomes Gods Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Therefore, we are not
attempting to recreate a new faith or a new Church Group, as we seek only to create a new Church, as an
Overlay Church that can be added right on top of the current structure, to maintain all that is De jure. In other
words, members of the De facto Catholic Church could stay members of their current Church, and they could also
be a member of Gods Catholic Church, De jure; and now the members of all Churches, within reason, can come
together, and all belong to the same Overlay, Gods Church, as now they will be able to distinguish, all that is De
jure, from all that is De facto, by just placing the name GODS, directly in front of their current named Church.
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ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Book of the Latter Day Part 15

1. These are some of the quotes from the Book of Mormon of interest.
2. "For do we not read that God is the same yesterday today and forever, and in him there is no variableness
neither shadow changing? [Mormon 9-9]."
Therefore, to completely change the entire Venue of all the Living to the Venue of the Dead would have been a
major change. Therefore God would never have made this change.
3. "An now, if ye have imagined up unto yourselves a god who doth vary, and in whom there is a shadow of
changing, then have ye imagined up unto yourselves a god who is not a God of miracles [ Mormon 9-10]."
4. "And these signs shall follow them that believe in my name shall they cast our devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands on the sick and they shall recover [Mormon 9-24]."
5. "And whosoever shall believe in my name, doubting nothing, unto him will I confirm all of my words, even unto
the ends of the earth [Mormon 9-25]."
6. "And now behold, who can stand against the works of the Lord? [Mormon 9-25]."
Therefore, the New World Order has now recreated all of the works of Jesus Christ in the name of Lucifer. You
shall know them by their Works and the Words they use.
7. When the Creator God, created the Universe, he spoke everything into existence, including all of the Laws,
and even all of the Definitions, that were and still are, and continue to be, even in these Latter-Days. He thus,
created all legal types of Law and Laws, and even all the Definitions, that were and are still associated thereunto,
to be used only in their correct Venues; as he created Laws specifically for the Venue of the Ocean, to which he
termed, the Maritime Law, to be used only by all Shipping Companies, on the high seas, in the Non Living Venue;
and he created the Statute Law, to be used only by all Corporations and fictitious entities, that are conducting
business with each other, and are thus Non Living entities, that have no Breath of Life in them; and he created
the Common Law, to be used for the Living, who were to reside in a Republic, and were thus striving for Eternal
Salvation, and this Common Law was only to be used in the Venue, of the Living; who are seeking Salvation;
from the Creator God.
8. Joseph Smith wrote in the Doctrine and Covenants: . . . "and that such as will administer the law in equity and
Justice should be sought for and upheld by the voice of the people, if in a republic, or the will of the Sovereign.
[134-3]";
It is very plain to see that even Joseph Smith knew what a Republic was and what it means to have a
Republican Form of Government.
9. Joseph Smith wrote in the Doctrine and Covenants: "We believe that religion is instituted of God; and that men
are amenable to him, and to him only, for the exercise of it . . ; but we do not believe that human law has a right to
interfere in prescribing rules of worship to bind the consciences of men, nor dictate forms for public or private
devotion . . . [134-4]."
To use the wrong Venue on the children of God, is to use human law interpretations in a scheme to create the
New World Order.
10. Look for the real story in what is not said, as Silence is the most difficult fraud to address. People are very
angry and sometimes they don't even know why. People are searching for the truth and sometimes in the wrong
places. Lets, create a new movement for the Creator God, that allows a current Church Member, to all remain in
their current Church, while allowing them to address the real issues, and this can allow each Member to remain
committed, to his chosen faith. 11. Therefore, we at should never say say anything disparaging about any
Members other Church.
11. In the end a new member will come to realize, that his current De facto Corporate Church, can not even print
his name in the Christian Appellation, let alone put it correctly on a tithing receipt; and now he is supposed to
believe that this Church is addressing him, in the De jure Venue, and can provide his De jure Salvation?
12. Members need to be taught the correct way to pray, and to be able to now see the real problems, that will
now seem to appear, right in front of them, if they now just look and see, what is in plain sight printed on their
Paper Works.
13. There is no way that a new member can be taught the truth, and then allow his Church Leaders to print his
name in the De facto venue of Satin's Dead.
14. Jesus Christ, is not, and was not ever a De facto Savior, as only Satin and his evil dominions, have always
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his name in the Christian Appellation, let alone put it correctly on a tithing receipt; and now he is supposed to
believe that this Church is addressing him, in the De jure Venue, and can provide his De jure Salvation?
12. Members need to be taught the correct way to pray, and to be able to now see the real problems, that will
now seem to appear, right in front of them, if they now just look and see, what is in plain sight printed on their
Paper Works.
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13. There is no way that a new member can be taught the truth, and then allow his Church Leaders to print his
name in the De facto venue of Satin's Dead.
14. Jesus Christ, is not, and was not ever a De facto Savior, as only Satin and his evil dominions, have always
had to print your name in such a way, as to show that you have no Soul, in order to conduct business with your
name. At some point in time, a Church Leader that is learning, will be forced to agree with the obvious fact, that
he is and has been wrong, and has participated in one of these fraudulent De facto Schemes, as he will thus
claim "This really does not matter". Well if it really does not matter, I will pick up my Tithing receipt next week, so
you have time to print my name, as a Christian on the paper work in the Venue of the Living.
15. You will find that they will not and dare not, for if they do, I have seen them literally die in two weeks. If they
are allowed to live, it is only because the Creator God, has given them more time to get there things in order. So,
we will not judge them at this time.
16. In the end it always comes to a division between good and evil, right verses wrong, Salvation verses
Damnation. What the New World Order Scheme has done, is always attempt to bring Hell to Earth.
17. It is the Tallmidians, who have brought forth this new form of Government that is now called, "The New World
Order," to use force to keep the Goyem, into perpetual bondage.
18. I do not think this was done for your good or even your Salvation. I like the attitude of Jon Paul Jones, when
he said, I have yet to begin to fight. Most people on this planet really don't seem to care about much. But this
"New World Order Scheme," is about finished being put into place, and the real terror is about to be unleashed
upon the people, and the Land. 19. World War III is close in my opinion, and will be fought over, just this one
issue, but it might appear to have many different names, but in the end, you will find these are the correct
principles.
20. This life is a test to see which side you will be on. Most have picked the wrong side and never even knew,
that had already made a choice.
21. Come forth out of Babylon my people for the time is nigh for the Harvest.
22. Jesus Christ was a rebel, and he stood against the De facto Scheme of his day, and this is why his people
had him Crucified.
23. Jesus Christ was a Jewish Rabi, and as such, was in fact an affiant to his Oath, to a book called the Talmud.
Once you have stepped up, and sworn any Oath, and promised that you will protect the secret of the
brotherhood, you have authorized them to remove you, in what is called a "Blood Atonement", and it is in fact, the
giving of one of these the Secret Oaths, that now opens up the door, for you to be Blood Atoned, or crucified.
This is the real hidden message in the Story.
24. The people of Israel, have a long history of creating and controlling many different groups, that are really
Secret Combinations; and the one thing that they all have in common, is that they all use Blood Oaths and
Covenants, that are then placed upon the souls of men, who join their groups. It is my opinion, that leadership of
these people have orchestrated to create many different types of Secret Societies, for the main purpose of
controlling mankind.
25. Therefore, members of the Church of Jesus Christ, of Latter-Day Saints, have always believed and been
taught that they are of the Lost Tribe of Israel, and that they are a people who use a Oaths and Covenants in their
Temples. So, in summary here, this is the most important concept in all organizations, that are and were created
by these so called Children of Israel.
26. But, even using the laws of the God of Creation, they must now follow his rules in all things, and thus, there
is a very serious purpose, for getting or tricking God's Children, to step up and give an Oath, as this very act will
stain their Salvations, and then what ever they plan to do to God's children, will not be a sin that is upon them.
27. Therefore, they must get you to give an Oath before they can Crucify you, without causing injuring unto
themselves. 28. Almost everybody, has one or more of these Oaths and Covenants, that are now attached to
their soul. This whole fight and all of these concepts, are part of the War in Heaven, and on Earth, as it has
always been, only about harvesting and controlling your soul.
29. Whether in this life of the Living, or in the After Life, it is always about who is going to own and control your
Soul. When they own your Soul here, you are called a Slave, and in the after life it is called Damnation. Your
Soul really starts out belongs to you, and it is not Satins property, but he will find and create endless Schemes, in
order to seize what is yours. 30. Maybe now, you will start to understand the significance of forcing you to Buy
and Sell, without you really being involved, as you are doing all of your business, in the Venue of the De facto
Dead.
31. Remember, it is what is implied, that is the best kept secret. The Mormon Church in the past, went totally De
facto, when they actually incorporated itself, and all of their members, as Corporate Chattel Property
32. In my case, they crossed the De facto line, when they conducted a trial in their Chapel, to excommunicate
my De jure personage, using my De facto name, in the De facto Venue of the Dead, as they accusing me of
hundreds of crimes, and then proceeded to find me guilty.
33. The Bishop who conducted my trial in the Chapel, mysteriously died, two weeks later of Galloping Lung
Cancer, and my Copper it turns out would have cured him of this disease.
34. Now I'm not longer a De facto Mormon, as I understand that I can not be a citizen or even a member of a
Corporation, but I still consider myself a Christian, as I have excepted Jesus Christ's, De jure Salvation.
Therefore legally speaking I was never really a De jure member, of the De facto Mormon Church Corporation, as I
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34. Now I'm not longer a De facto Mormon, as I understand that I can not be a citizen or even a member of a
Corporation, but I still consider myself a Christian, as I have excepted Jesus Christ's, De jure Salvation.
Therefore legally speaking I was never really a De jure member, of the De facto Mormon Church Corporation, as I
never entered into any of their secret Oaths and Covenants in their Temple, called the Endowment Ceremony.
35. The question that now need to be answered, is when did the Mormon Church become De facto, and stopped
using the Venue of Jesus Christ. It was when they incorporated their Church, directly underneath the Sub
Corporation, called the State of Utah, which was never created as a De jure Republic State in a De jure Country
that is a Republic, as it was created after the Civil War.
36. Therefore, before the Civil War, the federal agents, known as the Bureau of Land Management, seized all of
the Temples and Chapels, and never gave them back. George Romney lost this lawsuit, and there is no record
that the Mormon people ever got back their church.
37. Major changes were made in the theology as few protested. So now there is no reason to argue about when
it was compromised, as all that really needs to now be recognized, is that these members need to now take back
their Assets, and remove any False Leadership and fix their Church.
38. A Church is conquered when the voting block is taken over to provide a majority vote to point the wrong
people. I used to listen to speeches by the Leaders, and I could tell that there was a new problem in the
Leadership, that did not see right. Now, as I listen to the current Pope, and I assure you he is not repressing the
Creator God, as I just know he has been compromised. When millions of members wake up and demand
Reformation, the Church can be saved. They are just one of many churches, that are avoiding the total truth. If
we are not going to learn about the newest global "Tallmidian New World Order Scheme," to sell our birth rights,
and destroy our foundations of Salvation, we need to re-read "Martin Luther's" work entitled, "the Jews and their
Lies". I'm sorry if this upsets you, but any Church that makes a lot of money, and screams we are the Lost Tribe
of Israel, is inviting the New World Oder Bankers to come in, and take what is yours.
39. There is a reason, that these Tallmidians, have been driven out of every country in the World in the past, as
they are not so popular the world over. People who now live Israel, and run the phony usury De facto Banking
Scheme, are not Gods chosen people, as they are leeches upon the backs, of all Christians. I was raised a
Mormon, and taught from my early years, that I'm Jewish and part of the Lost Tribe of Israel. I'm not Jewish, and
I think their book called the Talmud is the book of Satin.
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40. Now we are in a place where all the Christian Churches are really the Lost Tribes of Jesus Christ, and the
Mormon Church is the most De facto, of them all, and is now pushing harder to be the Leader of the Satanic Pac,
to cancel all of God's De jure Laws and even the Plan of Salvation. If the Mormon Church was ever the true
Church, she has now canceled all the De jure Members, and exchanged them for the Walking Dead Venue, and
we should be totally outraged and the current Mormon Leadership, now needs to be called to repentance, for
they are truly the Spawns of Satin, and the new Sons of Perdition.
41. Three is absolutely no way that God's Gospel or God's people, should have been moved to the De facto Dark
side. There is no way that God's Church should have kept quiet about the overall New World Order Scheme.
There really is no way to justify doing this, as Ignorance of the Law of God is no excuse.
42. I was told over and over that all of these so called Christian Churches are not teaching, or talking about the
real issues that really effect Salvation.
43. Even the famous Sleeping Giant, Edgar Casey, who was a devote Christian, receiving many gifts from God,
and never expressed any preference, for one specific Church over another, and in my opinion he proved that
there are other realms, who would communicate with. So we see an overall pattern, of not having any credible
men, who even claim to talk to God, let alone addressing these important issues.
44. These, so called men of God, all want us to believe that God wants us to be like children, and this is so that
they can talk down to us, and we will not dare to ask any pertinent questions, like why is the King riding his horse
naked. Be quiet my child, as they might think that your are a half wit.
45. I have been told by God, that he and all of his work is logical, and that he loves logic, and he also wants
order, in all things, so that any and all tests can be affirmed with the same outcome. For instance he told me that
DNA is a Digital Binary Concept, and I know this to be true, as no matter how many times you copy something
that is Digital, it never degrades and Analog copies degrade 30%, with each duplication.
46. This very concept now would show that Darwin's concept of Evolution is wrong and flawed, as Evolution
would be an Analog concept. I have found that about 99% of the time, I can get any question answered by God
directly, and the answers are always believable.
47. Even concepts that you think you know for a fact, can sometime be totally wrong especially, if it is brought to
you by De facto Controllers. For example everyone knows for a fact, that the Earth is Rotating at 1000 miles an
hour, and is traveling around the Sun at a speed of 66,000 miles per hour.
48. Yet the very concept expressed on the first page of Genesis, tells us that we are Stationary at the Center of
the Universe, and that God created the Firmament.
49. I myself, spent most of my life believing that we are in fact rotating and traveling, and I did not know about
the Firmament. But I can remember asking God about this, in one of my prayers and within a few months, I met
Rudy Davis, and Rudy sent me a Two Volume Set of Books, about this very concept, Titled, "Galileo Was Wrong
And The Church Was Right", and these books answered all my questions, in regards to this matter.
50. I was very surprised, that any Science Book could prove using logic and Science, that Albert Einstein was
provably wrong about his Theory of Relativity, as the Earth really is stationary. We can not drive out into outer
space, to see for ourselves, as I write these words, but using real Logic and real Science, these concepts from
Genesis, can be proven to be correct.
51. In the past, there really was no reasons for me to avoid this subject, as I now have learned, that I could have
proven Gods truth, by my self, using Logic. On the other hand I stall have just one question that I have not been
able to get an answer for, and that is the explanation about the Dinosaur Bones, that are not represented in
Geneses, so in all reality, I still have a question that has not been answered.
52. So, I now believe that the bible, did not address this issue, because maybe it is not important anyway, for
man's spiritual development.
53. I therefore, find this subject of the movement of the Earth, to be the best example of showing just how wrong
main Stream Science and Physics, can be. For example, there are things that are totally inconsequential, that
incorporate all that the current Churches on this planet now teach. Example, all that is De facto, is now totally
protected, without any specific Order of Priority. Everyone is supposed to have priorities, even God has Priorities
for himself, and for his Children.
54. Time flows as a river, even God's Priorities to a minor extent, can shift. For example, to make Baptizing the
Dead more important than saving the Souls of the Living, violates Gods order of Priorities. In fact God has
expressed to me, that just being kept busy
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for himself, and for his Children.
54. Time flows as a river, even God's Priorities to a minor extent, can shift. For example, to make Baptizing the
Dead more important than saving the Souls of the Living, violates Gods order of Priorities. In fact God has
expressed to me, that just being kept busy by the Church of your choose, doing inconsequential tasks, of no real
importance, makes God, Shake with Rage, especially when these same said Churches hide 90% of his works.
55. For even the Laws and Churches of man, are supposed to be his, and they should remain only in his
Domain. for anyone who actually makes Law, is treading upon God's domain, and to create and use Statute Law,
in a provable Scheme, to make his Children into the Walking Dead Slaves, on a Plantation is beyond wicked.
56. God expressed to me me, that anyone of his Children, can represent him as a Prophet, but to be excepted
as a Prophet, working for God, a person has to have absolutely no self agenda, and must truly care only about
others, and love the God of Creation, as unto himself.
57. He also expressed to me, that all of this can be verified, if you could just see the Aura Colors, that surround
any man. I was told that anyone who has an all Violet Aura, or who has been truly chosen for a mission for God,
would never say such, a thing, for to say such, would mean it be not true; for themselves. So, really we are all
left to always wonder whether the person we are listening to, is Honest, so anyone who now tells you they have a
Violet Aura, or says, you have a Violet Aura, I would tend to not trust hits Person.
58. My office manager Geri Gray, purchased a class for me to attend at the UNLV, on Aura Photography. The
teacher's name was a man, named Jameson. One the first day of the class, he actually took everybody's Aura
Picture using this thing he called a Killian Camera, and then he handed out a Sheet of Paper, that explained what
each Aura Color represents, and on the very bottom of the sheet it stated: Jesus Christ - All Violet - six feet
spread. I even noticed, a listing above, for a person who had a Yellow Streak down the center of their Aura, and
this meant just that, that this person has a Yellow Streak.
59. This overall Violet Christ Aura concept, is why the Catholic Priests now wear Violet Robes, and Violet is well
known, to be the Color that is used, represent someone, who has the best possible attributes, as far as God is
concerned. God expressed to me, that it is agreeable to him, that we could now use Killian photography, to show
us who actually has a Violet Aura, as it is totally impossible, to be tricked by a False Prophet, Conman, or even a
Charlatan; that is, if he agrees to be Photographed.
60. All of this information was given to me, when I asked the Creator God, to show me which of the many
Churches were his.
61. He would just express, "look to the Violet Color." So the last day of class, Mr. Jameson, came in and handed
out all the developed Aura Pictures, that he had brought with him, to everybody in the Class, except me. He then
came over to my desk, and got on both knees, bowed and called me master. As, I looked at my Aura Picture, he
placed in front of me, I noticed it was One Hundred Percent, all Violet, and extended off of the page in all
directions.
62. Of course my first response was to say, that I must have drank to much of my Silver Water, except that the
Silver Water, is really not known for creating a Violet Color, only Grey, and I had consumed most of the Silver
Water, after I took this Killian Photograph Picture.
63. I'm humbly only telling you the truth, I just wanted the people, that are now reading these papers, to realize
that I might be a little bit strange. I later learned that in the Jewish Faith, they believe that anyone who has an all
Violet Aura, is what is called a Tsidik, and they believe that Jesus Christ was such.
64. I guess I would agree with them on this point, but it is interesting to note here, that they believe that there are
only 36 Tsidiks in the World, and if these so called Righteous Men were to be killed, God's whole Creation, would
then come to an end.
65. This is interesting, as I believe that Nicola Tesla, Edgar Casey and Henry Ford were Tsidiks, but we will never
really know for sure, as they are gone now, and we have no way to Photographing them.
66. Thus, there is no way to now fake, whether you have this type of Aura or not. I would challenge anyone who
is uncertain about this, to challenge their current Church Leaders, to stand in front of one of these Cameras, and
then you will know for sure, and if they refuse, you will also know for sure.
67. I had a dream last night, and in this dream, I saw something that I knew was impossible, as I saw my hand,
using just four fingers pass right through a Plastic Bottle, that was filled with Copper Water. It was like I was
chopping it, and having my fingers pass through the Bottle, as if there was nothing there, and I realized that this
was a message, and I was being told, that our new concept of using Copper, Zinc and Calcium together, to
remove all Infections was good.
68. This is a good example of showing me how good a concept really was, using a Parable in a Dream. For
some unknown reason, my friend Dale Hunt, was in the same dream, and was also chopping at the Plastic Bottle,
that was full of Copper Water.
69. I also had the idea of freeze drying this product, into a powder, and making Pills out of it, but overall the
Copper formula is the replacement for Penicillin, and the Cure for all Cancers, and the Cure for all Parasitic
Infections, including Malaria.
70. It in fact cures so many Disease, that it sounds crazy to even talk about it. I have tired over the years to just
teach some of these concepts that were given to me in various forms, as I knew that the Double De facto FDA,
will attack anyone who makes any Medical Claims.
71. So, I was very careful when talking to the General Public, especially on my talk shows, during the period of
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teach some of these concepts that were given to me in various forms, as I knew that the Double De facto FDA,
will attack anyone who makes any Medical Claims.
71. So, I was very careful when talking to the General Public, especially on my talk shows, during the period of
time, that the Double De facto FDA was actually working to put me out of business, they would call up and ask
questions like, you say you can cure Cancer? My secretaries would say Oh no. Almost daily there were
suspicious phone calls, and then they would call back, and ask to speak directly to me.
72. One of their Schemes, was they praised the Ozone Machines, and then they offered to send us beautiful
Golden Labels, that had misinformation printed on on them, so the they could then charge me with a bogus
crime. This phony Label said, "I Gram, Ozone per hour." The Double De facto FDA Rules at this time, stated that
an Ozone Machine that make 1 Gram of Ozone per hour, or more, is a medical device.
73. Therefore, they attacked me using this fraudulent Scheme, and accused me of selling Adulterated Medical
Devices in Interstate Commerce. They also got a brochure about Ozone, that was not mine, that belonged to a
guy name Ken Theifold, whom they had already put into prison for making claims, about Ozone, using his
machine.
74. It is interesting to note, that WaterOz continued to make and sell these inspired Ozone Machines, for Twelve
more years, after I was kidnapped, and left to die in prison. I now call the FDA Double De facto, as even the De
facto Congress never even created this agency, so they are De facto to the De facto, so it is Doubly
Unconstitutional Fraud.
75. If I ever get out of their wicked clutches, I will again continue to build my Ozone Machines, as no power on
Earth will stop me. As I take my last breath, I will continue to try to help people the way God has inspired me, to
do. Note I learned many things about Ozone Construction, for example Ozone gas is given more abilities to
actually kill all Nitrogen Breathing Pathogens, when it reacts with Fire Metal (Copper), and this is why my Ozone
Lamps, were all made using real Copper Metal. 76. I also invented a new Commercial Ozonator, that now can do
a large Swimming Pools, and Water Supplies for large Cities.
77. It was taken to Bob Sandberg home right before he died, and before the federal agents fire bombed my
factory.
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474. GODS Church really needs to be funded and also needs ongoing funding, in both Venues, as it needs
funding in the De facto Usury Venue and the De jure Venue. The problem now at this time in the Latter Days, is
that most funds in existence and now being used are mostly De facto and usury in nature; and are really like
usury Tokens as they have no real value. Thus there are many different ways, that we should be able to help our
members through these difficult challenges, that lie ahead.
475. Therefore, any and all funds collected, can for now, be either be De facto or De jure, as at this time, we
now have no choice, in the scheme of things. But, as the main function of the De jure GODS Church, is to
provide and maintain all things De jure, to its De jure Members, we might be able to actually create, De jure Bit
Coin Tokens, using the current Bit Coin Format, that are in the Latter-Day, Digital in Nature.
476. These GODS Bit Coins, in order to be stable and De jure, must always be backed by something of intrinsic
value; in order to be considered really De jure. Therefore, these GODS Bit Coins, could now be backed by
anything of Intrinsic Value, but whatever ends up being used to back them, must strictly be held De jure; and
physically be held where it can be managed.
477. The De jure GODS Church, might right now have Trillions of Dollars worth of Ore, that is rich in Platinum
and Gold; out in the Nevada Desert. I for example, would recommend to GODS Board/Council, that they further
authorize the use of assayed Ore, that is temporarily stored in 55 Gallon drums, be be used to store some De
jure Value, that can then be used back the release of our GODS Bit Coin offering. I would also recommend to the
Board/Council, that they authorize the creation of a GODS Gaming Website, that actually houses a De facto Non
Profit Digital Casino, that has within it a Digital Cage (Bank), where only De jure Members, have the right to
gamble and actually place Deposits in the Digital Cage; on line.
478. I understand that providing the Vise of Gambling to Members, is not one of Gods priorities, let alone
something he would even approve of, but I have many reasons, why I think it would be ok, at this time. I also had
the idea that GODS Church will need to hire some Computer Programmers, who can write the first program, that
makes this entire Website Virtual Reality. Now a Member would have a choice, as to whether to use the Virtual
Reality or not. I like Virtual Reality in this Latter-Day, as I feel now that this is the future.
479. Reason #1: If we maintain a Digital On Line Cage, this would be the main thing we are really after, as our
Digital Cage is really a De facto Bank, that now can convert all De facto, funds, directly into our Digital De jure
Tokens; so we now would have a De facto to De jure and a De jure to De facto Digital Exchange set up. Now, a
Member in good standing, could go On Line and purchase De jure GODS Bit Coin Tokens, and these Digital
Tokens could now be used in any manner a Member wants. For example, a Member could transfer them to
another Member, or use them to Buy and Sell, anything, as they do business with other De jure Members, or
even the De facto General Public , or in summary here, they would now have a way, to do all of their Banking, in
the De jure Venue, while at the same time shaming GODS Gospel of Truth.
473. Reason #2. There would be no House Advantage, ever built into these On Line Games, that are being
offered, so that any Member would now have an equal chance of winning and/or losing, as God really does not
want us to even support Gambling, as it is a distraction from our overall Mission; to expand the concepts of
Salvation.
474. Reason #3: Having a Non Profit Digital Casino Cage, would allow anyone who donates money to this De
facto, Non Profit Entity, to deduct it from their De facto income Tax at 50% for the purpose of Conservation; and
any and all funds lost Gambling, could also be thus considered a Tax Deductible Donation; so the members,
would really not care if they lost or just donated the funds, as this whole process is just a Members Benefit, for
recreational purposes; and a Member could also win some money and then just Donate it Back to the Non Profit
and it would still be considered a Tithe Donation and would give him an even larger Tax Deductable Donation; or
the Member could just leave his winnings in his On Line Digital Cage Bit Coin Account for a rainy day. Either
way, the options would now seem to be endless.
475. Reason #4. Now that De jure Members are all part of a Fraternal Organization, they will now legally be able
to conduct all of their Financial Activities, in either or both Venues, being able to Buy and Sell, now using the
Rules, that were put into place, strictly for the De facto Secret Society Organizations, like the Masons and Elks.
Note that these many Secret Combination Groups, now all have the legal right to have all of their Members
Gamble, almost anywhere, in any Venue or Jurisdiction, even in their Temples, even if it is De facto illegal, where
they are currently residing.
476. What the Creator God has shown
me here,
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Note that these many Secret Combination Groups, now all have the legal right to have all of their Members
Gamble, almost anywhere, in any Venue or Jurisdiction, even in their Temples, even if it is De facto illegal, where
they are currently residing.
476. What the Creator God has shown me here, is that we need to use every method available and that is now
at our disposal, to be able to just start out, having one foot in the De jure Venue. Once we get all of this
infrastructure in place, we will then be able to convert any usury De facto Currency, directly into our Digital De
jure GODS Bit Coin Tokens, and all members will now be part of the largest De jure Exchange - Barter type of
Club, in the history of Earth. If a member now goes to the GODS Website and buys $100,000 worth of GOD "G"
Tokens, the GOD cage, would now actually purchase $100,000 worth of Gold Bullion, so that now these
purchased Digital Bit Coin Tokens, are are truly backed by something of De jure value. Therefore, we could now
have "G" Chips to represent Gold; and "P" Chips to represent Platinum; and "I" Chips to represent Indium; and
"DR" to represent Diamond that are Raw, and in fact about any other thing of Intrinsic Value, could now be used
to back our De jure GODS Bit Coin Offering; we could even back the De jure GODS Bit Coins using De facto
Stock.
477. Now if the value of Gold goes down, the value of the purchased Tokens will also go down in direct
proportion, and if the value of the Gold goes up, the value of the Token will go up in direct proportion. So across
the board we are only issuing De jure Tokens, with real Intrinsic Value, but we are also providing the necessary
Financial Infrastructure, to all men who now come into the Creator Gods Venue; so that now all men will be able
to Buy, Sell and Exchange Value in all way possible using the On Line Cage, without ever Taking The Mark of the
Beast; all while using De jure Tokens. After much thought and Prayer, and having a De facto Degree in Finance,
it occurred to me, that now using this On Line Digital Cage Concept, was really the only way, that I could now
figure out, to meet the needed goals of our Members. Also using this On Line Digital Cage Concept, would also
make International Trade possible and very easy; as this way Members would be able to Buy and Sell across De
facto National Boarders, as now we would have only One World De jure Currency. Therefore, after much thought
about this, I realized, that this On Line Digital Cage, Banking Concept, would now solve almost all of our De jure
money problems, and it could at the same time be a lot of fun. Just because it is a good concept, and we are
attempting to do what is right, and correct in bringing back a real De jure Monetary Funding System, does not
mean that is has to be painful. I my self would actually enjoy helping to put these ideas into practice.
478. Therefore, if any member has a better idea or a better overall concept, on how to solve our De facto
Monetary Policies, without using the On Line Digital Cage Concept, please at this time let us know your ideas.
Even though are digital Cage Concept is on the Cloud, we would still end up having our own Mini Fort Knox of De
jure Value on hand to totally support GODS Church Reform Movement. Therefore, is summary here, what ever
we are using to back any issue any GODS Bit Coin Tokens, will be done with full disclosure, in the light of day,
and it will be lawful as it honors all of the current De facto Laws that are in place for the many De facto entities,
and it will only be offered to members in good standing. Now all men would have a real Financial and a Spiritual
Motivation and/or reason to join.
479. Most religions have redone their allegiance by actually keeping it's Members in Secret Ignorance. We will
now use Green Energy to fund all of our De facto and De jure Financial Activities. We will create these Digital
GODS Bit Coin Tokens, that are also backed by Green Energy, as we have and endless supply of free Green
Energy from God. We will attempt to remove all Usury Money from circulation, and pay of the National Debts off,
for all Nations, using God's, Free Green Energy. We will fund and support Political Candidates, who have
Pledged their Sacred Honor to these means.
480. We will council our Members, in such a way as to assure them, that they as De jure Entities have true
Salvation, and that they were not tricked into a Soul Grabbing, De facto Scheme, called the New World Order.
We will thus re-create many different GODS Churches, and many new different De facto and De jure
Corporations, that all have a different surnames, yet when any member is now Baptized in any one of these
Churches, they now will belong to all of them, united with the GOD of Creation.
481. We therefore, need to now help as many of the current Churches in existence, that are 501 C (3) Churches,
actually cancel their De facto Corporate Status, as we help them become De jure in all things.
482. Now we will be ready to receive our Redeemer. We can argue over these fine details later. May have said
in the Last Days, many shall be deceived and that there would be a New World Order Religion. This statement
should be re-analized in the past tense, as we already now almost all Churches directly Incorporated, into the De
facto Venue of Satin, and therefore now teaching False Concepts, or even concepts that are just not that
important in Priority.
483. Members need to meet on Saturday or Sunday evening in any location or even on the Internet, in the name
of their Individual group, that is now supporting GODS Church effort, to undo the New World Order, and all of her
Schemes. In these meetings, we will teach the True De jure Concepts, and have Prayer as a group, to help any
and all Members, remove any and all unholy pledges and/or Covenants that now might remain on their Internal
Souls. We can Baptize those who have not been Baptized, as we now will honor past Baptisms, with some
Charlatan. We will send Missionaries out to all corners of the Earth and recruit and Save the people we meet, as
we share in the Creator God's real Gospel of Salvation.
484. We will work wit patience and fortitude, to achieve our ends, as we create a total movement, for the God of
Creation. We will use logic and truth, to teach the people the truth. We will properly define the Words, and use
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we share in the Creator God's real Gospel of Salvation.
484. We will work wit patience and fortitude, to achieve our ends, as we create a total movement, for the God of
Creation. We will use logic and truth, to teach the people the truth. We will properly define the Words, and use
the proper Definitions that are ordained by God, and we will use Killian Photography, and Prayer to pick our new
and old Leaders. Any person who now comes forward to lead the people, will agree to have their Kilian
Photograph taken, and once taken will agree to step down from their position, if their Kilian Photograph Picture,
shows a negative result.
485. I agree to this concept, as I know that my Church was taken over from the very beginning, to become totally
De facto, as members all voted for Wolves in Sheep's Clothing. These many Churches and their Chapels, can be
used and shared by us if we ask for permission, and the current Church Management agrees, to share and/or
even to join our Cause. We should always give them a chance to hear the truth and act upon it.
486. TITHING: My definition of Tithe, is to give something that has De jure value, to someone in need; or a
Donation to GODS Church. Therefore, anything that is given to someone who is in need, should now be
considered as Tithe.
487. An example of giving something, that has De jure medical value, to someone in need, would be to give a
sick person the De jure Copper Product, to remove their Cancer or their Common Cold. You are required to help
others, and not to just enrich some Church that is Investing in the Stock Market. Therefore, giving a person the
De jure Copper product as a gift, and explaining our De jure Concepts, would be teaching and helping the Needy,
about De jure Medicine and the De jure Church. Therefore, a Member will now be able to pay his share of
Tithing, by actually helping spread the the De jure Concepts of Christ.
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488. If they refuse to share in their Infrastructure, we will post notice to all of their Members, each month in our
Monthly Magazine, and the Internet. I would now give all of my property as a gift to the Green Conservancy, so
that the De facto Idaho County, can no longer collect Property Tax on my properties, as I want all of my Property
Taxes, to no longer be collected by evil De facto people, who kidnapped me.
489 Anybody that wants to Donate their real property to the De facto, Non Profit, Conservation, Corporation,
known as the "Green Conservancy" can now get a total and perpetual "Life Estate," whereas, their property
would remain and continue to be used by them and their families forever; and we would also be willing to install a
Galt Motor on their property, that will then provide them with a steady De facto, or De jure Monthly Income; so
that now they would be able to retire and then work as volunteers for GODS Church.
490. Therefore, all donated properties, could now remain off of the local County Tax Rolls forever.
491. The Mission Statement for the Green Conservancy, has always been to provide all Electrical Green Energy
at a 50% discount to help the end consumers, and to help finance other projects.
492. Therefore, 50% of the standard going rate for the Energy, would be collected by the Green Conservancy on
going, every month, then the remaining 50% that is collected, can be used to support local government and to
raise the necessary funds to finance Members, who are attempting to start De jure Businesses, or maybe,
running for either De facto or De jure or even De facto Public Office.
493. These collected revenues can also be used to fund any new De jure Republican Government kind of
Function. These De facto funds collected can also be used to pay of the National debts, provided that these De
facto Governments, would now agree to incur no further debt, as they agree to help us, to help them bring back
their Republican Form of Government.
494. Now everybody from the Chastain Conservative on the Right to the Christian, Liberal progressives on the
Left, will all now have a format, where they now can unite, to achieve this ends.
495. Maybe now we can undivided and conquered our De facto Governments as we unite all of the people back
into being, just one people, in a new De jure Government, of the Creator God, as we hold these truths to be self
evident.
496. Therefore, any new potential Members, can now come to one of our weekly meetings, ask questions, read
our literature and pray with us, and then they will be able to decide for themselves, who is holding back, any
concepts.
497. We need to share our Gospel Message, and further provide Literature at these meetings, vote to give
different assignments to Members; therefore these meeting in the begging, should be short in duration.
498. We will offer new Members all of the knowledge and input, that they might need in order to help them to
understand and then be able to go out and share our plan with others.
499. We can create Track Pamphlets, and even create short Movie clips that can be viewed on their Computers.
I will be easy to share ideas, using the Digital Cell phones and Computers using the Internet.
500. We need to teach all new Members about everything that is De jure, including our Green Energy devices,
Solutions; and Medical Concepts, and Concepts of Physics. In the end we will educate and bring many new
members into GODS Church.
501. We also need thousands of volunteers and Paid Workers, who can work in both the De facto and De jure
Venues, and we can share our Knowledge openly with anyone who will listen and wants to receive our message.
502. Therefore, in all reality many of our new Members will actually be able to start a new carrier as we embrace
all that is De jure, while replacing all that is De facto.
503. We need to now have Missionaries go forth, that speak many different languages, to be able to share the
real and whole De jure Truth, about GODS Church and the Plan of Salvation that the Creator God has promised
us.
504. Our overall concept at this time, that needs to be bought to all men, is that their current Church is not
providing for their Salvation, as they are now standing mute, while Satin is having his way with the whole World.
505. If one of our brothers, is now wrongfully incarcerated, as a Political Prisoner, we will elect to have many
peaceful demonstrations, until such time as this evil practice is stopped.
506. We are now attempting to build a new Church, on the very Foundations of the crumbling de facto Churches,
of the World, in this Latter-Day.
506. I stand ready always, to debate these and all Issues, at anytime, at any place, anywhere. I'm very
confident, that if you have any questions
for the
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506. We are now attempting to build a new Church, on the very Foundations of the crumbling de facto Churches,
of the World, in this Latter-Day.
506. I stand ready always, to debate these and all Issues, at anytime, at any place, anywhere. I'm very
confident, that if you have any questions for the Creator God, he will now provide you and us with the correct
answer.
507. I understand that you might lose so of the worldly trappings, that you were told, were given to you because
you were so blessed to be the only true Church, but I assure you in the end, these current Temples that are now
being used by Satin will end up being used by God's real Lost Tribe; the Lost Tribes of Christianity.
508. Try to share in the current Meeting Houses, if you are not allowed in, you can also meet in your Members
homes, or any place that has computer access.
509. You need to have at least one Weekly meeting, either One Line or in a Building. These meetings are
needed, so that you can meet other Members of our group, who share in your concerns, ideas and thirst for real
truth and Knowledge.
510. You need to use full discloser every step of the way, so that every Church Member can see exactly what
was been given and responded to; and many can now be called to use their special God Given Abilities, to help
further God's cause.
511. Remember, as you new help to create all of this new De jure Infrastructure, there will be a lot of financial
opportunity for just getting involved. For example, Members will now be shown how to cure all Infectious
Diseases, using De jure, low priced Nutritional Concepts; as Members will now have access to actual endless
free samples, of the De jure Copper Water, and many other De jure Medical Products.
512. I worked for free helping the Farmers and Ranchers in the Western States. I never earned one dime
helping with this Legal Work. I was the only person in the history of this land movement called the Sage Brush
Rebellion, to recognized and then argue, that everything that is now a problem is De facto in Nature. Using the
Words De facto and De jure are not just Words that I made up, as they are the Words, that these New World
Order Conspirators, actually use, as they weave their Satanic Now World Order, Word Magic on us.
513. They even now admit that the U.S. Government is a De facto Government. Really what do they expect us
to think about the meaning of this...
514. There are very few Christian Churches, that now even understand the correlation between all of these De
facto Groups.
515. My father had contacted the Church Officials of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Salt Lake
City, to ask them to take a stand against Communism in general; and these Church Officials told him that they
don't ever get involved in fighting Communism as they are only interested in saving Soul. Really.
516. The Bingham Young University has a De facto Law College on their campus, that does not require a Law
Student who graduates with a De facto Law Degree, to have ever read either the De jure 10 Commandments, or
the De facto Constitution of the United States.
517. All that is now being taught is De facto fraudulent Legal Doctrine, in the De facto Venue. So, it is really
obvious that they are not teaching anyone about the New World Order Conspiracy to cancel the De jure
everything.
518. Any concept, that would save your Soul has been removed, even from their Universities. Maybe, I'm more
in touch than others, but in the past, I have heard speeches by some of the General Authorities of the De facto
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, that left me wondering who was really running their Church. I guess
I'm not just like a gullible little child. Now I have the same feeling when I hear the actual new Pope of the Catholic
Church. I really don't care if you agree with me or not, all that I ask is that you get on your knees and pray
correctly and ask the God who Created the Universe to show you who is now running your Church.
519. I overheard two Mormons, from my Ward, and they were having a heated debate, and one Member was
saying that his Church had always been compromised, and the other Member said no, it only has been
compromised recently.
520. I interrupted them both, and sad, it would seem that you guys are arguing a mute point, as you both now
seem to agree that there is currently something wrong with our Church.
520. It only took the whole Nation of Israel 3 days to forget God totally, right after he had parted the Rea Sea for
them, as he delivered them from bondage; as they had already started melting down their Gold and Silver, to
make new Idols; make new Covenants to False Gods; and start building many new Secret Societies also known
as Secret Combinations; all in order to steal the very Souls of their neighbors and the Gentiles.
521. God was so angry at this time, he let them wonder in the Wilderness of over 40 years, and he still wanted to
give them more punishment.
522. Now I'm told that I'm Jewish, and that I'm part of the Lost Tribe of Israel, and I was given the Jewish name
"David," and my brethren, now think that we are the only Chosen People that are special left, and they don't
believe that we might have gone astray in over 160 years, and if course we the Chosen One, see how we are so
blessed with things that sparkle.
523. I'm now a Christian, because I believe in all of Jesus Christ's teachings, and try to live and follow in this
footsteps.
524. After I figured out that my Church might be compromised, I noticed that my name appeared only in all
Capital Letters everywhere on the records of my Church and even on the receipt they gave me for paying my
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522. Now I'm told that I'm Jewish, and that I'm part of the Lost Tribe of Israel, and I was given the Jewish name
"David," and my brethren, now think that we are the only Chosen People that are special left, and they don't
believe that we might have gone astray in over 160 years, and if course we the Chosen One, see how we are so
blessed with things that sparkle.
523. I'm Davis
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footsteps.
524. After I figured out that my Church might be compromised, I noticed that my name appeared only in all
Capital Letters everywhere on the records of my Church and even on the receipt they gave me for paying my
Tithe.
525. I came into my Bishops office and offered him $10,000 Cash, if he would just put my name on my Tithing
Receipt, in a Christian appellation Form. This bishop really did not know, what I was talking about, so he told me
to get back with him in two weeks. Later, he told me that they just don't have any typewriters available with
Lower Case Letters.
526. Even for $10,000 Cash, in De facto Currency, they will not print or scribe my name in its Christian Form.
So it is now provable that the Leaders in Salt Lake, knew exactly what they were doing, as they refuse to
trespass on the De jure Venue of the Creator s. These are the people you now want to trust with your Salvation?
It does not matter? Really, if it really does not matter, why are you shacking, and changing the subject.
527. Maybe the Mormon Church used to be true, but the only thing we can now be sure, of is no longer, teaching
Jesus Christ's concepts, that once made them a True Church.
528. It is is quiet obvious, that they have with full intent, gone to the De facto Dark Side, and are attempting to
take you there with them.
529. And of course the God would not let the only True Lost Tribe of Israel, Church, get compromised? We are
so special! I was taught that you shall no them by their works, and to now not teach Jesus Concepts Laws,
means you are working against Jesus Christ's Plan of Salvation.
530. If the Mormon church wants to now prove that they represent Jesus Christ, they need to now address these
issues because, what is at stake, is your Salvation. How can these people, run in total Terror just because they
are asked to print a name in Upper and Lower case Letters. They are afraid of something. My Bishop in
Grangeville died, two weeks after he trespassed on my De jure persona, and he was attacking the person who
had developed the Cure for his disease. I have nothing bad to say about any Christian Church, except that I will
now point out, how they have canceled Jesus Christ from their churches. They can Repent and Teach the Truth
and act like the Christians that they claim to now be, or they can lose all of their Members, who are more mature
than a five year old.
531. There new saying can be "Bless the Beasts and the Children," because that is all, that is left, to go to their
Church; that knows not our Savior. I'm sorry if I'm offending anyone, as I have been a political prisoner of this De
facto Government, and I'm tired of the continuous lies.
532. I know for a fact that there is a God, for I have met Satin. If Satin can show up to attack me, it means that
there has to be a God.
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533. All Socialism, and the very concept of Socialism, is theft against God's Children and violates the Word Law
of God, as to steal something that has value, from one of his Children, and then give it to another one of his
Children who has not earned it is theft;.
534. Thus, Socialism, in general it violates the Laws of the Creator God; and teaching tainted or False Doctrine
to God's Children; Murdering or having the Children of Man commit Murder, under the guise of calling it a War;
and creating a War that is really a De facto, Civil Police Action, for the purpose of robbing and stealing the wealth
of another Nation, is against the Creator God. Even Empire Building, especially to steal and the Lands of another
Nation, is against the Creator God; as only God's Kingdom, is now and forever supposed to be building, a Empire
here on Earth.
535. It is against the Creator God, for any man to make his own Word Laws, or to Make Word Laws, even for the
Children of the Creator God. This is why all Laws that were created in a Republican Form of Government, were
called Statutes at Large, as only the God of Creation, is the authorized Law Creator or Word Law Creator.
536. Therefore, it is against the Creator God, for any Nation or Man or the Children of Man, to orchestrate to do
any of these things described herein; under the Creator God's Law or Word Laws.
537. Therefore, to do any of these crimes, against the Kingdom of the God of Creation, would Damn a whole
Nation, or People, that have worked to perpetrate any of these crimes; as they would now and forever be
Damned on Earth and Damned for Eternity, as the God of Creation has ordained it, be so; and therefore the God
of Creation, will thus create Punishment, pursuant to even violating the Ten Commandments; which are Sacred.
538. Therefore, to directly avoid Trespass upon the Creator Gods Domain, the Tallmidians, and their many Sub
Groups of Satin, all have all devised many new Schemes, and Sub-Schemes, using many new Names or Titles;
that were all created to directly move and remove the Children of of the Creator God, to now standing outside the
Venue, of the Creator God.
539. The main scheme, is to now use a variety of new Contracts, Covenants, Oaths and Oaths, to further cancel
the very Birthright, and Salvation, of the Children, of the God of Creation.
540. Thus, by converting a Republic form of Government, directly into being a new Corporation, or a SubCorporation, that is now directly Venued, directly under some other Entity, other than that of the Creator God, will
cause, in the minds of the Perpetrators, that they can now avoid directly Trespassing upon the Creator Gods
Venue, thus avoiding Eternal Damnation for their Murderous Acts. Therefore the secret for bringing these
Trespassers to Eternal Justice, is to now provide them with Proper Notice, of what they are doing and what they
have done, so that they can repent, and seek wisdom directly from the Creator God.
541. Thus, these Perpetrators, dare not to Trespass upon the Creator Gods Venue, in any way, and this can
always be seen and shown by those who have the Eyes to see and the Ears to hear.
542. Therefore, these Perpetrators, will always create many new Corporations, and Sub Corporations, thus using
many new and cleaver concepts, that all seem to promote Satins, Lies, Greed, Idleness, Theft and Mass Murder,
for their new Kingdom, all while working with force, to make sure that they do not directly Trespass upon the
Creator Gods Venue, in any way; as this New World Order Scheme, uses False Labeling, False Names, False
Legal Concepts, False Venues, False Name Calling upon the Character of men, and False Contracts upon the
Souls of the Children, and even Murdering, the Children of the Creator God.
543. Therefore, to now Scheme to Print any Name, especially the Name of one of the Creator God's Children, in
the incorrect all Upper Case Appellation, pursuant to the Creator God, Rules of Word Law, in order to directly
cancel the Birthright of any man, would now evoke God's Eternal Damnation, for all Eternity upon the
trespassers, pursuant to Fraud upon the Creator God's Court; as the Creator God has made these Word Rules,
and he Guards and Punishes, any and all Trespasser of these concepts, with Zealous and Direct Force, as they
are not Flexible in any manner; and to use this Word Fraud and Word Fraud Laws, with full Knowledge and Intent
to deceive can never be forgiven. Therefore, the key to bringing the Creator God's wrath upon these
Trespassers, is to now inform them of their Trespass, as Ignorance of the Creator God's Law, is no excuse for the
Damned.
544. Therefore, when any Church conducts these said False Teachings upon the Children of of the Creator God,
they must first make sure, they are no longer dealing directly with Children of the Creator God, and they must first
make sure that they have totally canceled the Birthright of the Children of the Creator God, and to do this they
have Schemed, to actually use the Creator Gods very own Law of Words, to directly move the Children of God,
directly into God's Law of Word VenuePage
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are not Flexible in any manner; and to use this Word Fraud and Word Fraud Laws, with full Knowledge and Intent
to deceive can never be forgiven. Therefore, the key to bringing the Creator God's wrath upon these
Trespassers, is to now inform them of their Trespass, as Ignorance of the Creator God's Law, is no excuse for the
Damned.
544. Therefore,
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they must first make sure, they are no longer dealing directly with Children of the Creator God, and they must first
make sure that they have totally canceled the Birthright of the Children of the Creator God, and to do this they
have Schemed, to actually use the Creator Gods very own Law of Words, to directly move the Children of God,
directly into God's Law of Word Venue that God, reserved only for the Non Living, that is and has always been
known, as the Statutory Venue, of the Non Living.
545. Therefore, the very Creation of these many New Forms of Government, that all seem to be called by a
different Name, that all have the same Roots, and the same overall premise, is now being done, as they first
Promise the Creator God's Children, endless False Gifts, endless False Concepts, and endless lies, all in order to
get the Children of the Creator God, to cancel their Birthrights, and come unto Satin.
546. Therefore, these Perpetrators, will use these and many other kind of Schemes, in order to do any kind of
direct business with the Creator God's Children, as they will even promise them Citizenship in a Corporation, and
will in fact promise the Creator God's Children, any lie to thus further their Cause.
547. Therefore, it matters not what they call their newest Scheme, as very soon these Tallmidians and their
Perpetrators, and any other Sub-Corporate Group of Schemers, will come forward, to create a new deal or a new
scheme, all with a new name and concept, to trick you out of your Salvation; this is truly the old Bait and Switch
the Venue Trick.
548. Thus we now have Churches directly incorporating their Members, into the Venue of the Dead; and in fact
we now have whole Political Movements, like all of the different Socialistic Movements, that now include and
incorporate Communism, Fascism, and as of late the new Green Movement, as each one of these new Political
Movements, will work with total enthusiasm, and with full Intent, to incorporate everything thing in their Horizons,
into Satins Kingdom, as they will first incorporate a Federal Government, then a Sate and then the actual People
on Earth, and when all of their Schemes have been fulfilled, what will now be left is only Damned Souls, of the
Walked Dead, walking around in the Venue of the Dead, and it will now be in full Accordance, with God's Law of
Words, and now the Perpetrators, think that it is in accordance with Gods Law, to create Mass Genocide upon
these Damned Souls, as they are no longer being protected by the God of Creation, and are thus no longer
Children of the Creator God, as they are now Corporate Chattel Property, and further have no birth right to the
God of Creation.
549. This story has been told over and over to the Children of the Creator God, many times, in many different
formats, Names and/or Titles, but Gods Children still are not listening.
550. All of the Creator God's Children, have thus been warned over and over, as even in the Fable that you call
Pinocchio, as Pinocchio just wanted to be a real boy, and he was promised a new endless free Amusement Park,
and in the end he was tricked into becoming a Beast of Burden known as a Donkey, with his Birthright to being a
real Boy canceled, as he wanted all of the Gifts, and believed all of the Lies of Satin.
551. If these things matter not, then you tell that to the Sixty Six Million Christians who were put to death by Lenin
and Stalin; or the Millions of others who have been Mass Murdered, as part of this Scheme, that you now say
does not matter.
552. Even during the Bolshevik Revolution, these Tallmidians in power seized all of the Christian Churches, and
did not bother One Synigod. All Democracies have always been shown to end the same way, and all of the
Democracies that arise now here on the Earth in these Latter- Days, are no different. They will all collapse in
due time, as they will all in the end fall apart.
553. I was raised and taught my whole life to believe that Communism is evil, an murderous, yet it was created by
a Jewish Rabbi, named Carl Marx. These, same Tallmidians that brought you Communism, now run our new
U.S. Demo-acracy. The current president is now the CEO of one of the many New World Order Corporations;
the only good thing now is that these Tallmidians never expected Donald Trump to win the Election. We need to
now somehow reach out to all of the Leaders of the many New World Order controlled Countries in World, and
show them the truth.
554. Therefore, the New World Order Scheme, now comes in many different forms, and uses many different
Names, and each of these many Titles, were all created to use and deliver the same basic overall concepts, as to
conquer an Country or People, you must first Incorporate the Country, in order to then completely cancel the
Republican Form of Government, and then you Incorporate all of the Citizens directly underneath, as SubCorporations, directly underneath the Parent Corporation. For example Adolf Hitler canceled the German
Republic, and switched it out, to become the Germany Incorporated, and thus started World War II.
555. Mexico was incorporated in 1941, to become part of the New World Order Scheme; and even Abe,
Canceled the Republic at the end of the Civil War; and in 1913 Herbert Hover re-incorporated the U.S. again, to
further this cause.
556. Therefore, in my opinion, the whole New World Order Scheme, was created as a Satanic Scheme, to
conquer the whole world, and to further Enslave the People of Planet Earth, into being Corporate Chattel
Property.
557. Therefore, what this now means, is that you don't even own yourself, as you are now only Corporate Chattel
Property, and even if you did actually own some Property, the very fact that they own you, makes your property
theirs.
558. If you decide to fix this problem, I was given the message as how to proceed.
559. When Joseph Smith asked God which Church to join, and God said non, it was not Gods plan to have
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conquer the whole world, and to further Enslave the People of Planet Earth, into being Corporate Chattel
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theirs.
558. If you decide to fix this problem, I was given the message as how to proceed.
559. When Joseph Smith asked God which Church to join, and God said non, it was not Gods plan to have
another new Church become the Leader of evil in the world; in his name using his Lawful Power. Therefore, the
only way to get back your Salvation, is to first learn the truth, about Gods Law, and fix the Church that you are
now currently a Member in.
560. God, is a God of mercy, and he is also a God who has a list of Priorities. God has told me that it is pointless,
to keep creating more and more new Churches that each have gotten Conquered and taken over by Satin.
561. God's main Priority at this time, is to make sure that you have Salvation, and Eternal Life, and that is why, he
sent Christ to Earth, to fulfill these means.
562. All other minor differences, can stand down, until such time as we have fixed the Salvation part in his
Churches. God can overlook arguments about Baptizing the Dead, or when to Baptize, as long as man has
Salvation, through Jesus Christ.
563. God's therefore told me, to tell you to Pray and ask him about all of these minor differences, and he will
answer you, in his due time; and you will thus be shown, that all that have given their lives to Jesus Christ can still
be saved. In other words all people in all Christian Churches need to now come together, and destroy Satins New
World Order Scheme, and Schemes.
God, has told me that if you go to any Church and were mislead, even Praying directly to Satin, and thinking that
you were praying unto him, you still have Salvation. But, to those of you who have read these Words written, and
don't care about these truths, you shall not have Salvation, as you have been given proper Due Notice.
564. I was told that what is done in Ignorance, can be forgiven, but to continue to work on Low Priority Concepts,
when the very Salvation of the Living is at stake, is to be forever Damned, and the Souls of the 66 Million
Christians Murdered by the New World Order Scheme of Communism, must be given their due, as they are still
crying out from the Earth for vengeance and justice.
565. Therefore, to say, that it does not matter, if your name is printed the book of life De facto, is blasphemy
against the Power and the the Law of God, as you are still living, and could have United, to stop Satins New
World Order.
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566. If I were to take credit for all of the things that I have achieved in my life, that were given to me as gifts from
God, it I would be Vain. Therefore, I feel at this time, very honored to have been given so many keys to
understanding Salvation, Energy Devices, Medical Concepts, and Physics; as I really never felt worthy to have
received this amount of blessed information, and understandings, of the Rules of God's Universe.
567. Now, I think that the Creator Gold, wants me to share all of these things with all of his children, as I have
shown the open desire do do such, to openly give and teach to anyone who asks, these Basic Questions. I also
never understood, how the most Basic Concepts, could be so difficult for so many, to comprehend.
568. Thus, I have been asked by many, where did you get all of this information, and some naysayers, have even
mocked me. I have thus, never been able to really explain where I got these many new ideas from, while actually
being locked up in prison.
569. Therefore, with no outside source of information, not even a newspaper, totally surrounded by a total lack of
information or mental stimulus, I have worked to create, and finished understanding the concepts of my Seven,
new Green Energy devices, that all use no Fossil Fuels; and I have further figured out, how to fly a Car without
Wings or Wheels and even found the elusive replacement to Penicillin; as I found a way, to kill all Viruses, and all
Parasites known to man; and a new way to help Christians actually buy and Sale De jure; and now I have worked
on understand how the Creator God, wants to move forward to fix all of the Christian Churches, and how they
should set aside, minor differences.
570. Now the only evidence, that you are really ever going to receive, to verify what I have written here, to prove
these Truths, is your ability to Pray and Fast, and Understand and See, that I have no Agenda, except that I want
to help the Children of the Creator God.
571. Another way to verify the truth about what I have written here, is to ask yourselves; how can this person,
who is really not that exceptional, have receive all of these Ideas and Answers.
572. This would be a fair question, as it can now be shown, that I can remove the Common Cold, and even the
symptoms of the Common Cold, in two hours; and then lift your Car up to 10,000 feet about sea level, so that you
can Fly you to France at the Speed of 1,000 miles per hour, at half throttle; so that we can no eat lunch at the Luv
in Paris.
573. Thus, I see Bananas growing in Siberia and families on vacation, never having to stop to by fuel.
574. I don't care if the Church that I was raised in was ever the best or the truest Church, as all that now really
matters to me, is to know, that it is, and has been compromised from the top down, as the New World Order's
Tennicles start at the top and then proceed down towards the bottom.
575. There are many things that are in Plain Sight, that these Perpetrators, do not want you to notice. For
example, right now, of Public Record, there is no evidence that any of the Churches, Temples or any other
Property, is owned by this Church; as they now seem to be playing a hide and seek game with the ownership,
and this hide and seek game, is not hide the De facto, to now be De jure, as it is to hide the De facto from the De
facto. They also, do not want you to know that Joseph Smith was a Thirty Third Degree Mason, or that the
Ceremonies in their Temples, are Word for Word the same, with a few new recent Politically Correct Updates.
576. Therefore, it is my opinion that my fellow Brethren in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, have
always been Defenders of the Faith, and not Seekers of the Truth. But, overall, you can now know, that almost all
501 (C) (3) Churches, that have been incorporated, have also been compromised.
578. I never prayed to the Creator God, and asked him if the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, was
the true Church at its very inception, as I only asked the Creator God, to show me who is running it now.
579. I asked this question, because I saw and heard so many things, that did not sound quite right, and I also
noticed my name being printed and displayed, in the wrong Venue in all things, including all Church
Documentation; as being in all Capital Letters.
580. Therefore, I really do not care, if the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, was ever the so called,
only True Church, as all that really matters to me at this time, right now, is that it has gone to the Corporate Side,
in the Venue, De facto, of the Dead.
581. Mormons, like any other Christian group, need to now fix their Church, or at least recognize that there is a
problem with its current Leadership, before anyone can truly help them repair their Church. Case in point,
"Senator Harry Reid of Nevada is openly, plainly just outright EVIL.
582. I now have to see some a good faith effort, from any Individual, before I will work with that person.
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Documentation; as being in all Capital Letters.
580. Therefore, I really do not care, if the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, was ever the so called,
only True Church, as all that really matters to me at this time, right now, is that it has gone to the Corporate Side,
in the Venue, De facto, of the Dead.
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problem with its current Leadership, before anyone can truly help them repair their Church. Case in point,
"Senator Harry Reid of Nevada is openly, plainly just outright EVIL.
582. I now have to see some a good faith effort, from any Individual, before I will work with that person.
Therefore, I now feel that you can not help a truly Wicked and Deceived, unless they truly wants help, and are
willing to repent. I'm more than willing to share my Truths, and Understandings, Medical Inventions, and Green
Energy Devices, with any Person Country, or Church, if they just show some interest in truly wanting to help
others, with these special gifts.
583. I have no interest in keeping quiet or hiding these Gifts, as I know that the reason God gave them to me,
was for me to now share them with all. I also want to expose the De facto Environmental Movement, as the evil
Satanic Movement that it really is. I assure you that no one wants clean Air or Water or even Salvation, from
these evil forces, more than I.
584. Therefore, if any Person, Church, or Country wants help, in understanding any of these Inventions or
Inspired Programs that have been given to me, from the Creator God, I would welcome them with open arms,
and share all of these Blessing, that have bee bestowed to me, upon them.
585. Also, I welcome, any and all comments at this time.
585. Now know that, I can show you the actual Logic, in all of these Blessings and Concepts, that the Creator
God has, shared unto me.
586. This is an Open Invitation to provide help to you, as I want you to know that I'm totally Equipped, to prove
every one of these Concepts, using Logic, and Science; therefore, you will not be able to prove that these
concepts are wrong, in any way.
587. At this time, I have been told, that we need to now merge all Science, Math and even Medicine into our
future Ministry, while we attempt to help all Christians, come out of De facto Babylon, and to be able to continue
Buying, and Selling, using the De facto Mark of the Beast.
588. I have now Prayed about literally thousands of different Subjects, and or Issues, and the Creator God has
Heard and Answered most of my Questions; as he showed me the Truth, and many different Ways and Paths, as
he has helped me Pioneer, these many of these Concepts.
589. I can only recommend the proper way for you to Pray, as to Pray wrong, can be dangerous and painful.
Therefore, I would not Pray, and ask the Creator God, to show me who now runs, or is now in charge of your
current Church, as I did not enjoy being physically assaulted, by what I perceived to be a Satanic Demon from
Hell.
590. Therefore, if you now doubt my Words of Wisdom, on this Subject/Matter, you can now go and direct your
Questions, asking the Creator God, to show you the Entity, that is now in control your Prophet, Leaders, or your
De fact, Church.
591. It is much safer and more pleasant, to just ask the Creator God, to provide you with the Knowledge of
Discernment, to just know the Truth.
591. I believe that the problem with asking him to show you who is now running your Church, is that he might
physically drop his protection that is now keeping the Demon at bay, so that you can actually really see, an have
this encounter, that is not pleasant. But if you are a Stubborn Hard Head like me, you throw down the Gauntlet.
592. We now need to stay in the Creator Gods, Robs of Protection, to be protect from all that is De facto, and
these De facto Agents, of this New World Order. Thus, we will now receive the Creator Gods help, ongoing, if
we can bring forth all these things, with only the desire in our hearts, to know the total and whole truth, and to
truly help, our fellow Brethren.
593. We will therefore, except all that is De facto, from those that are De facto; and except all that is De jure, from
those who now know that they are De jure, and if any man, now shows that he is worthy of our help, and asks for
help, we will provide all without charge, as our real Goal and Agenda, is and has always been, to actually help the
Children of the Creator God; as this is the only way that we can help ourselves, and our families; as the Creator
Gods plan of Salvation is for all.
594. As we leave a Trail of inspired Christians, who have now lost their De facto afflictions, we will give the God
of Creation, all of the Glory, Praise and Recognition.
595. If you want to join this De jure Church, and consider yourselves to be counted among these new Saints,
that would be all right by me, as I really just want to now be the person, who points out, that we are the Lost
Tribes of Christendom.
596. I think Martin Luther, was totally correct, when he stated that all of the Godly Jews of Mosses time, have all
died off and are now gone, and that was over Three Hundred Years Ago.
597. I now only want my name printed in the Venue of the Living, from this day forward, and not printed in the
Venue of the Dead, as I further do not want to be counted by the Yeoman, as being De facto, in any way. Thus, I
served my Country, as a real Man wearing Boots, in the Venue of the Living, and I was never a Fiction.
598. To fight for your Demo-acracy is foolish, as I it is only proper to fight for the Creator Gods, "Republican Form
of Government;" and the very Oath, that I gave from the begging, was to the "Republic For Which It Stands."
Therefore, I never had knowledge, that I was actually committing Treason, upon my Oath, as I graduated from
Boot Camp, and gave "Aid and Comfort," to the "Domestic Enemy," they we now known, as the De facto, U.S.
Corporate Demon-acracy.
599. These, De facto, Agents, of this De facto, U.S. Corporation, are now, actually committing Treason upon their
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Boot Camp, and gave "Aid and Comfort," to the "Domestic Enemy," they we now known, as the De facto, U.S.
Corporate Demon-acracy.
599. These, De facto, Agents, of this De facto, U.S. Corporation, are now, actually committing Treason upon their
Official Oaths of Office, as they violate, the the Pleadgerized, De facto, By Laws of the U.S. Constitution; as well
as real De jure, version, of the Constitution for/of the United States of America.
600. It was the ordained job, of all the Christian, Churches on Earth, to protect these very concepts, that Jesus
Christ brought to Children of the Creator God, as all of these Christian Churches, were supposed to warn us, and
teach us, how we have had all of our Rights, and Concepts of Salvation canceled.
601. It now seems apparent, that almost all of the Christian Churches on Earth, have been conquered by the De
facto, Satanic Forces. Now, all those who, are reading these Written Words here, who want to actually reinstate
Jesus Christ's Kingdom on Earth, need to drop their Plows, and come together, to and reinstate the Lost Kingdom
of Jesus Christ, on this Earth.
602. Therefore, the only thing that now really matters, is we that we all need to come together, to save mankind
again. The Tallmidians, have now enslaved all of us, and they strive to make a profit, and gain, on all of us, as
they Steal our Birth Rights and they Rob us, of our very Souls.
603. Therefore, re-creating the Republic, would now restore the Wealth to it Rightful Owners, and the Rightful
Owners, would now be those of you, who are now reading these Words.
604. Therefore, many will financially prosper, during this New Reconstruction Effort, and especially with the
Creator Gods, Approval and Blessings.
605. You might now have time, to look for the Real Story, in what is now, not being said, as Silence, is the most
difficult Fraud to address.
606. All Corporations, are either Sub-corporations, unless they are Directly Incorporated, as Corporate Soles,
under Jesus Christ; as in Rome.
607. Therefore, the US. Corporation, is owned by the De jure Queen of England, as she rules over all that is De
facto.
608. Therefore, Voters, are not Stock Holders, and Stock Holders, are not Voters. Who could come up with a
Scheme, like this? Only De facto Schemers.
609. The De facto, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is now a provable De facto, Sub corporation of
the De facto, U.S., and each Member of this Church, has now been Incorporated, thereunder, as a SubCorporate Entity directly underneath, and are legally Corporate Chattel Slaves, of said Church.
610. Therefore, the many Churches that have broken away, were attempting to be De jure.
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611. The Republican Form of Government is exactly what the Founding Fathers were protecting, when they
inserted Article Four Section Four, into the Organic, De jure, Constitution of/for the United States of America.
Article Four Section Four, states: "The Guarantee of a Republican Form of Government, Shall Be Preserved."
Did, this mean they could go and change the very Makeup of the Government's Legal Structure, and was the
Republican From of Government, being Preserved? No!!
612. Does creating a Government as a Corporation, actually cancel the Republican Form of Government
Format? Yes!! To create a Government as a Corporation, totally cancels the very concept of the "Republican
Form of Government."
613. As all of the Elected Officials have now worked and continued to work, in this Corporate Government setting,
without attempting to bring our Republic back, or preserve the Republican Form of Government Concept, that
they all swore an Oath to Protect, are they guilty of Treason upon their Official Oath of Office? Yes. They have
all sworn to Guarantee a Republican Form of Government, and are thus totally guilty of Treason upon their
Oaths.
614. To show you, what was in the minds of the Founding Fathers, you should go and actually read the "Seventh
Amendment." The Seventh Amendment, states: "In Any Controversy That Exceeds Twenty Dollars, The Right Of
A Common Law Jury shall be preserved." So, it is written very distinctly in this Text, that the Founding Fathers
wanted to make sure that, anytime any Controversy ever exceeded Twenty Dollars, all Citizens, would now have
the Protected Right, to have any and all of their issues heard, only pursuant to De jure, Common Law, in a De
jure Common Law Court.
615. We were always entitled to have a De jure Common Law Trial in all Criminal Cases also. This is why the De
facto and De jure Constitutions, both guaranteed that the "Writ of Habeas Corpus," shall not be suspended. The
proof that we are entitled to have the De jure Venue, in all Criminal Proceedings, is right in this Text, as the Word
"Writ," is a "Term," that is used only in Common Law. All Writs are thus, only Venued in the Common Law, and
all Motions are Venued, in the De facto Statutory Venue. Therefore, to create a De facto, Motion called a "2255,"
in all reality really cancels the Writ, and the Common Law Completely.
616. So, it is plain to see, that the De jure Founding Fathers, at all times, wanted to make sure that all of the
Citizens, in every Republic State, and in the District of Columbia, had the right to have all issues including
Criminal Trials, heard only in the De jure Venue, of the Common Law.
617. Therefore, any and all De facto entities, including all Corporate Governments, can not and will not, ever
even attempt to convene, a De jure Common Law Venue, as they just can and will not go there. I have used
these Seventh Amendment Concepts and Arguments in Court, three times, and each time these cases were
dismissed. They have shown me that they are totally terrified, and afraid to trespass, on the Venue of the God of
Creation.
618. Were the Founding Fathers attempting to create a National Government? No.
619. If you read the De jure or De facto "Article One, Section Eight, Clause Seventeen, of the Constitution [of/for
the United States of America], you will find that it states: Federal Jurisdiction, shall not exceed the Ten Miles
Square, to be called the District of Columbia. In fact there are Survey Markers at her Four Boarders, that actually
distinctly define, this Ten Mile Square Area.
620. In the original Black's First, Edition, Legal Dictionary, that was published in 1776, the Definition of the
Territory of the United States, included only the District of Columbia, and its defined Ten Miles Square Area; and
the Definition of the De jure Territory of the United States of America, included all of the Republic States, except
the District of Columbia.
621. Therefore, it is plain to see, that both the De facto and De jure Federal Constitutions, each specifically
define, and actually limit, the Jurisdiction of the effected Federal Territory, and the Federal Government within, to
only encompass the Ten Miles Square Area, that is and was always referred to, as the District of Columbia.
622. It is interesting to note, as this point in our discussion, that the Federal Government, really has never had
any authority within any De facto or a De jure Republic State, as they were never given any Jurisdiction to have
such, in their actual Enabling Document, known as their De facto Pleadgerized, or De jure Constitutions;
therefore Territorial Jurisdiction, is and has always been limited from the very begging, in all cases whatsoever, to
include just the Ten Miles Square.
623. But the De facto, Perpetrators, now wanted to extend their De facto take over, and make each of the ExSoverign Republic States, directly under
their1Corporate
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therefore Territorial Jurisdiction, is and has always been limited from the very begging, in all cases whatsoever, to
include just the Ten Miles Square.
623. But the De facto, Perpetrators, now wanted to extend their De facto take over, and make each of the ExSoverign Republic States, directly under their Corporate De facto Control and Jurisdiction.
624. Thus they came up with many new Schemes, to reach these ends. There newest and longest lasting
Scheme and Argument, was that the De facto U.S. Supreme Court ruled, that pursuant to the Commerce Clause,
in their De facto Constitution, they now have De facto Planetary Jurisdiction, over any and all activities, that might
effect Interstate Commerce, within any of the De facto States.
625. This is truly a Bogus Ruling, and in direct violation of their De jure Oaths of Office, and their promise, to
protect our right, to always have a Republican Form of Government. But there is one point that no one has ever
bothered to argue in regards to De facto Commerce, and that is the fact that the Seventh Amendment would thus
prove, that they would still be forced to give us a De jure Common Law Trial, if any Controversy, were to ever
exceed Twenty Dollars.
626. Lets' say for argument sake, that they actually have Jurisdiction over Interstate Commerce, and they
arrested you for Plowing your Field, and Charged you with violating the De facto Endangered Species Act, under
their sacred Tortoise or Rat Protection Habitat, Scheme.
627. I think that their Scheme to Steal Land, and Prosecute you in their De facto Statutory Venue, in order
incarcerate you in their De facto Prison, definitely violates the Seventh Amendment, as your Farm is and always
was, worth more than Twenty Dollars. Therefore, if we now were to take this Commerce Argument back to the
De facto U.S. Supreme Court, and argue, that to have used these De facto, Statutory Codes against you, in
violation of your De facto, Civil Rights, pursuant to the Seventh Amendment, you would win.
628. Remember, that pursuant to their own De facto Founding, Pleadgerized, Corporate Bylaws, known as the
U.S. Constitution, and their De jure, Constitution for/of the United States of America, they really have no
Jurisdiction within any De facto or De jure State. Therefore, all that they have created, to expand their so called
Jurisdiction, within even the De facto Sates, is all a fraud upon the people, and in direct Violation of their Official
Oaths of Office. Therefore, even the Agents of this De facto Corporate Government, are now Affiants, to the De
jure Constitution and guilty of Treason. Therefore, some of the Agencies, that you now think are De facto
Agencies, of the De facto Corporation, known as the U.S. Government, are not in creation. I wrote to the
Secretary of the Congress, and I asked who and when were the IRS, FBI, USA Attorney's and FDA created.
629. I was plainly told in the letter that came back, that there is no record of these three Agencies, having ever
been created. Therefore, I now call them Double De facto. This means that even in the fraudulent De facto
Venue of the Statutory Corporate Government, these Four Agencies were never created by Congress. I did learn
that the FBI was created by Eleanor Roosevelt, and that the IRS is a Private Corporation, that is Incorporated in
Puerto Rico. Therefore, the Badge they flash in front of you when they are arresting you, is not a proper De jure
or De facto, Delegation of Authority Order.
630. So, for a De facto Agency, to have been duly created in either the De jure or the De facto Venues, these
Agency's must have first been created, by either the De facto or the De jure Congress, and then each Agent,
must now have a proper "Delegation of Authority Order," that is signed by the De facto or De jure President of the
United States, before they are considered to be Federal Agents, and again the Definition of the United States
Includes [only] the District of Columbia.
631. I knew all of these facts long before they came out to kidnap me on Hundreds, of Bogus Charges. This is
why they accused me of hiring the a hit man, to kill so called Federal Agents, as they knew, that I knew, that they
were in fact not Federal Agents. Therefore, it has become plain to see from all perspectives, that these De facto
People, who are out arresting people on trumped up Bogus Charges, in order to Steal your Land and Enslave
you with their plan of Salvation, are in fact, all De facto Agents of the Prince of Darkness.
632. Note, that the first Ten Amendments were all added to the Federal Constitution, when all of the States were
Still Republic States. This means that all Amendments above the Tenth are only De facto, and a Fraud.
632. Therefore, your Living Persona, was always supposed to, Venued using De jure Legal Concepts, known as
the Common Law; and all your rights preserved, in only a "Republican Form of Government," and all
Corporations are thus De facto, Fictitious Non Living Entitles, that are Corporate in Nature, that were never
supposed to do Business, Arrest or Prosecute the Children of the Creator God.
633. They thus, have moved you and all of your Property, to now be only in their De facto Venue, to cancel your
Creator God's Living Venue, and his promised rights, to a proper De jure Common Law, Salvation.
634. Therefore, there really is no Conspiracy, as everything is in plain view, as you only have to read the back of
your Drivers License, or look at all of the Legal Definitions Section that describes you, and them, within their so
called De facto Statutory Law Venue. Many are attempting to use De facto, Corporate Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC), to get relief, and seeking relief from Satin's Venue.
635. Many think that doing a De facto, Article Five Convention of the Sates, will now solve the problem of the
Federal Government, being out of control, but we should now use the De facto Article Five Convention, to actually
bring back the Republican Form of Government in a De jure Republic.
636. We must now fix our Country. You must start by fixing the Individual, to make him a De jure Entity, and this
must be done, as you teach each Citizen the proper concepts, and then how to force each County, State and and
even the Federal Government back into being a De jure Republic.
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636. We must now fix our Country. You must start by fixing the Individual, to make him a De jure Entity, and this
must be done, as you teach each Citizen the proper concepts, and then how to force each County, State and and
even the Federal Government back into being a De jure Republic.
637. Do you really think that the Founding Fathers forgot to put a Citizenship, Clause into their De jure, Common
Law Treaty, that was called the Constitution of/for the United States of America? Citizenship was never included,
as they were not attempting to create Federal Citizens or even a Nation. They were definitely, not authorizing the
newly created Federal Government to Build and Empire. Their only job was to protect the States and the States
were supposed to maintain authority over their actions.
638. Therefore, the Statutory Civil Venue, was only supposed to be used, as defined within the 10 miles square,
as they negotiated with other countries and Corporate Fictions.
639. Lincoln, created a total Legal Nightmare, as he Attorned everybody, using this Attornment Fraud, and then
Roosevelt further Incorporated the Sates in 1913, to increase the Fraud.
640. Now each De facto State, has "Revised," all of their De jure, Statutes at Large, to make them all, "Revised"
as De facto, State Law. For example the "State of Nevada," now publishes their new Statutory Venued Book,
Titled, as "The Nevada Revised Statutes."
641. These, De facto Perpetrators, know what they are doing, as they really do not want to violate God's, De jure,
Venue. For example, the Governor of each De facto State, now creates an Agency called the "Legislative
Council Bureau," and this "Board of Attorneys", now Attorns any and all Laws, that are now being Published, as
the "Nevada Revised Statutes." It took many years for them to create these concepts and infrastructure, as it is
still a work in De facto Progress, in the De facto States.
642. Each Legislative Council Bureau now removes the Enacting Clause from each De jure Law, before they can
be Published, in their "Revised Statutes"; and they further fix the Definition Sections, to put every context, directly
into the proper De facto, Venue of the Dead. It is plain to see, that everybody seems to already have one foot in
Satin's De facto Venue.
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643. In a Republican Form of Government, the only Government Officials that are authorized to deal with any De
jure Citizen, are Duly Elected De jure Agents and/or Officers. This is why the Battle Cry, in the Past was, "No
Taxation Without Representation," and this is why the De facto, De facto, IRS, and her Satanic Dominions, have
no right, to deal with any De jure Citizen, let alone collect, De facto Taxes. The De facto IRS, plainly states in
their published De facto Literature, that paying your so called De facto Federal Taxes, is strictly Voluntary, and
depends on the honesty of the De facto Citizens. Yet, if a De facto Citizen does not Voluntarily Comply, the De
facto agents will attack, using a Fraudulent De facto, Scheme.
644. For Example, they only file a De facto "Notice of Lien," that is not a real Lien. Therefore, all disputes must
now be settled in Common Law, and there should not be any more De facto, IRS Auctions. Enforcing the
Seventh Amendment against the perpetrators will stop them.
645. These De facto, De facto, IRS Agents, don't even have legal De facto Venue, to even collect De facto Taxes,
or even Enforce their Criminal Statutes, against any De facto or De jure Citizen.
646. All De facto Police Forces, plainly have no right to interact with De facto or De jure Citizens, unless they are
working under a De jure, Elected Sheriff.
647. Therefore, all De facto and De jure Agents, now must use only Common Law Grand Juries, and Trials,
instead of using De facto Statutory Law, unless a De facto or De jure Person, agrees to it by acceptance by, in a
Republican Form of Government.
648. All Elected De jure Officials must be Bonded, and all Elected De facto Officials must have an Risk
Management Insurance Policy.
649. No more frivolous Civil Lawsuits, will be allowed in the De jure Common Law Venue.
650. The right to claim the Unappropriated lands, is a Common Law Right, and this right is also protected by the
Seventh Amendment.
651. The De facto Governments have already forced us into two separate legal Camps, as they have canceled all
of our Common Law Rights, using this Constructive Fraud Scheme. We need to now give back, De jure
Common Law, Judicial Powers to De jure Citizens.
652. The De facto Government now uses the Common Law, only for themselves, while denying the Citizens the
same rights. 652. The De facto Government, has refused to maintain the proper Legal Infrastructure, for the
Citizens, as was guaranteed by both the De facto and De jure Constitutions, pursuant to their Oath of office.
653. The De facto Government, can not stop De jure Citizens, from demanding their Legal Rights, as they have
sworn an Oath to provide such. Therefore, we now need to force them to provide both Forms of Governments,
so we can choose
by vote, which venue we want.
654. Therefore, we now need to distinguish between the two separate Venues.
656. The De facto Government, now can Civilly Sue your Property and Seize it, as your Property is a De facto
Entity, just like you, and no you have the same Rights as your De facto house.
658. Therefore we should orchestrate to now maintain two separate Elections, as one should be De jure, and the
other one should be De facto, and in the end, we will be able to keep score, as to how many Citizens have
excepted the De jure Truth, and are now in the De jure Venue of the Creator God.
659. Once the De jure Voters outnumbers the De facto Voters, we will know we are winning.
660. We need to force all De facto Governments to honor the 7th Amendment.
661. De facto State Legislatures, need to now distinguish, between all that is De facto and all that is De jure.
662. There are now, two kinds of Marriage; as we have De facto Marriage licenses, and De jure Marriage
Licenses.
663. Three are now, De jure Mining Laws and De facto Mining Laws.
664. The Desert Desert Land Entre Laws, are De facto.
665. I have the right to do all Business, and the right to Contract, or to not Contract, in any either De jure or De
facto Venues.
666. If you conduct all of your business De jure, you should have the right to Litigate, everything in this De jure
Venue
667. The De facto Government as allowed De facto Foreign Agents to Steal, and use Kangaroo Courts against
us.
668. The De facto Government, has used
Fraud," to Construct their New World Order Scheme,
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Venue
667. The De facto Government as allowed De facto Foreign Agents to Steal, and use Kangaroo Courts against
us.
668. The De facto Government, has used "Constructive Fraud," to Construct their New World Order Scheme,
against us.
669. De facto, or De jure County Commissioner can Empanel De jure Grand Juries, Appoint Common law
judges, and can charge other De facto Agents with Treason.
670. We need to now be able to arrest, those who violate their oaths of Office. We Need to have our people run
for both De facto Prosecuting Attorney, and De jure Prosecuting Councilors at Law.
671. We need to create a Common Law Think Tank, that can work on helping all that is De facto, to become
totally De jure.
672. Only a De facto Sheriff can enforce all of the De jure Laws, and arrest all Criminals.
673. De jure Citizens, need to be able to recall all Elected De facto and De jure Officials, who violate their Oaths
of Office. 674. Any De jure Elected Official who is not Bonded, no longer holds Public Office, after 30 days.
675. Elected Official should handle their Official Duties in any such way, as to not impede a De jure Citizens
Rights.
676. Any elected Official that violate his Oath Office, can be charged with Treason.
677. Only a De jure Sheriff has the power to Arrest. The Sherriff is the only duly Elected De jure Law
Enforcement Officer, in a Republic.
678. Any person found guilty of Violating his Oath of Office, should be punished according to Common Law.
679. Any De jure Citizen can do a Citizens Arrest, for De jure, high crimes and misdemeanors. We now need the
ability to stop these De facto Agents from Arresting innocent people.
680. It was the Communist that teach, that their is no God, and that all men, are just Matter in Motion. I noticed
that the Talmud teaches, that all of the People who are not Jewish, are also just Matter in Motion. It is obvious to
me that these two concepts are related. Thus, to look at the very foundations of Communism, you are looking at
the philosophy of the Talmud.
681. It was actually a Jewish Rabbi, name Karl Marx, that wrote the Communist Manifesto.
682. When Communism, murdered over Sixty Six Million people in Russia, the majority of those who were
murdered were in fact Christians.
683. Did you know that both Lennon and Stalin, were Jewish and Talmidian Scholars. Did you know that Adolf
Hitler was also Jewish?
684. Did you know that the Communist Government seized all of the Christian Churches in Russia, and Made
worshiping Christ a crime? Did you know, that the Communist did not seize one Jewish Synagod?
685. I'm my opinion Communism was just another New World Order, Conversion Scheme, to convert an entire
Country from being De jure in Common Law, to now being a De facto Demon-acracy, so that the Talmidians could
steal the Birthright of the Christian Russian People.
686. Even Adolf Hitler's New World Order was a Scheme, to cancel all that was De jure, and to replace it with all
that was De facto.
687. We should now have the right to own Property and even our selves, in the De jure Venue of Christ.
687. We should also have the right to not be arrested, unless we have actually injured another Person, or their
Property, as this is and was always a Common Law right and Concept.
688. Lincoln stated that he was abolishing Slavery, unless there was a Jury of Twelve, and now all Jurors, are no
longer even De jure Citizens.
689. You don't even own yourself, as they they can Arrest you when there is no Injured Party.
690. The Government can not be in injured party in any De jure Legal Action.
691. This is a Republic, not a Demon-acracy.
692. What do the current Leaders of your Church, have to sanction, before you will decide they are not working
in your behalf for your Salvation?
693. Were you told that you De facto Church reports your Tithes to the United Nations?
694. This Constructive Fraud Scheme, to converts all that is De jure, into being totally De facto, is a huge story;
and this concept now effects your very Salvation, at all levels.
695. You have been sold to the New World Order, as a Chattel Property Slave, and now Satin reigns Supreme,
over your life.
695. At the De facto Agenda 21, United Nations Conference in Rio, the De facto United States agreed to lower
the population of their De facto Country.
696. You trust these people? Go Inoculate your Children.
697. Copper replaces Penicillin, and the need to inoculate. Copper will replace more De facto Medical
Concepts, than any other concept, invented by man.
698. The De facto Government, never had the right to seize Water Rights, or shut off the Water to Farms, or to
create the De facto Endangered Species Scam; or the right to allow paid witnesses, to lie against the innocent; or
the right to Steal peoples Homes.
699. The De facto Government, now feeds endless lies to the Main Stream Media, and the Main Stream Media,
now supports anything and everything that is De facto, without question.
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699. The De facto Government, now feeds endless lies to the Main Stream Media, and the Main Stream Media,
now supports anything and everything that is De facto, without question.
700. I would call on all Christians everywhere, to put their Church Officials on Notice, that they need to fix the
Salvation in their Churches. I would not let them sweep these issues under the rug.
701. We need to now show some Pioneer Spirit. We need many Christians, now helping us to reinstitute the Lost
Tribes of Christianity, and we need to now drive all that is De facto, Evil and Satanic from our Churches, Schools,
Businesses and our Government.
702. You cannot fight the whole World by yourselves, as you will need the help of your neighbors. The reward for
all, will be untold Blessings, that can only come from the Creator God's Favor, as he will support his Children.
703. Let the Halls now sit empty of Satins De facto Cohorts. Once we have re-constructed these Halls, with True
De jure Christian Concepts, only then can you rest, as we will have truly done the Creator God's work.
703. I understand that you now must have one foot in Satins De facto Venue, while at the same time you have
one foot in the Creator God's Venue, while at the same time, you step forward and except Christ's Venue in all
things.
704. We now need to understand all of the De facto concepts, that are being used to cancel all that is De jure.
705. We need to offer benefits, to those who now join our De jure Gods Church.
706. Members have to join and register, to the De jure Gods Church, in order to access, and have all of the
Member Benefits, that can be offered. The main purpose of now joining Gods Church Group, is to be able to Live
and conduct all Business, in only the De jure Venue, without having to do Business in the De facto Venue of
Satin.
707. To just check on this website, and spend only one minute a week, would constitute, being a member in good
standing.
708. Any percentage can be paid in Tithing to the De jure Gods Church, and these amounts, could be subtracted
from Tithing Funds, that are being paid to the De facto Church.
709. All Notices given and things expressed, by any De jure Member, to a De facto Church, should be done with
Full Discloser to the Members of God's Church.
710. Official Letters, should be sent directly to all of the De facto Churches, and our Counseling, will mostly
consist of asking them why they have canceled most of the Creator Gods Concepts, and why they are no longer
teaching the Creator Gods, De jure Law, and principles.
711. These De facto Churches, should be asked to answer our concerns, and these Letters should be posted at
Gods Church Website, for all Members to preview.
712. The Creator God does not sneak around, so you need to ask your De facto Church, why has your Church
not taken a stand against the De facto Government, over many innocent Members, being kidnapped and
Sentenced in the De facto Venue?
713. We don't need a 1,000 churches, having people sit though long meeting, that we could have conducted
over the internet.
714. The Creator God has sent people, and given them the proper understanding of De jure Medicine,
Inventions; and all of this Technology has been hidden by the De facto Subverters.
715. Many people are upset about what they have seen happening around them, but they just can not put their
Finger on what is wrong.
716. The De facto New World Order Scheme has now permutated, into every aspect of your life and the life of
your loved ones.
717. These De facto Perpetrators, really say what they mean, and mean what they say. As they have told you,
plainly, that there are too many of you, on Earth.
718. And that the Earth can no longer support, so many of your kind, and that you are like a Virus, polluting their
Planet. 719. The Talmud teaches the Talmidians, that if you are not Jewish you have no Soul and are a Beast of
Burden, and inconsequential.
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719. De jure Water right ownership, is controlled, by a Common Law Concept called Multiple use, whereas,
Water Rights Claimed under the Multiple Use, concept, can include more than one Claimant, all sharing the Use
of/from the same Water Source, for a variety of different purposes. For example, one Claimant could claim water
for his Livestock, and the other Claimant could use the Water for his Mining Company, to provide water for
Mining. But, like all types of Common Law Claims, the Claimant that was first to file Public Notice in the Public
Record, has a Superior Right, under the concept that is called "First in Time."
720. Neither the De facto Federal Government nor her De facto Agents, have any right to control Water or Water
Rights, if they are not a De jure Claimant; and further have no Legal Right to shut off Water, or ration Water,
under the guise of their De facto Endangered Species Act, or any other De facto Scheme. These De facto
Agents, have no legal authority or Jurisdiction, to list any Species as being Endangered, pursuant to the
Emergency Powers, in the De facto Endangered Species Act; and they have no Legal Right to create an in house
Agency Definition, thereinafter called Threatened, that has the same force and effect, as the Definition of
Endangered, as found in the Endangered Species Act. Therefore, when the Fish and Wildlife Department in the
past, rejected a listing of an Endangered Species, the De facto, Agents down graded the listing and further called
it "Threatened," and under this Agency Ruling they enforce this Listing, as if it had the same Legal Meaning as
the Definitions found in the Endangered Species Act, that was passed by Congress. These De facto Agencies
thus have no right to create or modify De facto Statutory Legal Definitions.
720. Therefore, even listing the the "Delta Smelt," as Threatened or Endangered, under their De facto
Endangered Species act, violates the Guarantee of a Republican Form of Government.
721. The Legal Brief written for the late Douglas Noland, argued that the De jure State of Nevada, and the De
jure United States of America, both still own the Unappropriated Lands, listed upon the De facto Public Record.
722. We now need send Registered Letters, to the Library of Congress, and ask them to provide us with a copy
of all of the Papers of Incorporation, for each De facto State and for the De facto United States Corporation.
723. Any properly motivated Political Movement, must recognize and address the problem of maintaining the
concept of Self Interest, amount the Electorate. People, seem to be mostly interested in Political Concepts, that
they agree with, and that will provide some benefit them, even if it is more freedom.
724. We now have a Government that brags, that they can Indict a Ham Sandwich, and we need to realize that
this Statement is truly true, as they no longer use De jure Statutes at Large, Law, and are in fact using Statutes of
a Civil Corporation.
725. The concept now known as the De facto BAR needs to be terminated for all De jure Entities, as it should
now be called the De jure CAR (Citizens At Republic). All, Attorneys should be put out to Pasture, unless they
are Representing or Attorning any Fictitious Entity, in the Venue of the Dead.
726. In the De jure Common Law Venue, we should have only Councilors at Law.
727. The De facto Government, renamed the Unappropriated Lands, to now be called, Public Lands; therefore
only De facto Citizens, can now Claim all of the Lands that are called Public lands.
728. The De facto State of CA, or California, is not a Republic State, as it is a Sub-Corporation, that was placed
directly underneath the De facto Incorporated United States Corporation after the Civil War; as it was a Republic
State before the Civil War, and never surrendered any of her Unnappropriated Lands, in any Pre State Hood
Conveyance.
729. The De facto State of TX, or Texas, is not a Republic State, as it is a Sub-Corporation, that was placed
directly underneath the De facto Incorporated United States Corporation, after the Civil War; as it was a Republic
State before the Civil War, and never surrendered any of her Unnappropriated Lands, in any Pre State Hood
Conveyance.
730. The De facto State of NV, or Nevada, was never a Republic State, as it has always been a Sub-Corporation,
that was placed directly underneath the De facto Incorporated United States Corporation, after the Civil War; as it
was never a Republic State, before the Civil War, and she then surrendered 88% of her De facto
Unnappropriated Lands, in a Pre State Hood Conveyance, and this violated the Equal Footing Doctrine."
731. The 10th Amendment totally stopped the De facto United States Government from Claiming, Federal or
State Territory for the purposes of creating Federal Parks, as the De facto Constitution, Corporate Bylaws, and
De jure Constitution only authorized them to hold Unappropriated Lands, solely for the creation of new States.
732. 11th through the 28th Amendment, were all created after the Civil War, as Amendments only to the De facto
Constitution, of the United States Corporation;
none of these Amendments, actually Amended11/7/2018
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State Territory for the purposes of creating Federal Parks, as the De facto Constitution, Corporate Bylaws, and
De jure Constitution only authorized them to hold Unappropriated Lands, solely for the creation of new States.
732. 11th through the 28th Amendment, were all created after the Civil War, as Amendments only to the De facto
Constitution, of the United States Corporation; therefore, none of these Amendments, actually Amended the De
jure Constitution, of the United States of America.
733. You can not cancel a De jure Amendment, using a De facto Amendment; or cancel a De jure Article, using a
De facto Amendment; as you can only Amended a De facto Amendment using a De facto replacement
Amendment.
736. If you do not specifically cancel a De facto or De jure Amendment, it is still the Legal Law of the Land, and
has priority over Subsequent Amendments; especially if the earlier Amendments were never canceled.
737. Therefore, neither De facto or De jure Article One, has never been Ratified, and to now create the 16th
Amendment without canceling or Amending Article One, would show that all Taxation would now still be, only by
Apportionment pursuant to Census, as found in Article One.
738. The Electoral College is a Common Law Concept, that was created in 1776, to protect our Republican Form
of Government.
739. All men have a right to Live and Work within a Republic; and all Elected Officials have pledged to protect the
right of our Republican Form of Government to exist; and are thus in violation of there Oaths of Office, to even
publically state that this Country is a Democracy. In a Demon-acracy, you are always just one Vote away from
being voted out of existence.
740. All Jury Trials done by De facto U.S. Citizens Citizens, using Statutory Law, against any accused person, are
a Corporate Fraud, as a Corporation has no right to prosecute a De jure Citizen.
741. All Jury Trials done by De facto U.S. Citizens are a Corporate Fraud, as a Corporation has no right to have
Citizens.
742. Therefore, this Constructive Fraud, to Incorporate all of the Citizens as Corporate Chattel Slaves, Touches
all of our Lives, by canceling our Birthright from the Creator God.
743. We need to now Seize the Green Movement, and make it De jure in Nature.
744. All land that now remains in the Territory of the United States of America, that has not been Claimed by a De
jure Claimant is still legally Unnappropriated, and there is no De facto Abstract of Title, as it is broken.
745. If someone has Claimed or Purchased Lands De facto, they still have a Common Law Right, to use and own
their property, even under the Common Law.
746. Common Law usage is important, as to Claim Unappropriated Lands you first must have a need, and
actually use the Lands Claimed. Therefore, it took 600,000 acres of Desert Land to make a Cattle Ranch in the
De jure Desert.
747. They created the De facto Desert Land Entre program, so that the De facto, Citizens, would have the same
right that the De jure Citizen already had. All of the De facto Desert Land Entre and Mining Laws, are still De
facto Law.
748. Note that God owns all of the Land in a Republic, and this is why the De jure Constitution never gave the De
jure United States of America, the right to own, control or even use Land, except for specified purposes.
749. Federal and State, De facto Taxes, and De facto Property Taxes are 100% Voluntary.
750. Homeopathic Medicine is De jure, and Allopathic Medicine is De facto.
751. Homeopathic Medicine needs to be protect in a Republic, from Allopathic.
752. We need to now create a new De jure Banking system to help Support/Fund, all that is De jure.
753. Therefore, there is no way to now legally, create a De jure money system, in the De facto Babylonian
System; therefore, legally we can create our own De jure Digital Monetary System, using Tokens, as anyone can
create their own Tokens.
753. Therefore, we now need to use something of De jure Value, to back our De jure BitCoin Tokens, to support
and Fund all that is De jure; and we need to assign a specific Value to each Token BitCoin.
754. In a Republic, you would get a real Title to your Car, and not a Certificate of Title; you are able to Record all
De jure Documents, with only two witness signatures, without using or having the Document Notarized; No
Citizen could be Prosecuted for any Crime, unless there is first an injured Party.
755. Each Citizen must make a Declaration, that they are De jure, and use and Print their Names correctly, to
maintain such Class.
756. Therefore, it should now be possible, to place a De jure Government Entity, directly over and on top of the
current De facto Government Entity, and this would be termed "Overlay."
757. Mexico incorporated in 1941.
758. Electing only a Sheriff, and having no De facto Police, and using only real Statutes at Large, in a Common
Law Venue would give us the full Right of Redress.
759. Pursuant to their very Oath of Office, all Elected Officials must now help us reinstate a Republican Form of
Government, or they will have committed Treason upon their Oath of Office.
760. Registered letters, should be used instead of Certified Letters, in a Republic.
761. Registered letters, should be sent to current De facto Elected Officials, asking them to honor their Oaths of
Office, and to help us to create the proper legal infrastructure to accomplish this.
762. They should be notified that if they do not agree to our Terms, to let us know, so that we can hold an
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761. Registered letters, should be sent to current De facto Elected Officials, asking them to honor their Oaths of
Office, and to help us to create the proper legal infrastructure to accomplish this.
762. They should be notified that if they do not agree to our Terms, to let us know, so that we can hold an
Emergency Election to Recall them.
763. Land that is held in a De jure Republic, can not be Zoned, or Auctioned off, by the De facto Government.
764. All new De jure Citizens, have a write to Record their Land Titles correctly, in the proper De jure Venue in a
Republic. 765. Therefore, County Legal Infrastructure could be shared, as all Recorded Documents should be
recognizable, on their face, as either being De facto or De jure; and this can be accomplished by, adopting a
Policy of Printing either the word "De facto" or "De jure," on each Document that is being Recorded, so that now
all Citizens, will now have Public Notice, as to whether the Recorded Document, and its effected property has
been Filed into the De jure or De facto Venue.
766. All Citizens, should have the option of being able to declare their De jure Citizenship, so that in the end they
are maintaining Join Citizenship, and this would allow them to now wear Two Hats, this way those who want to
remain De facto, will have this temporary right.
767. Each County can thus hold a Special Election, to authorize the Creation of needed De jure Infrastructure,
that Elected Officials, have all already promised to provide, pursuant to their Oath of Office.
768. The De facto Federal Government, will not be able to charge any Federal Income Tax to De jure Citizens
within any De facto State; and the De facto Government Officials, will not be allowed to tax any De jure Citizen,
as all Taxation would be voluntary.
770. Therefore, having to treat some Citizens and their Properties different, is not our fault, as the De facto Ones
are the Ones who used this Constructive Fraud Scheme, to cancel our Republic, as they are the ones who gave
the Oath of Office, Swearing to protect our Rights, to a Republican Form of Government.
771. How can these De facto, Perpetrators justify creating whole world full of De facto Citizens, who have no
birthright to the God of Creation?
773. We need to now use Green Energy Inventions, to convince, both De facto Liberals, and De facto
Conservatives, to now Vote for all that is De jure.
774. There are two ways, to move forward Politically; and one way is to try to force the County, States and
Federal Government, to wear two Hats; and the Second way is to do a Recall and use a Ballot Initiative, to force
all that is De jure, or just put them into dishonor, as we have one of our De jure Citizens, run for a De facto Office,
promising to bring back the Republic.
775. If they attack us in any way using the phony De facto System, it will be Treason of their Oaths, and we now
need a Movement with Defined Parameters, that can be used in all Venues.
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From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Thursday, October 18, 2018 2:51 PM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Questions and Prayers-

1. I have been taught all of my life while being raised in the Church of Jesus Christ, that many shall be fooled and
deceived and that Satan is the Master of all Lies.
2. So, in accordance with this concept, and my determination to ask God, the idea came unto me, that if I already
had a Covenant, that was attached to my internal Soul, and this Covenant was done in the past through any kind
of Trickery, Fraud or any other kind of game that Satin was playing against me, to deceived me, would it now be
possible that I'm praying to the wrong entity?
3. Would the entity that placed this Covenant on my Eternal Soul, be the Creator God, or would it be Satin?
Therefore, it seemed to me, that I might now be praying to the entity, that tricked me into putting a False
Covenant on my Soul, who could now go by the name of Heavenly Father, or to a God, who now would go by the
name Lord, both of whom, might actually be Satin. Therefore, if Satin is the entity, that tricked me into putting
one of his Covenants upon my Soul, could it be possible that I would now be praying to Satin by default?
4. I thus thought to my self, what would it effect, if I addressed my prayer specifically to the God who created the
Universe, Granted me free agency, and the God who truly Loves me, in the name of Jesus Christ.
5. I reasoned, that even if I had already been tricked into a Covenant with Satin by default, God would now be
the correct entity, that would hear and answer my Prayers.
6. I was thus suspicious of everything at this point, and I realized that many who might be fooled, could even
include me. I noticed in the Doctrine and Covenants, that Joseph Smith switched specifically, between the Words
Lord, God and Father in Heaven. Even different places in the Bible address God, using different names.
7. Surely the God of Creation, would not be offended, if I call unto him specifically, by calling, upon him, only
name that he could answer to. I figured, that maybe if we address God this way, we might actually get a different
answer, we might even get the right answer, or at least a fuller answer.
8. It also dawned on me, that my God, is a God of Logic and Contracts, and that the whole Universe and all within
it, was Created and is totally controlled by Logic and the Law of Words, as were named, by God himself; and that
all of Creation is Binary in Nature, and that God also created Binary math; therefore, it seemed to me, that we
really should get our answers in strict accordance, to God's Law of Words, as only can the God of Creation, make
any Law, using Words.
9. If a law form be wicked and evil, or a form of Law is created, to distinguish good from evil, the God of Creation,
is still the Creator of any and all Laws, and Satin himself, is bound to them, and must obey these Laws, and the
prescribed meaning and Definition of these Laws, in what ever Venue the Law is printed, or spoken in.
10. For Satan and all that is Satanic, must be hidden in plain sight, as he is bound by the Rules of Words, to
follow the Rules of the Word, and Words, that God has thus spoken into existence.
11. Were the Protocols, that were called the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, a real guide or Blue Print,
for what the Jews have created for the Gentiles, and everyone else?
12. God answered: All you have to do is read it, to get your answer, as the answer is as plain, as the Nose on
your Face, as there Plan is well contrived and orchestrated. Note I say unto you that these Protocols, are the
same in all of the "New World Order Schemes."
13. I did not take the free will of any group, nor protect them from even themselves. All Jewish Tribes were lost,
and remain lost, even the one you say you have now found.
14. They want to cancel all of Gods De jure, Script, for all of mankind, everywhere; so, that they can steal and
remove something, that has no value in trade, and then use this Script to enslave all of my children.
15. They trade in Debt and Slavery. These, people who call themselves my chosen, are just Leeches in all
aspects, as they pick the Bones and Souls, of my children clean. They would not dare to lay a Tax upon my real
Script, as in all these things, they will be seen running away, trembling even their rotten faces. Therefore, they
hide their stench, for they know in their very Souls, what is not Good and what is not Godly.
16. I lead them from Bondage and preformed endless miracles, right in front of their Noses, and within just 3
days they forgot me, as they bore False Witness, Murdering each other, and melting down their Gold and Silver,
to make new Idols, and they then created many new types of Secret Combinations, with many new Oaths of
Blasphemy, to taint the very Souls of my children.
17. It would seem that any group that has my favor, seems to go astray in about two of my seconds, and it then
takes me at least 40 years to dish out the Punishment, to show them my real displeasure, and wo, as even this is
not enough Punishment. My chosen people don't pretend to be Gods, while scheming to conquer the world, to
enslave man kind; they don't create endless
in; they
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not enough Punishment. My chosen people don't pretend to be Gods, while scheming to conquer the world, to
enslave man kind; they don't create endless Temples, for what they call Gentiles, to worship False Gods in; they
don't create endless new Oaths to trick the Gentiles, out of their very Souls; they are never known to be endlessly
wicked; as these people are not in my favor, as it is plain to see they have no Blessings from me.
18. If they were in my favor, I would have helped them keep what they call their Promised Land; but I did not
Bless them, as I scattered them, as the Lost Sheep they still are. They have always continued to be a scourge,
on all of my Children, unto themselves, even as now.
19. What is the New World Order? God, said: The New World Order Scheme, is a Scheme, that was very
sneaky and clever as it took Satin over 100 years of careful planning, by these many wicked Secret
Combinations, to put it all into place. This New World Order Scheme, actually used the very Words and Law of
God, in such a way, as to steal the very Salvation of almost all of my Living, children on Earth; at this time, during
these Latter-days.
20. You will know them by the Fruits, and their Works, for those who have Eyes can see, and those who have
Ears can hear, as there is no conspiracy, that is now hidden; as all of there deeds, are right in plain view, with
even your consent; and that is why they have been able to take their time, and not have to murder another 66
millions children.
21. How much patience must I show you, before you wake up. I have almost no Churches left on Earth at this
time, except for a very few. What is left of my De jure children, is fast evaporating.
22. What does De jure and De facto mean?
23. I God, created all things, Words, and definitions.
24. These are my Rules of Law, and Word Law, as Satin is, and has always been bound, to put the whole truth,
directly in front of your very eyes, so that you will know my Law, and the truth in the Words; as, he will now use
the only Words, De facto, to express all that is not of me or real; but a counterfeit.
25. De facto, is all that purports to be real but is a Fraud or Counterfeit. De facto Law, is known as Statutory
Law, that I created for only Non Living Entities, and Corporations that have no Soul.
26. You will find this in your old and new Law Books and in the Basic Grammar of the English, and all
Languages; as these are my Law of Words and my Words of Law.
27. De jure, is all that is real and it represents the original deal, that God made with his children. De jure, is what
is real and based upon Gods plan of Salvation.
28. De jure Law, is law used for God's plan of Salvation, to be used only for Living and not the Dead. De jure
Name, is the Name I, Scribe into my Book of Life, to describe my children who were alive, and have Salvation
and Eternal Life, pursuant to my promise of Salvation, pursuant to my Laws and Word Laws.
29. De jure Punishment, is punishment in a Republic, using only Common Law, that is based on the Teachings of
Jesus Christ, pursuant to my Laws and Word Laws.
30. What is a Saint? A Saint is one of my children, that stands against Satin's evil, or does what seems to be
impossible, while doing it for me, regardless of the consequence.
31. Someone, who sits on the fence, and does not take a stand against the evil that surround him; has no place
in my Plan of Salvation.
32. Do not believe you are a Saint because you think, you are from a chosen tribe.
33. Any of my children, who can grasp the fact, that they have a problem, with what can be seen in plain view,
and hear what can be heard, are my children. Any of my children, who attempt to undo Satins De facto, New
World Order Scheme, are my real Chosen people. Any of my children who think, and say that they can be equal
to me, as a god, are Vain and are not worthy to even ascend. This was the promise that Satin gave to Eve, in the
Garden, as he promised her that she would be as a god; with knowledge.
34. Any person who has received a special Soul, who are most favored, in the group of 36, would never boast,
that they are Tsidiks, as this would be Vain, and make it not so.
35. These people who are special, have Christ's Violet Aura, that surrounds them. The Jews, now believe that
Jesus Christ is not the son of God, but is only a Tsidik.
36. Only the generation that is now known, as the Latter-Day Saints, has the Photographic Equipment, to
actually See and Witness the Colors of a man's Aura.
37. I'm not asking you to believe in any of these things, as you never listened to any of my Profits of old, that I
have sent to help you.
38. I ask only, that you see what is in plain sight, as is my Days and my Nights; as I ask that you ask and then
hear, so that you may now see, the real Evidence of the Abominations, that you have Embraced, in what you
think is my Name.
39. The reason they murdered Sixty Six million Christians in my Russia, was because 66 million people, were an
overall group of my children, who would oppose Satins new Plan, for the World conquest; called the New World
Order. Russia had more of my children, that were special, than any of the other Nations, before they were
murdered and Slain.
40. You stand for nothing, while you scream into the Wind that you are so special, that you are my Chosen, as
my real Chosen and Faithful now Cry Page
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my real Chosen and Faithful now Cry out from the ground, for something that you no longer have or can give
them "Justice."
41. You really are now Gods Chosen, children, if you will embrace the fact, that all has been conquered and work
to undo the seat of Satin.
42. Now I send you Prophets, to lead you and teach you, true and real concepts of Law and Word Law, and you
let these Prophets, be Murdered, Lied against, Tortured, and Cast into your Filthy Dungeons. I have a special
place in Hell for you, these children, that conduct such evil against my children; such as you are.
43. And God Said: I want my children to distinguish between the De facto, and the De jure, in all things, as you
work to cancel Satin's De facto, New World Order Scheme.
44. It is not your fault, up until now, that the New World Order Scheme has taken you by surprise.
45. If is not your fault that you must now continue to Work and Live in Satins domain, as a Dead Person[s]; but
you need to get at least one foot into my Living Domain, before it is to late for you.
46. This new Church, that I want you to organize, needs to be directly overlaid, upon your current Church, and
this will mean that you now have two Churches, and two Name Styles; that will now work together, to act as one.
47. The new Church could be called GOD'S, which would be the acronym, for Guarantee of a De jure, Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; GOD'S, Catholic Church; GOD's Lutheran Church. Therefore, by putting just
this single world God, in front of your current De facto, names, will represent all that is new and De jure.
48. Now you should ask the Leaders of your current Church, to pray and fast about this, they should set aside, at
least one hour a week, to work with the De jure members, of there Church, to help them meet De jure, in my
name.
49. Mormon 9 - 17:, "who shall say, that it was not a Miracle that by his Word the Heaven and the Earth should
be; and by the power of his Word, man was created of Dust of the Earth; and by the power of his Word, have
miracles been wrought?
50. Mormon 9 -17:, "Why do ye adorn yourselves with that which has no Life, an yet suffer the hungry and the
needy and the naked, and the sick and the afflicted to pass by you, and notice them not?
51. I read in Mormon 9 - 39: "Yea, why do ye build up your Secret Combinations to get gain, and cause that
Widows should mourn before the Lord, and also orphans, to mourn before the Lord, and also the blood of their
fathers and their husbands to cry unto the Lord from the ground, for vengeance upon your heads?
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From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Tuesday, October 16, 2018 2:37 PM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Revelations - 1-

This below section is some of the Revelations, that were given to David Roland; Hinkson, in direct response to
some of his personal questions that he asked God.
1. And God Said: "things are thus all by Degree. A man or a group of men can be 1% good and 99% evil or 99%
good and 1% evil. But 99% truth with one part lie still taints the whole part, to make it all a lie.
2. At this time it can be difficult to give you council, as to any specific group or concept that emanates from a
group. During this time I would now say that the Republicans are a just a little more correct, than Democrats, but
then again a person would need to know who's agenda is being served at any given time.
3. You could be fooled by trimmings, and lead into bondage, hearing only 1% truth. So, I have given you a series
of concept test to use, to know if it be of my hand or will, and if I give my approval or blessings to any venture of
man. The main thing is, to stop looking for your Leader and become the Leader.
4. Know what is True and Right, and share it with others, as they need their eyes opened.
5. And God Said: "Verily Verily, I saith unto you, I keep sending you Profits, to give you the Truth, so that it can be
shown that you excepted the Truth, or rejected it, before your time of Judgment. This is done, so that I will be
able to determine to what degree you have followed my Words or Commandments, and to what degree, you will
have spoken against me.
6. Thus, I will give you the Salvation, to the very degree, that you deserve.
7. Let it be known, that your Salvation Level, can be a much by degree, as no Salvation at all.
Therefore, the starting point, starts at 50/50, and can go down from there, until the scale reaches absolute zero,
and below this level, you have zero chance of even existing in my firmament, that is Heaven.
8. I wish things concerning your Salvation could be either yea or nea, but the problem from the very beginning,
has always been that everybody has sinned.
9. If a person is 30% on the correct scale to Salvation and comes to me, and asks for forgiveness, and truly has
repented in the name of my son, then can be moved higher on the Salvation scale.
10. Let it be known, that anyone who has been deceived down the scale, using any false covenants and by
joining any Secret Combination, or any other lie that cometh from Satin; he must ask, that these Covenants be
removed, by Praying to have them thus be removed.
11. Any of my children, who know and decide with full intent, to place these Chattels upon their Soul, will not be
able to remove them, as these false covenants might be Honored and Bound to Satin forever.
12. And God Said: "Verily Verily, I saith unto you, that I do not need a thousand page book to make any point.
13. I have never called as anyone's Lord or Father in Heaven. I reside in a dimension, I named the Firmament.
14. There is no internal life, except for being within my Firmament.
15. If your Soul is to have Everlasting Life, it is because of my created Firmament. Dirty or evil Souls will not be
allowed free agency, within my Firmament.
16. My Son "Jesus Christ" was a Tsidik, and his Auraic Field was Violet. Other Tsidiks in immediate history,
would include Henry Ford, Edgar Casey and Nicola Tesla, and each man had access to the Accashic Fields
within the Firmament Dimension.
17. No children of men who have an Auric Field that is not close to Violate, can access the Accashic Field to gain
extra Wisdom; therefore none of my children can access the permanent information that is found within this
Eternal Energy Field. 18. Some people have been able to perceive the Accashic Field, to receive answers in
what I named Kinesiology.
19. Some have access to the information while in the Rem Sleep. Very few men have access to two of these
Fields, as they will usually have ability in one, or the other; excepting that a Tsidic, can access the Field, in many
different ways; pursuant to my Gift.
20. Any person who has total access to my Accashic Fields, is usually called a Profit; as to have this much
access, he must first love God, have been true to his Words, and been obedient to his me. No person who is
Tsidic, would ever brag about being such, as to be Vain, would shut off all access to these Fields. To truly be able
to see, if a person is a Tsidik, you now have what is called Killian Photography.
21. Any person who is or afraid to have their Killian Picture taken might be a fraud. Any Leader of any Church
who is afraid to have his Killian Picture taken, has no access to the Accasick Fields, is not a Tsidik, and is not a
Profit of the Everlasting God, who Created the Universe and Granted you free agency.
22. Any person who states that three are no Accashic Fields, no Tsidiks and no Firmament is a fraud.
23. Many Scientist and Scholars havePage
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22. Any person who states that three are no Accashic Fields, no Tsidiks and no Firmament is a fraud.
23. Many Scientist and Scholars have created fraudulent systems of false logic, to attempt to cancel my Creation
and Concepts.
24. I have sent many men upon the course of Truth and Knowledge, and almost always, they have been miss
quoted, robed and/or murdered.
25. Almost everything that is presented to man, must be now suspect of not being from my hand.
26. When Moses talked to me on the Mountain, it took the Children of Israel 3 days to forget all that I had done
for them, as they started building false Temples, Teachings, and Gods.
27. No matter what I have done for man, he seems to forget fast, showing no appreciation. I don't need to write
a 1,000 page book about a lost tribe. When it was lost it is lost. Any group that is Vain enough to think that they
are special above all others, and then tech others how special they are, are Vain and not so special. All men
have the right to be equal in my eyes and are given free agency.
28. If had special people they were always only 30 days away from being lost at any given time.
29. If you belong to a Church that vainly believes you are of a Lost Tribe and specially Chosen, you are already
lost, because your Vanity makes it so.
30. Find the Violet and notice what is not said. Satin can be known as your father in Heaven or your Lord,
especially if you have already made a Covenants unto him, that is resting on your Soul, for he is the father of all
Lies and Deceit.
31. My special children do not fondle at the feet of Babylon, worshiping false gods; they not use the Style of the
written Word to steal or cancel your birthright, to me. I have no Word Games or trickery, for the access to me.
32. If your Church or place of worship has turned to a non living Word Style Fraudulent Scheme, that is not of my
choosing; as they will insist upon using a Written Style that express such.
33. They will insist the new Style is great, and they will refuse to Scribe your Name, in a way as to offends me,
for they all know that to address one of my children with a fraudulent Word Style, to subvert your Salvation or
anyone's salvation, is Blasphemy upon me, and will cause a fast death and Internal Damnation.
34. Internal damnation, is not allowing a Soul to enter into the Firmament, and the Soul now spends all of
Eternity trying to be; but to no avail, as the time of nothing, is the torment of Eternal Damnation and Death.
35. Many shall be fooled, but there is no reason to be fooled, as I have made Promises in the past that where
misquoted. 36. These promises were, that who every Prays unto me, and asks to be shown, who runs the their
current Church will be shown; as I will bind up Satan, himself to give you your answer, but I will not show myself,
to provide an answer, as you would not except the truth, if I did. But, seeing the evil of Satin before you, will now
convince you that I'm here, and that I have created all, and even Satin himself is bound to honor, the Eternal
Contracts in the firmament.
37. Therefore, my promise is and was always as follows: "Who so ever, Prays in sincerity, and asks the "God
who Created the Universe, Granted you Free Agency, and the God who truly loves you, show you who runs your
Church, in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen" I will bind Satin to his Contract[s], and allow my protection to
temporarily be cancel, in what is now the window of Hell, to allow him to cast a visit upon you.
38. To get my protection back, to stop Satin from taking your Soul, Pray as follows: "Dear God who created the
Universe, granted me my free agency, and the God who truly Loves me, I pray unto you, in the name of Jesus
Christ, deliver me from Satin, Amen." Satin again shall be bound, and will leave your presence.
The secret is that all of my creation is bound by these Contracts. Therefore, I say unto you, that all the fraudulent
Churches, all use Covenants to make Eternal Covenants upon your Soul.
39. Baptism, is the only Covenant I honor, even if you are in a Church of the deceived.
40. It was the Children of Israel, rebelling in mass, that created the first of the many Secret Societies, that now
permeate the Earth; and they continue to his day and forever, creating new Religions for the sole purpose of
getting you to place un-Godly Covenants upon your Soul.
41. These groups are not controlled or created by me, and are not Godly. Once you have given up your Soul to
one of these Evil Pretenders, your Soul is damned, unless you cancel the Oaths.
42. It is therefore proper, to sometimes cancel Oaths in secret, for if known by your brethren, can cause them to
Blood Atonement you, and harvest your Soul.
43. Therefore, if you change you mind, after entering into a False Covenant, and still want your Salvation, you
must now plead your case, by Praying for Mercy, because you were deceived by Fake Promises of fraud; lies; or
the promise of Riches; and I will know the sincerity of your Words, and decide according to my justice, where you
will stand in my Plan of Salvation.
44. And God said: "Any man who violates any of my Ten Commandments, in a De facto, Venue, against the
Living to cause the wrongful death or imprisonment of an innocent man, for Financial Gain, Revenge, or
Jealousy, shall wish that they could be afforded a place in hell, as to have your Should be removed from
existence.
45. Anyone who tells you: "many shall be deceived, but not I"; or tells you: "I'm gods chosen special persons
above all others, or that our their Leaders can't be tempted by Satin to do wrong," is talking out both sides of their
Mouths. If anyone says, I have Christ's
Aura,2or Iofsee
them.
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Mouths. If anyone says, I have Christ's Aura, or I see Auras, or I speak to angles. You should not trust them.
There are some that have such a weak Soul, that they can only whisper lies, with no conscience and these lowly
creatures are not men or even as exalted as a dog, as they will suffer torment until such time as they can lie, or
deceive no more, which is forever, for these are the Vile Servants of Satin.
46. I never would have one of my Children, give a Convent and agree to be murdered via, a Blood Atonement.
The very Crucifixion of Jesus Christ, was a type of Blood Atonement, and he died for your sins, so that you would
no longer have to self sacrifice on the Crosses of Blood Atonement; to be forgiven.
47. I will thus forgive you, if you just get on your knees, and ask: "that any and all Covenants that are now
attached to your Internal Soul, that were not, of the God of Creation, who granted you your free agency and the
God that loves you, be forever removed," as they were placed their pursuant to False teaching, Fraud and
Deception.
48. Many Technologies that the Children of man have not figured out, work only because of my created
Firmament. The Firmament, is the First Frontier, and the Last Frontier, in my Creation.
49. The Firmament, is made up of even smaller Frontiers that are endlessly Infinite.
50. The Universe is Binary, and is controlled by my Binary laws and codes. Those who are truly in tune with
these Codes, can access knowledge in my Universe, you now call these codes Accashic Fields.
51. To be in Harmony with the Universe you need to honor my original Ten Commandments. The Ten
Commandments need no additions. My laws are simple and easy to understand. The closer you live your life
and live unto the Ten Commandments, the closer your Accashic Field will be in proper Color; as being Violet. The
color of the "Accshic Fields" are Purple, which include two colors as Blue and Red. Those who address me in
Payer, shall Pray to me, as the only God, who created the Universe and granted you your free agency.
52. To trespass on the Fee Agency of another, is the worst blasphemous Sin.
53. There has been an ongoing orchestrated attempt, to subvert and hide the truth about Accashic Fields, and
the very Existence of my Firmament.
54. Those who believe that every Word written in the Bible, be true, are really believing in my power to keep my
word, as all is possible for me.
55. Agendaside: is to commit Eternal Death for an un earned immediate gain.
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Allegations rejected 30 years ago by multiple law enforcement investigations resurfaced Wednesday in a
federal lawsuit.

SALT LAKE CITY — Allegations rejected 30 years ago following multiple law enforcement
investigations resurfaced Wednesday in a federal lawsuit filed against a daughter and son-in-law
of the president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
The couple was identified only as John and Jane Doe in the suit, but an attorney for the
defendants identified them as Brenda and Richard Miles, the daughter and son-in-law of
President Russell M. Nelson, president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, often
called the Mormon church.
The lawsuit was filed in U.S. District Court in Utah by six unnamed plaintiffs, all the children or
stepchildren of a man who died by suicide in 1995. They revived allegations that rocked a
Bountiful neighborhood in 1986 when they said they were abused as part of a sex ring of adults
and babysitters.
Three of the plaintiffs allege that the plaintiffs' father and the Mileses were part of a group who
sexually assaulted them as children when their ages ranged from newborn to 8 years old. The
alleged assaults took place at "touching parties" at homes in the Mueller Park area of Bountiful,
according to the complaint.
Within hours on Wednesday, the Mileses filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit. The motion said
the plaintiffs' claims are "false and horrific" and are barred by the statute of limitations.
In a statement, the Mileses described what they called "long-ago debunked accusations" as
"patently false and deeply, utterly offensive."
"Child abuse is evil, but so is a false accusation of child abuse," said the Mileses' attorney, Jim
Jardine, of the law firm Ray Quinney & Nebeker.
Idaho attorney Craig Vernon filed the complaint three days before the church's semi-annual
general conference, alleging a coverup by the church, which it denied. Vernon, of the law firm
James, Vernon and Weeks in Coeur d'Alene, also represents McKenna Denson in another highprofile lawsuit against the church.
Vernon did not respond to multiple requests for comment Wednesday. Under Utah federal court
rules, he has 28 days to respond to the Mileses' motion to dismiss.
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The allegations
The lawsuit included nine exhibits. Six are declarations made by the children or stepchildren.
The other three are from their mothers and a psychiatrist who treated the children in 1986.
Three children allege in signed exhibits that they remember being sexually assaulted in the
touching parties by their father, their paternal grandmother, the Mileses, a teenage babysitter and
numerous others.
Two stepchildren say they were raped by their stepfather.
One child and one stepchild say they don't remember being assaulted but were told they were by
their siblings, parents and therapists.
A seventh child provided an exhibit, but she is not listed as a plaintiff in the suit.
The suit graphically details repeated sexual assaults and rape of the plaintiffs when they were
young children.
"We have never abused these children or anyone else," the Mileses said in their statement. "To
do so would be contrary to our beliefs, our principles, our character and the way we have always
lived our lives. Police investigated these allegations against us more than 30 years ago and found
no evidence to support them. To protect ourselves from the specter of false allegations, we
voluntarily took a polygraph test. The results of the tests, which we took in 1986, support the
reality that we did not sexually abuse these children."
The lawsuit also claims the Mileses "utilized their status within the church, both as leaders in
their own right and as the daughter and son-in-law of an apostle of the church, to cover up the
crimes they committed against Jane Doe 1, Jane Doe 2 and John Doe 1."
The lawsuit infers that President Nelson, who became an apostle in 1984, used his influence to
protect the father and the Mileses from both the criminal investigation and church discipline.
The suit explicitly accuses the Mileses of "lying to the police and influencing the criminal
investigation; influencing leaders of the church to ignore church policy and not convene a church
3

disciplinary (council) against themselves and (the plaintiffs' father); and further actions which
encouraged and enabled defendants and (plaintiffs' father) to escape criminal prosecution and not
be excommunicated from the church for the heinous sexual crimes they committed against these
children."
The plaintiffs claim that this enabled their father to remarry and allegedly abuse the children in
that second marriage, who are listed as the second set of three plaintiffs — Jane Doe 3 and 4 and
John Doe 2.
The church strongly denied the claims that President Nelson or any church official used any
influence on the criminal investigation or church discipline.
"These allegations of interference or coverup are baseless and offensive," the church said in a
statement. "Law enforcement investigated this matter in the 1980s and took no action against the
church or its leaders. We will continue to act responsibly and appropriately in addressing these
matters."
The stake president at the time, Craig Smith, said neither the Mileses or any church leader
influenced his decision about church discipline for the plaintiffs' father or anyone else.
"No one from the church told me what to do about whether members of the stake should or
should not be disciplined," Smith said in a statement. "Decisions about members of my stake
were left up to me as the stake president."
Church policy instructs local leaders not to convene a disciplinary council until a legal
investigation is concluded.
The Mileses' attorney, Jim Jardine, said the allegations arose from the work of a "controversial"
therapist, Barbara Snow, who was investigated for "planting" false memories in patients, which
she denied.
The investigations
Investigators at the city and county level at the time found no evidence of a Bountiful sex abuse
ring allegedly involving the Mileses. A state investigation also found no evidence to corroborate
more than 220 claims of ritual sex abuse in Utah that mirrored a national trend of accusations
later attributed to the counseling techniques of recovered-memory therapy, a practice now widely
rejected by research psychologists because of the possibility of planted memories.
David Jordan, an attorney with Stoel Rives who is assisting the church in this matter, provided
declarations under oath from the lead investigators and prosecutors who examined claims of two
alleged sex rings in the Mueller Park neighborhood in Bountiful. They say church officials did
not try to shape the investigation.
"No one from The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints attempted to influence or interfere
with our investigation in any way," said Michael George in one of the declarations. George was
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the investigator for the Salt Lake County Attorney’s Office assigned to the case at the time. The
statement was dated Sept. 19, 2018, a copy of which was reviewed by the Deseret News.
George also addressed the "touching parties."
"We did not find evidence of a child sex abuse ring," he said.
The Deseret News has reviewed all four declarations.
Then-Bountiful Police Det. Diana Stevens said no church officials attempted to interfere with the
criminal investigations.
Brian Namba, the Davis County deputy attorney, said no church representative "attempted to
limit or interfere with the county's investigation or prosecutorial decisions."
George, the Salt Lake County investigator, and Leslie Lewis, a deputy in the Salt Lake County
Attorney’s office at the time and a future Third District Court judge, also said no church officials
attempted to influence their work.
George said they found no evidence of a child sex abuse ring in the investigation involving the
Mileses. The declarations made by him and Lewis indicated that when they sifted the evidence in
their investigation of the plaintiffs' father's conduct with his children, it left questions but was
insufficient for prosecution.
"The evidence concerning (the plaintiffs' father) was conflicting and inconclusive and,
ultimately, the Salt Lake County Attorney’s Office determined not to prosecute him," George
wrote.
Lewis added, "Our investigation did not uncover sufficient evidence to warrant charges against
(the plaintiffs' father)." Lewis signed her written declaration on Friday.
Mileses' response
"Allegations from the 1980s that we sexually abused neighborhood children by hosting 'touching'
parties and engaging in other bizarre forms of ritualistic abuse are patently false and deeply,
utterly offensive," the Mileses said in their statement on Wednesday. "Now that we have been
subjected to a lawsuit attempting to dredge up these long-ago debunked accusations, it's
important for us to speak out.
50 comments on this story

"While it pains us to engage in litigation with former neighbors, especially individuals who have
so clearly faced significant challenges in life, with the lawsuit they have filed, we are left with no
choice but to defend ourselves in the court of law and in the court of public opinion. The
allegations against us are false. While we feel deep sadness and concern for these individuals,
any abuse they suffered did not involve us."
5

Jardine, their attorney, added: "We have full confidence that both the legal and journalistic
processes will come to the same truth — that the Miles are completely innocent of these
allegations. The Miles will vigorously defend against these false claims and will be completely
vindicated. To that end, we will be filing today a motion to dismiss this complaint. Child sexual
abuse is evil; so is a false accusation of such abuse."
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From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Wednesday, October 31, 2018 7:22 PM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Book Of The Latter Day.

These are some quotes that I read in the Book of Mormon, in the section that was written by the Prophet Joseph
Smith, that I studied while going to Ricks College.
"In my life I have met many different people who all belong to different religious groups. For instance I have met
Methodists, Catholics, Presbyterian's Lutheran's, and Baptist's and may others.... There seemed to be a great
love which the converts to these different faiths expressed at this time of their conversions, and the great zeal
manifested by the respective clergy, who were all active in getting up and promoting this extra-ordinary seen of
religious feelings in order to have everybody converted, as they were pleased to call it, let them join what sect
they pleased; yet when the convert begins to file off, some to one party and some to another, it was seen that the
the seemingly good feeling of both the priests and the converts were more pretend than real; for a scene of great
confusion and bad feelings ensued - priest contending against priest and convert against convert; so that all their
good feelings are for another, if they ever had any were entirely lost in a strife of words and a contest about
opinions. The Presbyterians were decidedly against the Baptist and the Methodists, used all of the powers of
both reason and sophistry to prove their errors, or at least, to make the people think they were in error. On the
other hand, the Baptists and Methodists in their turn were equally zealous in endeavoring to establish their own
tenets and disapprove all others (Joseph Smith 1-13).
In the midst of this war of words and tumult of opinions, I often said to myself; what is to be done? Who of all
these parties are right; or, are they all wrong? (Joseph Smith 1 - 13).
While I was laboring under the extreme difficulties caused by the contests of these parties of religionist, I was
one day reading the Epistle of James, First Chapter and Fifth Verse, which reads: If any of you lack wisdom let
him ask God that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraided not; and it shall be given him (Joseph Smith 1 - 13).
Never did any passage of scripture come with more power to the heart of man than this did at this time to mine.
(Joseph Smith 1 - 12).
It seemed to enter with force into every feeling of my heart. I reflected on it again and again, knowing that if
any person needed wisdom from God, I did; for how to act, I did dot know, and unless I could get more wisdom
than I then had, I would never know; for the teachers of religion of the different sects, understood and confusion,
understood the same passages of scripture so differently as to destroy all confidence in selling the question by an
appeal to the Bible (Joseph Smith 1 - 12).
At length I came to the conclusion that I must either remain in darkness and confusion, or else I must do as
James directs, that is ask of God. I at length came to the determination to "ask of God," concluding that if he
gave wisdom to them that lacked wisdom, and would give liberally, and not upbraid, I might venture (Joseph
Smith 1 - 13)."
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